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PORWORD
fhese studies on the production of Direct Consumption 
Sugars in Louisiana were started during the fall of 1938 as 
part of a broad program which has as Its ultimate object the 
improvement and standardisation of the output of Louisiana s 
cane sugar factories* preliminary surveys have shown that 
there Is a potential market in the Mississippi Valley region 
for all of the sugars of this type that Louisiana can produce# 
now or In the future* Before this market can be won it will 
be necessary to standardise the various types of sugar and 
methods of manufacture to insure the consumer that he will 
receive a product of uniform quality* Attainment of this ob­
jective would greatly enhance the financial returns of the 
producers now in business and would assure them a ready market* 
m  addition# it would make possible the rehabilitation of some 
twenty factories now idle# that would furnish employment direct­
ly or indirectly for forty thousand persons in the sugar sec­
tion of this state who are now idle or on relief#
Xfc this work we have attempted to present the various 
phases of the problem as it exists# to point out the obstacles
to bo surmounted* and finally to offer our own email eon* 
trifcution to certain pheaes of the chemical side of the 
general question#
3
fhe author wishes to take this opportunity to express 
sincere appreciation to- Br# ah&rlee B* coatoa for &M* 
advioo and etteouregasacmt during?, his direction of this wrk# 
'iq also wishes to express hia appreciation to »* Paul M# 
orton for hi a many valuable suggest ions# Bo is greatly 
indebted to Mrs* Oreno n Gmmvon for her aid in compiling 
tie bibliography#
f© Messrs* K*l#Dena&at# H*B# Bliss and V*H* h‘okhcr&# 
fciianks are duo for many of the analytical detenuIn&t Ions 
on % i0 sugars and molasaos straples*
'Blanks are due to the mtmy Louisiana factories for 




These studies deal with certain features of a broad 
program which has for its ultimate object the improvement 
and standardisation of the various types of sugar produced 
in Louisiana* particular emphasis has been placed on the 
problems faced by the producers of direct consumption sugars 
since surveys have shown that the market for this class of 
sugar can be greatly expanded and the local industry heneflttod 
if their sugars can be improved to conform with satisfactory 
standards of quality and uniformity*
Analytical studies have been made of the various types 
of direct consumption sugars and molasses now produced, and 
tentative standards of quality based on the results of this 
study are proposed* This work is being continued and modi­
fications and additions to this list will be made as the 
need arises*
Suggestions, based on a study of condition^ in the ind­
ividual plants, have been made to show how methods of 
operation may be improved to meet the standards of quality 
proposed*
Studies of Louisiana raw sugars have revealed that fac­
tories from certain sections of the state produce sugars 
which have a much higher ash content than does the product 
of factories from other sections. Refiners tend to discriminate
against sugars which are high in ash* Iheae investigations 
have included detailed analytical studies of the sugars for 
three seasons and in addition have included the inspection 
and study of the plants in which the sugars were produced*
He suits indicate that high ash is linked with high avail­
able potash in the soils of the section where these sugars 
were produced rather than to any defect® in factory operation#
Some of the sugars exhibit defects which can b® traced 
to poor Juice clarification* m  the majority of such cases 
investigation has shown that overcrowding of clarification 
systems beyond their rated capacities is the basic trouble* 
Measures are suggested for remedying such defects as have 
been found in these sugars. Further work along these same 
lines is now in progress.
It has been brought out in the studies of both raw and 
direct consumption sugars that most of the defects in these 
sugars can be traced back to improper clarification of the 
juice* The subject of clarification of can® juices has occu­
pied the attention of numerous investigators for quit® a 
long period but very little progress has been made* One of 
the fundamental difficulties has been lack of a suitable 
experimental apparatus for this type of investigation* This 
need has been met by the design and development of an appa­
ratus which has successfully fulfilled requirements, studies 
carried out with this apparatus over a period of four yeara 
have demonstrated its worth.
a
Various combinations of chemical ©gents have been used 
in clarifying cane juice and comparative data are presented 
in a series of tables and graphs* Indications are that 
phosphoric acid or sodium aluminate when used In combination 
with lime are superior def actants to lime used alone * but 
that it is doubtful whether the increased cost attendant on 
their use is justified by the results obtained*
settling rates of the floe produced in the defecation 
process have been measured. Ihese rates have boon found to 
vary from two to twenty**two centimeters per minute. Th© ave­
rage value Is approximately six centimeters per minute* Hhe 
rate of fall of the floe is approximately the same for all 
of th© various combinations of agents used when the pH of 
the solutions are approximately th© sr 10. wide variations 
in the rate using a given reagent can be produced by vary-* 
Ing th© reaction of the juice# Further studies on the clari­




One of the most Ijnportant materials In the human diet 
to«*day la sugar# Its high food value combined with its vary 
low cost has mads It a household necessity in practically 
every part of the world#
The principal sources of sugar are the sugar cane of 
tropical and semi-tropical regions* and the sugar beet which 
Is a plant best adapted to the temperate zones of the globe#
The commercial manufacture and refining of sugar developed 
in Egypt in the ninth and tenth centuries and from there v/aa 
carried to various sections of northern Affclca and southern 
Europe by the Arabs* At about this same period* or perhaps 
even earlier* the Chinese were also manufacturing sugar and 
the art was carried by them to Java and the Philippines# 
Columbus brought sugar cane to the West indies on his second 
voyage In 1494 and started the development of what la one of 
the world s greatest sugar producing regions# From the west 
Xhdles the sugar cane was brought to Louisiana about 1750*
The first commercial crop of sugar was produced in 
Louisiana. In 1796* but the development of the industry was very
■lav* onA W »  nterdi show that #v«n in ISIS th« total pro* 
duotion for th© state waa only 3*000 tons* Production has 
since gone as high as 390*194 short tons in 1903 and as low 
as 3*971 short tons in 1364* Recently, is 1926* production 
dropped to 47*000 short tone doe to failure of the rarities 
of cane then eultirated to withstand the ravages 
and at eeaamulatian of ills which almost ennhilated the in­
dustry. At this time the induetry ie again on the Upgr&de 
and with favorable prices production in quite likely to 
roach a half million tone*
Originally* the Louisiana sugar Industry was based on 
tho production of a sugar which was a finished product when 
it loft the factory* or what wo shall hereafter refer to as 
a direct consumption sugar* This was a satisfactory and 
reasonably profitable arrangement for the factory operators# 
following the Civil War period and coincident with the in* 
dustrialisation of the united states, centralisation of 
factories began to occur* These larger units still produce 
ed one or more grades of direct consumption sugars and 
generally a high grade molasses aa well* Xt was during this 
earns period that the use of refined cane sugar by the public 
began to increase steadily* this type of sugar once intro* 
dueed gradually shoved the Louisiana direct consumption 
sugars out of the profitable market they had enjoyed* The 
preference for refined sugar was due to its greated uniformity 
in quality and better color* This loss of a once highly
9
profitable market ruined many of the smaller factory owners 
and forced the majority of the remaining plants to turn to 
the production of raw or ©6* sugar#', which* other things being 
equal* is not so profitable as is the manufaoture of direct 
consumption sugars* it the present time about forty per cent 
of the Louisiana crop is made into direct consumption sugars 
and molasses while the remainder is converted into raw sugar 
which must be Sold to the refiners for further processing* 
Under the highly competitive conditions existing In the sugar 
business to-*day th© producers of direct consumption sugar 
products are greatly handicapped* when compared to refined 
sugar their products show several defects among which may be 
enumerated lack of uniformity in quality* discoloration 
upon long storage and the presence of specks due to bits of 
scale* bagasse# etc** a?hey are further handicapped b;v the 
lack of satisfactory specifications for use in buying and 
selling their product*
It was felt that some of these handicaps', might be re* 
moved or at least alleviated by a study of the whole problem 
of the production of direct consumption sugars in the 
state* m  this work the principal interest has been in the 
manufacturing process proper since it Is felt that her© the 
greatest improvements can be made with the least expenditure* 
ihe text of this study has been subdivided into chapters 
which deal with the various phases of the general problem 
which have been investigated* She subjects treated include
Louisiana factories and tooir equipment# typos of products 
manufactured* processes employed* physical and chemical 
studios of samples of products collected from the plants# 
to© development of various physical and chemical methods 
for facilitating too grading of Louisiana direct consump­
tion sugar products* too development of an apparatus and 
studies of too clarification process* andgof sours#* a di©*» 
suasion of to# findings of toss# studios and th# conclusions 
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Th© 1934-35 sugar crop to Louisiana was produced by a 
total of sixty-* so von factories. During to© 1935f*56 crop th© 
number of active factories was stxty^elghi* Those factories 
had a rated daily grinding rate of 65*198 tons of can© per 
twenty-four hours and their actual daily grinding rate was 
65*284 tons for toe season.
Pour factories of toe above number produce only table 
syrup and therefore will not be further considered to this 
discussion# They are listed to toe table as syrup plants*
Haw or 96° sugar and final or blackstrap molasses constitute 
the sole output of 26 factories to the state* These plants 
are listed as raw sugar factories* This group of factories 
is further subdivided Into crystal User factories and ma^aa 
factories for reasons which will be evident further along to 
the text* Two plants In the state are equipped and produce 
only fcurbtoado sugar and final molasses* for ?diloh reason they 
will be classed as turblnado sugar factories* Plantation 
granulated sugar and high grade first molasses constitutes 
the output of five factories which are termed sulfltatlon 
granulated factories* Thor© are twenty-seven factories which 
are ©quipped and do produce any on© or a combination of several 
kinds of sugar and molasses according to th© market demand*
These are listed as specialty factories* The vegetable char 
refining process is used by four factories to turn out a stand­
ard granulated sugar* These plants refine their own output 
and also varying amounts of outside raw sugars# They are list­
ed as vegetable char refineries# The four bone char refiner­
ies In the state are also listed with the factories* They 
are included In ttys list since their sugars have been used as 
a standard with which to judge the other sugars produced In 
the state*
m  fable I is submitted a list of all of the active plants 
in the state* Individual factories are designated by number 
rather than name# and these numbers will be used in all tables 
given in this work* There Is also included in this table cer­
tain pertinent information concerning cadi plant which has 
been collected by personal inspection during the past three 
seasons.
A description and discussion of the process employed in 
each of the various types ftf Louisiana factories la presented 
at this time so that subsequent discussion will b© more readily 
understood. Many of the smaller plants In the state have little 
or no data of value on yields of the various grades of sugar 
end molasses# and they are the largest producers of direct con­
sumption products* Bvery effort has been mad© to obtain accurate 
representative figure® on yields of sugar and molasses by the 
various combinations of processes used* but there seems to be 

























$roup of factories use on© or more schemes for continuously
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liming their juices* Th© general practice is to add lime to 
the cold juice so that after heating and settling th© juice 
will be jtfcst neutral to Ittaue or haw© a pH of 7*0* Where 
titration with H/10 alkali is used to control the liming opera* 
tlon* ten milliliters of juice la titrated against the alkali 
using phenolphth&leIn as an Indicator* in the case of the 
above juice* It should show an acidity of Q#2-0.3 milliliters* 
After treatment with lime the juice le heated to a temperature 
of approximately £12°F** pumped into some type of settling 
apparatus and allowed to stand until the floe produce^ by the 
combined action of the lime end heat has subsided* The clear 
or defecated juice is decanted off and the sediment and scums 
discharged to secondary tanks where a small further addition 
of lime takes place* This sediment or mud as it is called is 
heated to boiling* settled and decanted as before * The clear 
juice is generally returned to the raw juice stream since it 
Is frequently cloudy and almost always too alkaline to send 
it directly to the evaporators. The muds after settling and 
decantirgf are filter pressed* The mud oak© la generally used 
for fertliner since it contains a fair amount of nitrogen* and 
the filtrate Is either returned to the raw juice stream or 
occasionally it is sent to the evaporator supply tank* Th© 
former is considered the best practice*
The clarified juice is evapdfrhted to a syrup of 55*60°
Brtx in double or triple effect evaporators* The syrup is pump­
ed to storage tanks where it is held unltl a sufficient stock 
has accumulated to complete a strike of sugar* In these storage
tanka a certain amount of material settles out of the syrup m  
a sludge* so the e draw off lines from these tanks are so arrang­
ed that this sludge is undisturbed and can be washed out after 
the tank has been emptied* The sediment from these tank bottoms 
is generally washed Into th© raw juice stream in order to recover 
toe sucrose that it contains* f© introduce it at my other 
point in the process generally causes trouble since it is quite 
difficult to settle or filter*
This evaporator syrup contains In solution sucrose* re­
ducing sugars* and small amounts of inorganic and organic mater* 
Isis not eliminated in the clarification, process# The smaller 
the relative amount of the Bon-sucfoso materials the easier is 
the exhaustion of the sucrose content of the syrup* The ratio 
of sucrose content of a syrup to the total solids content of 
the same syrup is termed the purity of th© syrup and is used 
as an indicator of its quality*
It is the object of toe factory operator to remove from 
the syrup as marketable crystals as much of its sucrose as la 
economically possible* This operation la carried out In single 
effect evaporators operating under vacuum end tamed vacuum 
pans* There are any number of systems which have been evolved 
for most s atisfactorlly ©achaustlng a syrup of given purity*
The simplest le the scheme of successive crystallizations which 
Is little used at th© present# in this method the syrup is oon~ 
oenfcrated under Vacuum until crystallization occurs* The con­
centration of the liquor Is then reduced slightly so that the
crystals that have already formed will begin to grow In else but 
no new crystal© will be'formed* By feeding fresh syrup in tot the 
pan at regular intervale the crystals will continue to grow to 
bite* and the vessel will eventually fill with a mixture of crystals 
and mother liquor* This mixture is termed magma# With the pan 
full th© feeding of the syrup Is (discontinued and evaporation is 
allowed to precede until the magma has attained a density cor­
responding to about 93-95$ solids# Steam Is now shut Off from 
th© heating coils of the pan, the vacuum' released, and the con* 
tents discharged to a storage tank ©quipped with paddles to keep 
the crystals from settling out of th© magma* Frau this tank the 
material is fed into centrifugala where the mother liquor and 
molasses is thrown off from the crystals by th© centrifugal force#
In this particular ease the molasses is termed first or molasses# 
3he purity of this molasses averages about twenty points lower 
than that of the syrup from which It came# if this molasses be 
concentrated under vacuum again, it will be found that it Is ex* 
tremely difficult to produde further crystallisation in the vacuum 
pan# Crystallisation can be induced into this concentrated 
material by discharging it into oars or tanks which are held at 
a temperature of 90*100®F# Crystals produced by this method are 
smaller and contain more impurities than do th© first crop pro* 
dueed from syrup# The magma must be held for at least a week 
and may be held for several months If necessary# This is termed 
th© hot room method and Is now practically obsolete# Following 
this same idea, th© run**off or molasses from these hot room utagmad
is concentrated to about 85$ ©olids unde a? vacuum and is then 
discharged Into large tanks where it a tends for several months#
The very low purity of the molasses used greatly retards crystal 
Carnation* and six or more months is generally necessary before 
a marketable siae and quality of sugar can be obtained* This 
kind of magma is commonly referred to as string goods* because 
the sugar boiler concentrates the material to the point that a 
drop of it when placed between the thumb and forefinger will 
form an unbroken thread when the fingers are separated to their 
fullest extent# The method yields a small grained low polar* 
ixation sugar oommdnly termed string sugar and a low purity 
molasses from which no further sucrose can be economically crystal 
11 zed# This is the type of molasses referred to as blackstrap 
or final molasses* The production of string sugars is still 
widespread in Louisiana* but is on the decline as more and more 
plants are installing crystallixers which are far more satis* 
factory#
The system just outlined was first modified by the eliralna* 
tion of the second boiling or hot mom magma# When a strike had 
been completed with syrup* the bulk of it was diecharged to be 
centrifuged* But a portion# termed a footing was retained in 
the pan# When the pan resumed operation* this footing was fed 
with syrup or first molasses diluted to about the same density 
as syrup* The crystals proceded to grow at the expense of the 
sucrose content of the molasses* thus further exhausting it* The 
strike produced by this eyrup«*molasQes combination is termed
is
* bell»baek# m Mend or J| strike# The usual proetioe is to 
feed suffiolont molasses to the footing to produee a strike 
wiiieh will have a parity of approximately seventy# assuming 
that the initial syrup purity was eighty* This strike when 
purged yields a regular 93* sugar end a mol&aaee which should 
bar* a purity of 6©*M5ff and whieb is tensed boli*teaok# second 
or j| molasses* Shops a plant is not equipped with crystallis* 
era* this aeeend nolassos is boiled into string goods and 
stored for- wvorsX mouths before purging# fhis long d»|gr 
and expense is avoided by ths usa of erya&slllsers# where 
the so era available a third or Q, striae is boiled# Vain® 
grain farmed from syrup as a baa®# diluted aeoond molaasss 
is fad to these small orystela in sufficient amount to finish 
up with a strike whish will have a purity of sa-eo#. further 
exhaustion of the mother liquor of the maeaexulte to brought 
about by bolding la a erystalllser for M  to T* hours# Sea** 
trifuglng of these crystallises strikes is oerrled out in a 
asperate sot of centrifugals* and the- mm»off is pumped to 
storage tanka fo r solo as final or blaekstrop molasses* The 
sugars from those strihos are email grain site sad polarise 
around 90*« aSaae there is a relatively email amount of this 
sugar# it stay be disposed of by blending in with the sugars 
from the first and aeeend strihssi end this praetloe is ooeaaicsr* 
ally followed# A muoh more satiafaotory end eeoneaissl seheme 
is to mingle this sugar with syrup or first molasses enough to 
form a magma whloh averages about 8S# solids* This mags a earn
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fee drawn Into the vacuum pans and Its crystals used as nuclei 
for first and second strikes# This cuts down the time require 
©d for boiling these strikes and effects a considerable saying 
in fuel* The small grained sugar of low polarisation Is thus 
converted into a large grained sugar Of 96* or bettor* which 
Is much preferred fey the refiners* Further increase in grain 
size can fee accomplished fey the process of cutting or trans- 
for ring part of the magaia from this pan when filled to a second 
or even third pan*
A type of sugar new to the Louisiana Industry has come 
into production (hiring the past two years* This sort of sugar 
has been produced In 0ufea for a decade or more and was sold in 
that country as turfelnado sugar* It is used there as a grocery 
sugar for sale to the poorer classes* hue tc the restrictions 
placed on the export of raw sugar fey the Gh adbourne Flan and 
later fey the Sugar Stabilization Agreement* many small plants 
In Cuba* which were poorly financed* turned to the production 
of this type of sugar which they could sell without restriction 
on the local market* It offered a convenient solution to their 
problem of acquiring ready cash to meet pay-rolls and the like* 
Overproduction soon followed* and some of the sugar found its 
way into the United States where the confectionery trade found 
that It was very satisfactory for use In many types of confec­
tions* It replaces* to a very large extent the more costly 
standard granulated sugar* The demands of the candy trade have 
resulted In the initiation of the production of turfelnado sugar 
In Louisiana# The process of manufacture Is Identical with that
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dryer# Haheated air blown countercurrent to the sugar cools 
and teles it*
The sugar is bagged at ones# Since it goes directly to 
tbs trade It is packed is paper limed bags which are practically 
moisture proofs Those bags protest it f r m  dampness* elimlBab* 
lag almost completely the danger of caking* This type of sugar 
polarises around P$,#§*f*
Crystallise* sugars produced, in turbtoado factories ere 
generally remelted and returned to process* if the factory Is 
well operated and proper m m  is exercised in centrifuging these 
sugars, they may be used m  seed just as in raw sugar practice# 
The 1 Ime^sulf 11ation process as employed In Louisiana -la 
capable of an almost unlimited number of modifications and mm* 
binatiems of products* The principle variation* in the process 
occur after ©omosmtrailom of the Juice and syrup* so the dea* 
eriptlon of the process up to this point will be given once mad 
for all*
The strained m m  juices from the mills 1© pumped to the 
top of a wooden bon or tower some £0 feet high and allowed to 
flow by gravity over a aeries Of baffles to the bottom of the 
tower* A stream of 30* ia drawn through the tower counter cur* 
rent to the Juice stream* This $0* is generated by burning 
sulfur with an excess of air*. The hot gas from the sulfur stove 
is passed through a water Jacketed flue which serves to cool it 
and remove any unbumed sulfur*
The flow of gas ©an fee regulated so that the Juice absorbs
28
whatever amount of gas is doomed best during Its passage through 
the tower* fh© mount of gas being used is checked by titration 
of tho juice before and after sulf I tat ion with tenth normal 
alkali* using phenolphthaloIn as an Indicator* Depending on the 
products that are desired* the natural acidity of the juice is 
increased from 0*5 to 2*0 eo* of the alkali per ten co* of the 
juice* Control of this operation by means of pH has not yet 
found general acceptance# Where pa control is used the pH range 
would be from about 4 #8 down to 5*4*
After sulfItatlon the juice is treated with 11m# In suf* 
fioient quantity to almost but not quite neutralise its acidity* 
Expressed in terms of milliliters of H/lQ alkali required to 
neutralise ten milliliters of juice# using phenolphthalo In as 
an indicator* the final acidity of the juice will be between 
0*6 and 1*5 milliliters# and occasionally even higher* In terns 
of pH the final reaction will range from about 5*8 to 6*5*
3Ph© juice* after liming# is heated and settled just as in 
raw juice practice* fhe mud end scums are subjected to secondary 
settling followed by filter pressing* fhe juices from these 
steps are preferably returned to the raw juice stream for r©** 
processing#
The clear juice Is concentrated to a syrup of approximately
55®Bx at 17 1/2®G# This density Is lower than that common in
raw sugar practice and is maintained to facilitate settling of
the syrups* in this process the juices are naturally saturated
with GsBO* and occasionally 0a{HSGa)** Upon concentration the
excess of these and other salt© separates and precipitates* if 
the syrup is allowed to stand for several hours# this material
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oottios out lu, tla# tanks md may too removed as a sludge. Failure
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Hi fo llow ing  th is  process the Juice is  treated w ith  only « 
sm ell n o t t i  o f ao»* wwagh to  inoreass the in it ia l a c id ity  
stoa t 0»5 »«« a* s/IQ a lk a li or to  drop t in  pH to
stoa t M «  fh * Jules is  Van limed book to  s fin a l a a id ity  
o f about 8*8* th is  lig h t treatm ent w ith  SO* is  p rim a rily  
f>or the purpose o f iaproving the co lo r o f tbs molasses* 
the presses a fte r s e ttlin g  the syrup is  e sse n tia lly  
th a t o f a raw eager fa c to ry  w M p t th a t th« aeetmd molasses 
instead o f being worked baofc in to  presses is  draws in to  the 
vacuum pen and concentrated to  a spee lfie  density which map* 
iaa w ith  tbs b g « t| but is  generally about 88° Brin# The 
sugar produced la  sold in  ths m a jo rity  o f oasss as raw sugar* 
A second ssbsxss follow ed w ith  the IJtae-aulfifcfifcion pro* 
cobs y ie ld s  p lantation granulated sugar anti fsassy grads f i r s t  
nolaasea* lb s  raw J.;iee is  sulfured s u ffic ie n tly  to  inorsass 
tna na tu ra l a c id ity  from 1*0 to  8*0 m illilite r s  expressed as 
8/10 a lk a li par tan m illilite r s  o f Juice# lbs  amount o f su l* 
pftor used depends on th» co lo r wad a u lfits  content perm itted 
la  tha oolaases* sad th is  varies w ith ths Ind iv idua l buyer* 
prom tbs standpoint o f fla a a s ia l Saturn tbs molasses is  
worth almost aa nuelu as the sugar produced* A fte r sulphur* 
lag ths Juice la  treated w ith  enough I t s  to  give i t  a f in a l 
to ta l a c id ity  o f 1*0 to  1*8 m illilite r s  expressed In  ths 
usual manner* Proa th is  po in t ths process is  exactly the 
sane as in  the one Just described* up to  ths p o in t where 
the syrup la  drawn in to  ths vaeuua pan* dines ths sugar is





















fills removes the last traces of moisture that It contains*
T h ©  h o b *  d r y  s u g a r  t h e n -  f e e d s  by g r a v i t y  t o  a  s e c o n d  d r i e r  
t h r o u g h  w h i c h  u n h * & t * d  a i r  I s  b l o w n *  f h l s  s e c o n d  a p p a r a t u s  
c o o l s  t h s  s u g a r  d o w n  t o  1 0 0  *  1 2 0 0F *  a t  w h i c h  t e m p e r a t u r e  
i t  i s  p a c k a g e d *  p a c k a g i n g  a t  h i g h e r  t e m p e r a t u r e s  f r e q u e n t *  
l y  c a u s e s  s u g a r  t o  h a r d e n  l a  t h e  p a c k a g e *  i ^ o s t  p l a n t s  p a c k  
t h e i r  s u g a r s  1m  w h i t e  c o t t o n  h a g s *  w h i c h  m a y  h o l d  o  *  10  e  
26  o r  l o o  p o u n d s *
Formerly* few. plants were equipped with driers* and 
sugar produced by the same process was partially dried by 
storage in piles which were turned by hand labor at frequent 
Intervals* ffhe product obtained was termed crystal of yel­
low clarified sugar* A few plants still produce this type 
of sugar* the only drying it receives however* is duo to 
natural evaporation as the hot sugar loaves the centrifugal 
on its way to storage bins or packaging machines* fhis 
type of sugar does not hold up well %n storage and must be 
used as soim as possible after manufacture* Attention should 
be drawn at this time to the confusion existing with regard;., 
to the lack of understanding as to what constitutes a crystal 
sugar* At the present time any undried sugar from a light 
colored raw to a purewhite sulfltation sugar is liable to
be termed crystal sugar* It la bought and sold strictly
«
oa sample* dandy makers and packers are the principal users*
Still a third scheme may be found in operation in sul*
/
fltation factories* Using the same process as outlined for
the production of granulated and fir at molasses, the plant 
may produce granulated sugar from syrup, raw sugar from tbs 
first molasses using grain formed from syrup, and second 
molasses of fanny quality which is sold to bakers and blend-* 
era as such* %t there is no such market for the second 
moles see, it may be worked up Into raw sugar either by boil­
ing into third or crystallize* strikes, or, no crystal User 
being available. Into a blank magma for storage and drying 
during the summer months#
Share is one other scheme sometimes used by factories 
which specialise In the production of granulated sugar and 
fancy molasses* Thm first molasses Is boiled blank, stored 
in small tank oars, and kept in a room heated to 9O-1G0°F* 
by sterna radiators# Unde* these conditions crystallisation 
occurs in a few days, and the magma can be centrifuged after 
a few weeks# strikes are generally held as long as the ca­
pacity of the storage space will permit# When purged, this 
magma yields a fine grained golden brown sugar which is 
normally sold as a direct consumption product# It has in 
most eases a fine molasses flavor which makes it very desire- 
able for certain types of candles and pastries# It should 
be peeked In moisture proof containers#
fhe molasses from the magma may be sold as fancy grade 
second molasses, or It may be boiled into a blank magma or 
string strike#
5*he eulfltation process possesses certain inherent &Is~
m
advantages* not in the 1east of which la the foot that to 
obtain a satisfactory white sugar only syrup strikes of- 
occasionally syrup strikes oontainlxsg a small amount of high 
purity wash liquor mmy be converted into high grade sugar* 
the first molasses must be disposed of as such* concerted 
into raws or turned into various other grades of sugar# 
which are not always readily marketable*, nor do they keep 
well in storage#
ffee use of a aoa-revivlfiable vegetable char in ©on* 
juctioa with the sulfitatiom process has found a limited ap- 
plication as a solution of this difficulty* o?he molaaaes 
is converted into raw sugar which is washed* melted* heated* 
and treated with char* 3*he char is removed by filtration* 
using & small amount of filter aid*
The general procedure Is to wash the raw sugar in the 
centrifugals to PS * 99 purity and then send it to the me! ter* 
It is dissolved with hot sweet water to form a syrup of ap- 
prctsimately 55° Brin* T&o PM is adjusted with milk of lime# 
if seeded* to a value of 6*8 * 7*0* The liquor is heated 
to 180*F« in tasks equipped with stirrers# after which the 
char is run la as a slurry and with It is added the filter 
aid* The whole is agitated for 10*15 minutes and them seat 
through plate md frame filters* The cake from these presses 
Is not quite spent# so it is made into a slurry and used on 
the following .batch of ayrup* after treatment with spent 


















system there Id only one grade of sugar * granulated! and 
final molasses* or blackstrap* la the byproduct.
& recent years improvements in the quality and lower* 



























































































































































































disadvantages, compared to the standard hone-char refining
system* Its eventual success will probably depend m  whether 
plants using ths process are able to stand the price \tm 
which will develop as soon as they begin to offer my serious 
threat to the financially powerful bone char refiners#
the bos# char refining process need not be described 
here since It Is well standardised and has been discussed 
at length In several standard treatises*
9AH&4SS §m warns
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Filter Disposal No. of 





w a t e r SUPPLY 




X' 1000 No No Deming Ample
STRAIGHT RAW 
Poor Liming system Yes
3UC-AR FACTORIES 
Raw Juice 3 Yes Yes Bayou Bayou Bayou Bayou
~r 500 No No Deming top le Nc conti»ol Yes mm 1 No No ./si Is Wells Wells Wells
700 No No Unclassified topis Poor arrangement "VV.'i r» Raw Juice 2 No No Condensate Bayou >Condensate Bayou
2000 No Yes Ruckstuhl top la Yes Raw Juice 4 Yes Yes Condensate Condensate Wells Pond
c 750 . Yes No Open Ample New installation Yes Raw Juice 1 No Ho Wells Wells Wells Wells
s 1500 Yes No Compound top la - Yes Raw Juice 3 Yss Yes Mixed Condensate Yell Mixed
3 600 No No Open Ample Modified system Yes Settlers 3 Yes Yes Condensate Bayou Bayou Bayou
150C No I y O Corns Settler Crowded Badly overloaded Yes Evspg. 3 Yss Yes - - - -
X 1000 No No Open topis Modified system Yes Settlers 2 Yes Yes Bayou Condensate Condensate Bayou
Ifi 1100 No No Open Ample - Yes Raw Juice 3 Ho No Condensate Condensate Wells Wells
B 1600 No Lx O Open Ample - Yes Evapgo 3 No No Condensate Condensate Wells Mixed
500 1 ?/«, 1M V Yes Open Crowded Evaporators crowded Yes Raw Juice Two i  < 0 Ko Condensate Condensate Wells Condensate-au 1200 Is* 0 No Compound Ampie Hot operating well Yes Raw Juice nkJ Ik V —,H w No condensate Condense te Condensatei Wells
H 1900 l i o No Gilchrist Ample - Yes Evaps. n. Yes Yes Mixed Condensate Mixed Mixed
t- 800 Yes No Fortier Ample Excellent work Yes Raw Juieo <■> No 1 . 0 Gonusnsate well iv. i .  h C tD il Well
r 900 No No ©pen top la Use thickener on muck yes Evaps. OCo Yss - mm - -
;,i 900 Yes No Open Ample Use auxiliary settler Yes 2nd Settlers 2 No Yes hells Condensate YJ Q  ^  1.1? Wells
R 2400 To Ho Ruckstuhl Crowded - Yes Raw Juice 4 Yes Yes Mixed I«. ixed Mixed Bayou
0 650 No No Open Ample Very poor control fee Hvapa. Two No K 0 jlayou Bayou Bayou Bay a.
1700 Yes No Ruckstuhl Ample - Yes Evans. 3 Yes Yes Bayou Bayou Bayou Bayou
1 1G00 No Ho Deming topis Operate singly Yss Raw Juice 3 No Ko Mixed Condensate Bayou Bayou
o 1650 No No Open Ample A-lso have 2nd settlers Yes 2nd Settlers 2 Yes Ye s Condensate Condensate C ondsnsaie! Bayou
II 12 CO Ko Ho Deming Ample Hula filtered directly Yes Raw Juice *3 No Ho Condensate Condensate Dell Condensate
T 70C 110 No Darning Ample Heaters not ample Yes Raw Juice 7) Ho No Bay ou Bayou Baycu Bayou
W 700 No Ko Deming tople Poor arrangement Yen Raw Juice 2 No Yes Jell Well Well Wall
V 1 2 0 0 No No Open Crowded Badly overcrowded Yes Raw Juice 2 Yes Yss Mixed Mixed Mixed 'Wells




Settler 2 No No Yells Cells Stsam Dells
18 1500 Yes Ye 3 Open Ample - Yes Raw Juice 3 Yes Yes Bayou Rain Rain Bayou




Raw Juice Y'es Yes Bayou Bayou Condensate Baycu
21 eco No No Open Ample - None Uvsp s. 2 Ho Ko ~ - - »
16 300 No No Open «K - - - 1 No No - - mm -
SO 1000 No No Open tople Poor ai-rangement None Raw Juice Two No No Weil Condensate Condensate Well
23 700 No Ho Open Crowded Badly overcrowded Yes Evans. 1 No No Condensate Bayou Condensate Bayou
(continued on next page}
(Table Ho. I continued)
Rated
Code Daily AU2& Juice Strainers Type Clar. System Filter Disposal No. of ____________ WATER S U P P L Y _________
Number Cape. Raw Juice Clar. Juice Cape. Remarks Presses of 2ndary Vac. Crystn. Seed Maceration Diluting Washing General
 l°S§JiS2«.______________    —      ...Juices ..Pans_________________  ______ Molasses... S u g a r ___Cleaning-,
VEGS'fAJLu CRAW FACT0KLK3
25 1500 None None Dorr Ample - Yss Raw Juice 4 Yes Yes Mixed Mixed Mixed Bayou
24 1200 None Sons Open Ample Poor Arrangement Yea Raw Juice Two None Hons Mixed Condensate Condensate Bayou
15 2200 None Mon© Ruckstuhl Crowded Also have Dealing Yes Nvi.ps. 6 Yes Yos Mixed Condensate City Water Mixed
23 2250 None None Demings Ample Crowded occasionally Yus Even s. 5 Yes Yes Condensate Condensate City Water Bayou
SPSCIAhTY FACTORIES
26 1000 No Yes Deming Crowded Use high temperature Yss Nvap s. 2 None None Jell Well Well Well
34 1200 Ho No Open Ample - Yea Raw Juice 5 Yes Yes - - - -
14 825 No Ho Open Ample - Yes Settlers 2 None None Bayou Well Condensate Well
13 600 No Ho Open - - - - 1 None H one - - - -
27 850 No Ho Deming Crowded - Yes Settlers 2 None None Bayou Mixed Bayou Bayou
35 400 No No Open Amp Is No control Yes ivaps. 1 None None - - - -
40 300 No No Open Ample - Yes Nvapa. 2 None None Well Well Well Well
38 650 No No ‘Open Ample Dilute L settle muds N one Evans. 2 Nona Mono River River Condensate Rivor
12 500 Mo No Open Ample - Yes Nvaps. 3 None N one River River Condensate River
28 1500 No Yes Darning Ample Duds net settled Yes Raw Juice 3 None Kens Condensate Condensate Condensate Condensate
36 700 No No Ruckstuhl. Ample - None Raw Juice £ Hons Nona well Well Condensate Well
11 900 No No Open Ample Vary little control Yes Hvaps. 2 None Yes Bayou Condensate Condensate Baycu
10 500 No No Open Aimp le -- Yes Raw Juice 2 None Yes Bayou Bayou Bayou Bayou
29 1200 No Ho Darnings Ample Also have aux, setders Yes Raw Juice 2 Yes Yes Condensate Condensate Condensate Bayou
6 400 No No Open Amp le Ho chemical coltrol Yes Raw Juice 1 No No Mixed Mixed Mixed Bayou
9 1200 No No Darnings Ample Modified Deming used Yes Evaps. 2 Yes Yes Lake Condensate Condensete C ondensate
8 700 No No Open Ample mm No Raw Juice 2 No Ho Condensate Well Well River
30 1200 No No Demings Badly Crowded) Poorly designed Yes Raw Juice 2 No Ko Well Well Well oil
ni 500 No No Open Ample - Yes Raw Juice 1 No Ko Mixed Well Well Well
31 1000 No No Derain-/ Ample - Yes Haw Juice 2 No No Mixed Well Well Well
37 900 No No Doming Crowded Poor arrangement None Raw Juice £ No No Mixed Rive r Rain River
41 12 CO No No Open Ample - Yes Nvaps. i No N- Well Well Condensate Wall
50 2000 Yes Ho Demings Amp le - Yea Sa t tie ra - Yes Yes Condensate Condensate Condeuoa te Condensate
42 1000 No No Open Ample Hell Arranged,operated Yes Raw Juice k! No Ho Wells ells wells Wells
39 1000 No Yes Open Crowded - Yes Evans» 2 Condensate Condensate Condensate Condensate
32 800 No No Open Crowded - Yes Raw Juice 3 Yes Yes - - mm -
5 100 No No Open Ample - Yea Raw Juice One Yes Yes City 'Water City Water City Water City Water





Direct consumption sugars of om  or more grad®® have 
been produced in Louisiana sugar factories for more than a 
century* Since the turn of the century producers of these 
sugars haw found themselves faced with ever stronger 
competition from refined sugars and have had to sell their 
product at a discount in order to interest buyers at all*
One of the principal handicaps confronting producers 
of direct consumption sugars is the lack of grades or 
standards of cruallty and uniformity for use as a basis in 
trading in these products. Trading is don® on the basis of 
samples which are subject to visual inspection and possibly 
a few simple physical or chemical tests* Definite standards 
of quality and uniformity satisfactory to both producer and 
consumer would remove some of the difficulties now encount- 
ered by the producer*
Oh® standard fine granulated sugar produced by the bone 
char refineries might b® considered as the standard sugar 
of the domestic market* Direct consumption sugars can appr­
oach but seldom equal this product in quality and uniformity* 
For direct consumption sugars it is evident that we must set 
some lower standard which can be economically achieved* ta 
order to determine Just what tentative standards might be 
set up it was decided to make a study of the sugars now 
being produced, fhis study should also reveal the out­
standing defects in these sugars and thus furnish stoe Idea
54
&fi to what changes must he made to improve quality and 
uniformity*.
A study of this sort involves the accumulation of a vast 
amount of analytical data and hence la necessarily a alow 
and long drwu out affair# At this time we are submitting a 
preliminary report with seme suggestions for improving the 
quality of the sugars now produced and by methods which 
require a minimum expenditure of capital*
As a means of obtaining a further insight into the the 
probable nature of the Impurities in Louisiana direct con­
sumption sugars a study of the molasses separated from 
these sugars has been undertaken* since the impurities from 
a very large volume of syrup have been concentrated in this 
molasses the total amount per unit weight of solids is much 
greater in molasses than in syrup and infinitely greater 
than in the sugars from which the molasses was separated*
This makes the determination of most of the impurities much 
simpler since the usual analytical methods of long establish* 
ed worth are applicable for most of the determinations. The 
molasses examined la what is termed direct consumption mol* 
asses and finds extensive use In the syrup blending end in 
the baking industry* under favorable conditions the return 
from the sale of molasses Is almost as great as that from 
the sale of the sugar so Its importance in the scheme of 
operation can be readily appreciated*
Trading in direct consumption molasses is handicapped 
by the lack of satisfactory standards just as is trading in
i t m t  donamnption sugars* It is hoped that tbs accumulation 
of a sufficient amount of Attl on this molasses may load to 
the eatahliatetent of aatlafaotory standards*
HKVIEW OF IH E  LII'SRATOHS
m
From a commercial standpoint the manufacture of a
sugar from cane suitable for toman consumption without
further treatment ia highly desirable and should be quite
profitable since the cost of packaging, storing, chipping
and handling raw sugar from the factory to the refinery
would be largely eliminated and this saying would accrue
to the profit of the factory operator in addition to that
resulting from the enhanced value of the product*
of the innumerable processes which have been evolved
for producing direct consumption sugars only three have
been found commercially feasible in Louisiana,i#e##the
sulfitatlon process# the vegetable char process and the
turblnado sugar process*
Xn their plantation l&ilte Sugar Manufacture,Hanloff
and Schmidt(1) have presented a very thorough. study of the
sulfitatlon process as used in the cane sugar industry#
Meade(2) makes the statement *~»*Great attention to detail
Is essential to successful white sugar manufacture • A
little carelessness in the carbonation or sulphltatlon
and filtration will result in a poor product* *►<**••*■«***«»<■*<*
thorough cleanliness from start to finish is very assent**
ial# not only from the point of view of color# but also
yield of sugar Failure to give sufficient consideration 
to this simple statement is the reason for most of the
defects found in present day direct consumption sugars*
Defects commonly encountered are excessive color* 
inability to withstand long storage, caking, presence of 
excessive amounts of insoluble residua, and the develop* 
aient of excessive foaming, color and inversion in some 
oases when the sugars are heated under conditions approx* 
imating those encountered in the industries where they 
might find extensive use*
Ambler and By all (3) making use of caramel standards 
developed by Balch{4) have devised a simple and very sat­
isfactory method for the measurement of the color of sugar 
solutions. Changes in color on storage can be readily meaa*» 
urod in a reproducible manner using their method and stand** 
arda. the American market insists on a white or near white 
sugar and color is a very important factor in determining 
the market value of a sugar*
Hie development of color and other undesirable qualities 
upon storage la supposedly due to impurities present in the 
sugars which should have been eliminated during the manu­
facturing process* The quantitative estimation of thoimpur* 
ities, which are usually present in extremely minute 
amounts, is beset with many difficulties* Usual analytical 
methods are not sufficiently sensitive for this work#
Ambler and Syall {5) have published methods which they claim 
are satisfactory for the determination of sulfates,sulfites, 
various forms of nitrogen,chlorides,phosphates and silica* 
These methods were developed during the course of extensive 
investigations which they have been conducting with boot 
sugars •
ilia types of direct consumption sugars* and refined 
sugars also, are hygroscopic under certain condi t ions * Ohi s 
absorption of atmospheric moisture* If followed by a sharp 
drop in temperature* frequently causes the sugar to oak© or 
lump in the package and in extreme cases the entire mass of 
sugar may set up solid like concrete* This sugar naturally 
is not marketable except at a sacrifice and caking causes 
heavy losses to sugar producers every year* The causes of 
this caking have received considerable study* 0wen{6) in 
particular has made a comparison of the moisture absorp­
tion rates of Louisiana direct consumption sugars and ref­
ined sugar* He is of the opinion that moisture absorption 
Is determined to a larger extent by else and uniformity of 
grain than by the nature of the impurities present*Sand©ve 
(7*8) concludes from his studies that atmospheric condit­
ions in the warehouse where sugar Is stored are the deter­
mining factor in this problem* M&zzadroll(9) concludes 
that colloidal organic impurities adhering to the crystals 
have a more pronounced effect on moisture absorption than 
do mineral impurities or inorganic salts* Proffitt*awleker 
and dreenwald(io) obtained data from which moisture retent­
ion curves of several specimens of beet and refined cane 
sugars were plotted* 3hey show that all specimens exhibit 
the same general type of curve* By changing the nature of 
the film on the crystals they obtained data which lead them 
to believe that deleterious moisture absorption is due
principally to such naturally ee owing film m  commercial 
sugars. wndka(ll)* »(jwm{X$) and m  anonymous
article(14) consider that proper control of taiporntwo 
and timidity In places where sugar is stored will largely 
eliminate troubles dot to caking#
to  opinion is generallsr bold that lack of wmjUtormity 
of crystal else la a contributory factor to caking* ttl s 
lack of uniformity i® also undesirable in that It detracts* 
from the appearance of the sugar* Kucherenko(14) ha,® mad# 
a vary intensive study of tho whole crystallisation problem 
and particularly of the question of obtaining uniform sis# 
in sugar crystals* ^mong other things bo conclude# that there 
is little prospect of obtaining greater uniformity by ImgftHW** 
lag the comtruotion of vacuum pans unless some radically 
different type of apparatus be devised from that presently 
employed in factories* study of crystal photograph# of to 
samples examined shoe® that our defined sugars w e  as uneven 
in else as are the direct consumption sugars. HdLme{ld> 
has carried out extensive studies in Java on the subject of 
sugar boiling.* Hi® work has considerably Increased out 
scientific knowledge of this art*
On# of the moat fre<£uaai complaints registered agatest 
direct consumption sugars la that they are dirty* unfox*fcw* 
ately the average observer reach# a this conclusion by visual 
examination of the sugar# or occasionally of to sugar in 
water, and sugars are seldom as bad as reported* Tliough no 
methods have been published for determining to amount of
insoluble materials w® understand for various refineries 
that such tests sir® mad®#
Manufacturer® who use sugar In the form of heavy syrups 
desir® a product that will furnish a sparkling solution#
Few sugars will do this* the solutions usually being from 
slightly to quit® turbid# gerb&n and Battler {16) have 
mad® a thorough study of the laws governing Tyndall beam 
intensity and turbidity in sugar solutions and have evoked 
what is probably the moat generally accepted equations for 
use in turbidity measurements in sugar liquors# Badollat (17) 
Cummins and Miller (IB) and filler and Howen (10) have &©** 
vised soocial apparatus for measuring the very low turbidities 
in refined sugar syrups®
For rapidly determining the behaviour of a sugar when 
boiled as a syrup, Paine* Badollet and Kean® {20) have 
reported a simple empirical foaming teat which Is quite 
widely used in the candy trade* Excessive foaming ic quit® 
undesirable. and usually indicates an inferior sugar# The 
greatest single outlet for direct consumption sugars is in 
the various food industr5.es such as candy* preserves* Jams* 
pastries and the like# To quote from &aber and By all (24) 
who have been investigating the sugar problems of these 
industries--* It has long boon a matter of general experience 
especially among manufacturers of food products* that some 
white sugars* when subjected to the elevated temperature© re* 
quired In many process©©* withstand the heating with lose
discoloration or with the formation of loss invert sugar
than ptbera*  ..... j&nbler (2 1) lias publi shed da tailed
Instructions for carrying out the eo^c&lled barley candy 
test which has long bean in use in industry* This tost 
furnishes an easy means of gaining a ■ foreknowledge of how a 
given sugar will behave when used In the plant* The cause 
of vai’iatlons in stability of different lots of sugar is not 
definitely known but it has been ascribed to the effects of 
impurities which are present in minute amounts in the white 
sugars* Ambler and By all {24) have attempted to determine 
the specific effects of commonly occur ing impurities 
on the heat resisting qualities of sucrose and have concent 
trated on the effect on the color and the effect on the 
amount of inversion produced# They conclude that salts with 
a neutral or acid reaction increase inversion* while "those 
of basic reaction decrease inversion# They ascribe the role 
of buffors to the salts present*
Heutral salts Inhibit coloration while acid and alka* 
lino salts and nitrogen compounds increase color formation# 
There has been very little analytical data published 
on the nature and amounts of the Impurities in Louisiana 
direct consumption sugars* Keane# Ambler and ByulX (22) 
have published some data in connection with studios they 
have been making with boet sugars# They report that more 
than fifty percent of the impux*Ifcles are present in the 
outer of the crystal* intensive tables of analyses
of boot sugars have boon complied by Carbohydrates Division, 
Bureau of Chemistry Soils, TJ« 3# Department of Jlgrieul*
ture -{23) in connection with efforts being made to iiux>s?Ove 
the quality of such sugars produced in the United States*
It would seem then, that in the case of direst eonsump** 
tion sugars that out knowledge of why they act as tlioy aam* 
times do* ift quite limited* Base arch in this field is han&i** 
capped because of the extremely small amounts of Smpurltiea 
which must bo determined* Most of the work which has been 
done has not been published because it as done by private 
concerns which did not care to reveal their findings*

Aa has hash mentioned in the introduction to this 
section there are two technical problems which must be 
solved before Louisiana direct consumption sugar industry 
can hope to overcome difficulties which now hinder its 
expansion and reduce Its profits almost to the vanishing 
point* First* there must be set up a series of tentative 
standards of fuality and uniformity on the basis of which 
buyer and seller can arrive at a fair exchange value for 
a given sugar* Such standards must be acceptable to 
both producer and consumers and will have to be sstab* 
lighed by mutual agreement*
Second* having agreed on certain standards of quality 
and uniformity It will then be necessary to determine what 
modifications and Improvements must be made in process and 
equipment of the plants to insure the production of a sugar 
which can meet these standards.
In ©ur study of the first of these two problems it 
was deemed advise able to make a detailed study of the sugars* 
now produced in Louisiana so that some idea might be obtained 
about the nature and amounts of the Impurities present in 
these sugars* the advantages and defects of the various 
grades of sugar might be revealed and some indication ob*
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taia*d as to what point© in the manufacturing process most 
needed improvement* There la practically no data of the 
sort needed for our purposes in the recent literature and 
changes in cane varieties* manufacturing methods and the 
like render any other data almost useless*
Samples of the various types and grades of direct eon** 
sumption sugars haw been collected from the majority of the 
factories in the state during the past two seasoms* in 
addition we haw also collected samples of the products 
ofthe four bone char refineries located in tbe at ate* these 
refined sugars we use as standards in rating out direct 
consumption sugars* All samples were collected by personal 
visits to the various plants and at the same time a careful 
inspection of the plant and process was made so that we 
might have a complete history on each individual sugar*
The information obtained by these inspections was incorpor- 
ftted in written reports on each plant which ©re not Included 
here because of thdir length and of their necessarily con* 
fldentiel nature*
Samples were preserved in closed container® of glass 
or tin and every precaution taken to see that there were 
no errors due to contamination of sample or through im­
proper labelling of containers* Since in addition to suc­
rose these sugars contain very small amounts of impurities 
some of which are responsible for the defects in these sugar® 
it was decided to make a complete analysis of each sugar*
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the analysts to include the following doterminationss polar-* 
iiBatlon, reducing sugars* moisture* ash* color* turbidity, 
Insoluble, sulfates* sulfides* chlorides, phosphorus as 
$*<>«# silica as SiO«* calcium as calcium oxide, and pH* 
m  addition the samples were screened to determine the 
si so of the crystals* foaming tests were mad© to determine 
the behavior of the sugars under conditions similar to
i
those encountered in candy manufacture and an Investigation 
is being carried on to study the factor© causing caking or 
hardening of sugars*
the methods used for carrying out these determinations 
are given be low 5 ~
Polarisation** The procedure followed Is identical 
with that used In the case of raw sugars* Polarisations 
were made in a cons tant temperature room at 200G*
Seducing sugars*# The Bynon*I#an© Volumetric Method (25) 
was used for the damples collected during the 1934#35 season 
but It is not satisfactory for the refined sugars due to the 
very small amounts of reducing sugars present* For the 1935*
56 samples the method of Kraisy (26) is being used* This 
method was devised primarily for determining very small ©mounts 
of reducing sugars in the presence of a large excess of sue** 
rose* The procedure is a© follows**
Twenty«*five cubic cent! eters of a solution of 7*86 
grams of GusQ**5Hfi0 (2 grams of copper) per liter are 
mixed* shortly before us©* in a 2 0 0 0 0 * Erlenmoyer
flask, with S3 so. of a solution containing 3*892 
grans of Safece4,20 grama of Rochelle salts# m 3  19 
milligrams of Hg0l« per l l t o r .  Directly afterwardsI
X© grms of the sugar to bo examined* dissolved to 
water to 60 oe* volume* are mixed to another 250 eo* 
Krletaaeyer flask with 0 ©c* 0*1 H KHOOa solution 
(10.01 grams par Xiter$* Both Erlenmeyers are heat- 
ad to boiling over thro© flam© burners* the copper 
solution is start©d a little earlier so that It Is
already boiling when the sugar solution begins to
\
boil* Both flasks are placed for this purpose on 
wire gauss© covered with m  asbestos plate having a 
hole in the center* The heating regulated
that the sugar solution commences to boil to 2*25 
to 2*75 minutes* fhen the actively boiling copper 
solution is at once poured into the sugar solution 
without removing the latter from the wire gauss* 
toe boiling is continued for exactly 1© minutes 
over a single burner* andthen the solution is quick-* 
ly cooled by carefully pouring 50 co* 0  cool* re* 
eently boiled water down along the wall of the flask 
to prevent the entrance of air bubbles* toe flask 
must not be agitated* It is codec further by plac­
ing it in cold water for five minutes* toe solution 
is then aelj|fied by carefully adding 1 - 1*25 oe»
4 If BOX# and a suffiolent quantity of about 6*02 1
m
solution of know titer# run in while the flask is 
'notated* $he precipitate must dissolve completely* 
m  oxoo ss of 8 ee* I solution bo lug sufficient* The 
excess 1 Is titrated back with about 0*02M 
solution of known titer# with starch as an indicator* 
until the decolonisation persists for at least 1# 
minutes* The 1 and are boat standardised
against each other by blank tost# with water In** 
atsad of tbs sugar solution# Uhder the condit ions 
lust described 1 milligram invert sugar converts 8*3 
milligrams of copper from tbs bivalent into the uni1* 
valent form In the presence of 10 grama of sucrose*
The copper reduced in Kraisy s method is# up to 0*05$
- /invert sugar* proportional to the latter# each milli» 
gram of copper eorre spending to 0*00485$ invert sugar 
in 10 grams of sugar* since the limit of error is 
0*4 milligrams of copper* 0 *0 0 2 $ Invert sugar can be 
detected*
Moistures* fwenty^fIv© grama samples of the sugars were 
spread in a thin layer in a 8 1/0 inch covered Petri dish*
The dish was placed in m  electric oven and held at 1G5®0* 
for two hours* The cover was removed during the drying period* 
After drying the dish was covered# allowed to cone to room 
temperature and weighed* Pishes were held in a deasicator 
while cooling and were allowed to come to equilibrium with 
room conditions before final weighing. The moisture was 
expressed as per cent of the weight of the sample* Duplicate
determinations were
Asht* Total aeh was determined by the double sulfate 
method# A BO gram sample was used for plantation granu* 
la ted sugars and a 30 gram sample in the case of char re# 
fined sugars* Incineration was earned out in an electric 
muffle furnace at 550*0* lo deduction was made for increase 
in weight caused by conversion of volatile anions to sul* 
fates*
Qolort* fhe method of Amber mad By all was followed*
A C smpell^Eurley Colorimeter was used* The procedure was 
as fellow*#*
The color of a solution of sugar containing 
60 gmsu of sugar per 100 cc* Is compared in the color* 
imeter with a solution Of caramel of toown color strength# 
Baleh has defined the color standards for maple sirup 
in terms of caramel in such a way that these standi 
ards are capable of ready reproduction# Since in the 
great majority of cases the color of sugars Is due to 
adhering films of molasses or sirup which have a color 
practically the same as that of caramel# it has been 
found possible to compare all white sugars with diluted 
solutions of Belch a maple sirup standards# e&cept those 
sugars which have a gray color due to colljfdal carbon* 
For white sugars Baleh s no*5 standard has been found 
appropriate and for barley candles the no* 9 standard 
has been chosen*
Baleh a no* 6 mapl© stamp color standard ts de­
fined as a solution of 4*00 gras* of standard caramel 
in 96*00 gms of glycerine and has a transmission of 
light of 660 mm  wave-length* in a 1 cm* cell* of 
83*5$* the no* 9 standard is a solution of 12*57 
©as# of standard caramel in 87*43 g«m of glycerine 
and has a transmission to light of 560 mm  wave­
length* in a t cat* cell* of S3*0$* Measured in a 
pfund color grader* no* ^standard reads 40 mm*andt 
no* 9 reads BY mm* Since each hatch of caramel . var#- 
lee in color strength* the car esse 1 itself must be 
standardised according to the table and charts given 
in Baleh s article*
For date mining the color of white sugar* make 
the standard solution by diluting 10 gms* of the no*
5 standard caramel solution with water to a volume of 
lOO ce* and place the solution in one side of a Campbell- 
Burley colorimeter which is set up to.a dark plaod and 
illuminated %$ a standard dayll^t leap* dissolve 120 
@na* of sugar to cold distilled water and make up to 
200 ce* Add IK to 20 gms* of standard fitter 0e\$ mto 
thoroughly and filter through paper on a small Buchner 
funnel* Place the clear filtrate In the other side of 
the colorimeter and determine the color by Binding the 
volume of the standard solution which matches to color 
100 co* of the filtered solution* <mia method of 
reading gives a direst measure (per cent of the oolofc
to the standard solution) of the amount of coloring 
matter present in the sugar solution# If the sugar 
solution Is darker that the standard^ match the color 
of so 0 0s* (or# If necessary* of 05 cc*} of the sugar 
solution against the standard and multiply the reading 
by 2 (or fey
furfeldltyf* So ^peotrophotoeneter was available so tur» 
bidity measurements are relative only# m  attempt was made 
to convert readings to parts per million but is la realised 
that the values' so given are relative rather than absolute*
A turfeldimeter of the type described fey togersoll and feavls 
(27) was constructed and used for this and other similar 
work during the course of these studies* The apparatus la 
designed so that a narrow silt of light of high Intensity 
can fee passed Just below the surface of a prepared solution 
of the sugar# The intensity of the Tyndall beam developed it 
measured in terras of the height of the column of saturated 
K^Cr&O? solution necessary to extinguish this light when 
It is Interposed between the light and the eye of the, ofeser* 
ver* The intensity of the Tyndall beam and consequently the 
height of the solution needed Is directly proportional to 
turbidity of the solution# For calibration of the appara** 
tus a solution containing known amounts of the turbidity 
standard prepared fey the Johns^ManvIlle Corporation, was 
used* The centimeters of JCgCrgO? solution equivalent to 
known turbidities la ppm were determined# The re ad tog a on 
the sugar solutions were then converted to ppm fey proportion* 
Turbidity free water was used for preparing the sugar#
solution* Kioaelguhr which had boon previously waahod free 
of soluble material using distilled water"was used for fil~ 
taring fleshly distilled water* This was rafiitarod if 
necessary until a sample showed no Tynd&lloffect when ex* 
mined In the turbidimeter*
the sugar solution used was made by dissolving ten 
grams of sugar in turbidity free water and malting up to a 
volume of one hundred milliliters* This solution was strained 
through a 200 mesh screen to remove fine bagasse and other 
particles of similar ttlss# The strained solution was placed 
in a cleam 6 cm* crystallizing dish and mounted in the tur* 
bidlraetsr* this apparatus was used in a room from which all 
li^it had been excluded# The observer had to wait several 
minutes after entering the room for his eyes to accomodate 
themselves to the darkness* Care was exercised, to prevent 
light from the instrument itself affecting the eyes of the 
observer* Considerable care and patience were necessary to 
operate the apparatus satisfactorily* Turbidities as report* 
ed are expressed as parts per million for a solution of ten 
grams of the sugar in one hundred milliliters of water*
Insoluble Residue** a one hundred gran sample of sugar 
was dissolved in 200 milliliters of hot distilled water* The 
solution was brought to a boil and then filtered hot through 
a tared Gooch crucible* A thin mat of prepared asbestos 
served as the filter medium* The beaker which had contained 
the solution was rinsed with hot distilled water ind in all
some three hundred milliliters of hot water were used In 
washing the crucible and contents to dissolve the last trees 
of sucrose* She crucible was placed in an electric oven 
which had been adjusted for 110* 0* and was dried to constant 
weight# The weight of the residue obtained from the sugar 
in milligrams was reported as insoluble residue per 100 grams 
of sugar*
Sulfate*** fhe method of Ambler* Snider and By&Il (5) 
was used# The procedure was as follows!
Dissolve loo gma of sugar in 100 oo* of distilled water* 
add 5 oo* of concentrated hydrochloric mold and 10 cc# of 
105? barium chloride solution# Mix thoroughly and allow to 
stand over night* Collett the precipitated barium sulfate 
on a tared Gooch crucible* wash with distilled water# ignite# 
cool and weigh as usual* Calculate weight of barium sulfate 
found to 30$* parts per million of sugar*
guflitesi* Total sulfites were determined by the 
method recommended by the above authors*
The procedure wf-a this 9*
Dissolve 100 gms* of sugar in 125 to 150 ©c* of die* 
tilled water in an Brlenmeyer flash# Add a few co# of starch 
solution and 25 ec* of 1 M potassium hydroelde solution* Re* 
move oxygen as under (a) and add 10 oo* of ls3 sulfuric acid* 
mix and Immediately titrate rapidly with 0*01 If iodine solu* 
tion as before# Make blank determination on water and re** 
agents and deduct the value from the titer of sugar solution*
Calculate as total SO*# parts per million of sugar*
Chlorides*** The method, of Ambler and Byall {5} was 
used* caae hundred grams of sugar were dissolved In ISO eo* 
of distilled water* toe half milliliters of saturated 
solution was added to the solution# and it was titrated with 
0*0115 silver nitrate solution to the first permanent orange 
tinge* Chlorides were calculated and reports as parts per 
million*
Calcium Oxide*** The method of the iU 0# iU O* (1030 Kd«) 
Section 3CX7X* @1# p* 268*9 was followed* One hundred grama 
of sugar were ashed in a large fused silica dish* the white 
ash was taken up with one milliliter of concentrated HGl tod 
15 milliliters of hot distilled water* After making up the 
volume to 150 milliliters* eight to ten drops o f  brom crenel 
green were added followed by enough 20% sodium acetate solu* 
tion to ohtoge the color of tbs solution to a distinct blue* 
Three per cent oxalic acid was then added until the colot 
©hanged to green corresponding to a pH of 4P4<*4*8* Most 
sugars required about 20 ml* of reagent * The solution was 
allowed to stand overnight* The precipitate was then filter** 
ed off and washed with hot water tot 11 free of chlorides*
The precipitate and filter paper were transferred to a 400 
mil* beaker containing 150 ml* of water to which 5 ml* of 
concentrated HgSO* had been added* The beaker was lie a ted 
to 70-80° G*# the paper disintegrated snd the solution fci* 
trated with 0*0l H KMnO* to an end point whloh was permanent
for 5 minutes* OaO was calculated and reported in parte per 
million og sugar*
phosphates** Ho absolutely satisfactory method for phos** 
phates has been found* Any method used must of necessity be 
colorimetric due to the extremely email amount of phosphates 
present* Work is being carried on in an effort to adapt one 
of the better known methods to this particular material* 
Silica* The above remarks concerning phosphates are 
equally applicable to silica*
Screen T©ste*«* One hundred gram samples of the sugars 
were put through a nest of 6 inch standard sieves* The nest 
was made up of one ten# one twenty* one thirty# one forty* one 
fifty# one sixty* on© ©ightyyand one hundred mesh sieves*
The sieves were shaken for ten minutes on a mechanical SXCve 
shaker* After shaking the amount of sugar remaining on each 
screen was determined by weighing* Results were expressed as 
per cent of the total sugar on each sieve# !•$** between each 
rang© of mesh* The data acre plotted did a few typical graphs 
are submitted#
Foaming Tests*- The method given by gain©* Badollet and 
Keane (20) was used* Fifty grams of sugar were weighed out 
in a 200 ml* Fyrex beaker of the tall lipless type* Twenty* 
five milliliters of water were added to this sugar and mixed 
with a thermometer which was then suspended over the beaker 
so that its bulb was immersed in the sugar magma# The beaker 
was heated unlfoxmly and without Ifcirring using a Xoseley
typ* burner* The rate of heating was adjusted so that to# 
times required to re&oh 117#8°0# and to# first boiling point 
wore 3*5<*4*Q minutes and 8*9 minutes respectively* In order 
to be able to duplicate results it was necessary to place a 
manometer In the line to toe burner and adjust the gas flow 
to maintain a predetermined pressure at the burner* Methyl 
salicylate was used in the mancaaeter# When boiling started# 
toe level of maximum foaming was marked on a strip of label 
previoulsy affixed to the outside of the beaker* The level 
of maximum foaming was again marked at 117*8*0# With most 
of toe samples examined toe highest point readied by the 
foam was marked also in oases where this occured at tempera** 
tures other than those indicated#
The beaker was now emptied* washed and the volumes cor* 
responding to the various marks determined with a graduated 
cylinder# The volume In milliliters at maximum foaming at 
boiling and at 117*8*0# were reported* m  cases where to# 
greatest foaming oo cured at some temperature other than the 
too mentioned this volume was also reported in addition to 
the first two#
pH*- PH was determined color!< etr 1 cally using LaMotte 
standards* Specially purified &0tilled water was used for 
these determinations# The procedure ./as as follows*- Fif­
teen grams of the sugar were introduced into a clean dry 100 
milliliter volumetric flask# The sugar was dissolved with 
neutral distilled water and made up to volume« Oar# was
exercised to r© uee solution of alas* to a minimum# sines the 
sugars are poorly buffered in most oases and dissolvedaOa 
might change the pH of the solutions appreciably*. fen mill!*, 
liters of the sugar solution were mixed with half a railli* 
liter of brcsa thymol blue indicator solution and the color 
matched against La&otte standards in a Baus*M#sde comparator* 
la studying the moisture absorption capacity and caking 
tendency of the sugars the folio lag general scheme was 
followed̂ *
Moisture adsorption rates were determined,at three dlf 
fspent temperatures and at three different relative humidities 
at each temperature* fhe temperatures were 20% 25% and 
50® 0* and at each temperature determinations were made at 
5©£* 75^# and 100$ relative humidity#
Be sired relative humidity conditions'̂ ferc obtained by 
using sulfuric acid solutions of appropriate concentrations 
in the bottom of large desslcators# #he proper concentration 
was determined from the international Oritioal fables and 
humidities were cheeked by placing a hair hygrometer in the 
dess lea tor chamber# m e  hygrometer was checked with a ©ling 
psyGhrometer working In a constant temperature and hunĵ tlby 
room* For one hundred per cent relative humidity pure water 
was placed in the dessicator*
Moisture absorption capacity was determined on the tan* 
screened sugar samples#© AS a check on the effect of sim  
and uniformity of grain on moisture absorbing capacity and
m
tendency* tests were else run on samples which had been 
screened to a definite range of crystal sise* i*e*# @0*30 
mesh* 30*40 mash* 40*30 mesh andwhere sufficient material 
was available 50*60 mesh*
in carrying out the determination twenty-five grams of 
sugar were weighed into a 5 1/2 inch fa trie dish using an 
analytical balance* fhia dish was fitted With a cover 
which was In place during weighing* fhe cover was removed 
from the dish and the ample placed in a d© sale a tor which 
was held at the desired temperature and humidity* After 
twenty •four hours the sample was removed* covered and 
weighed* it was then placed in m  empty dessleator and re* 
moved to a cold room where it was held at 5® 0* for two hours* 
At the aspiration of this period it was returned toa room 
held at 20® 0* and 65$ relative humidity and allowed to re- 
main for a second twenty-four hour period* 3?h© contents of 
the dish were then transferred to the standard sieves and 
screened again* Any sugar remaining on the ten mesh sieve 
was removed* weighed and reported as per cent of caked sugar 
based on the weight of the original sample* Where the entire 
mass of sugar had solidified it was reported as 100$ caked* 
Continuing work along these same lines,total ash and 
foaming test determinations were made on various screen frac­
tions of the same augers to see if any relations could be 
developed between crystal alee and these variables*
photographs were made of samples of the various sugars
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employed* The molassos solution was treated with sodium 
oxalateto remove lime salts as recommended In the Gan©
■.'rY-
Sugar Handbook* page 239*
Gums*** The method' of auff and Wtlhrow (SB) as modified 
by Chopin (29) was alloyed* The procedure was as follows!
an approximately 10 grams portion of molasses wa© dl* 
luted with water to about $0$ solids* filtered through as* 
bestos to remove suspended matter* and Brixed on the re* 
fractometer* a 10 ee* portion of this filtered product 
was acidified with 2 ee* concentrated hydrochloric add# 
end 50 oc* of 05$ ethyl alcohol were slowly stirred In, 
precipitating the gums* After being allowed to ©tend for 
thirty minutes* the solution was filtered through asbestos 
in a Gooch crucible* washed with slightly acid 93$ alcohol* 
and dried for 1 hour at 1O0-1Q59 0# After drying* the sample 
was cooled in a dessicator* weighed accurately and then 
ignited*for 1 hour in a muffle furnace* After aomplet# 
ignition* the sample was cooled and weighed* the loss 
in wdj&SJti between drying and ignition being the weight of 
gums in 10 ee* of 50 Brix molasses solution* from which may 
be calculated the gum© an gumspercent solids and gums pre«* 
sent sucrose* Because of the difficulty of checking results 
the ©maples were run in quadruplicate*
Sulfates** The method of Ambler and By all (5) was am** 
ployed* The molasses solution was prepared by dissolving 
approximately six grams of molasses In water and making It 
up to a total volume of five hundred milliliter a* one
htaidred and fifty milliliter portions of this solution wore 
need for each determination* The sulphates were precipitated 
end welded as BaSO** The results were reported as SO0 in 
parts per million of molasses#
Sulfitesj* IDiorganlo# total and oi^anlc sulfites were 
determined using the procedure recommended by ambler and 
By&ll (6)» The results were reported as Wa in parts per" 
million of molasses*
Chlorides** The method of j&abler and By all (5) was em~ 
ployed* Due to the color of the molasses# the determination 
had to be made on the ash* The ash was dissolved in hot die* 
tilled water and made 3ust acid with acetic acid before tl* 
trating* It was necessary to do this because the ash is 
normally alkaline and this Interferes with the Ag$O0 titration 
due to the precipitation of silver oxide* Chlorides were 
reported as Chlorine In parts per million of molasses*
Silica** The silica in the ash was dote mined by dehy<* 
drat ion with BOX according to the usual analytical procedure# 
The method Is fully described In Offleal Methods A* 0* A* 0*# 
(1930 Ed*} section XKXXV* &* p* 366*
Calcium oxidei* Calcium oxide was determined in an 
aliquot portion of the silica free washing® from the ash*
It was precipitated with oxalic add and titrated with per** 
manganate as described In the seeSlon under white sugars*
The detailed method can be found In the work referred to 
Just above# Section XXVI* J&* p* 268~9.
Phosphates*- A second aliquot from the silica free washing 
was used in this determination* The phosphates were precipi­
tated with ammonium molybdate solution* the precipitate dis­
solved in a measured excess of standard alkali and the solu­
tion hack titrated with standard acid using phenolphthalwin 
as an indicator*
The details of this method .ill be found in the ork 
referred to in the previous par ’agraphs* on pages 14-18*
Potassium Oxide*- The same procedure was used as in the 
case of the white sugars* The results were reported as % 
of KgO 3n molasses*
Sodium O x i d e T h e  amounts of sodium oxide present in 
the molasses ash were too small to be determined satisfac­
torily and have been reported as traces* The aine uranyl 
acetate test for sodium gave only a very small precipitate* 
The pyroantimonat© test gave almost no crystalline precipi­
tate* The flame test indicated the presence of small amounts 
of sodium in the ash* It Is possible that the sodium might 
have been lost by volatilisation during the ashing but every 
precaution was taken to reduce such Spsses to a minimum.
A m m o n i a * -  The procedure descx'lbed by Ohibnall (30) was 
used* Ten grams of molasses were dissolved in 400 ml* of 
distilled water* After addition of BO ml* of 50$ HaOH th© 
ammonia was distilled under reduced pressure and was ab­
sorbed In 100 ml* of 0*01 N H01* The temperature was not 
allowed to exceed 60° 0* The excess acid was badk titrated
with 0#Ql H NdGH* Blanks were run on th© reagents and the 
water# Considerable trouble was experienced with bumping 
and foaming# Th© nitrogen present was calculated ms NHa in 
parts per million#
Nitrate Nitrogens* Th© procedure redammended by Chib** 
nail (30) was followed# A molasses solution of the same 
concentration as used fo» ammonia# was prepared# On© gram 
of Devarda s alloy was added to this solution and reduction 
allowed to proceed for at least on© hour# Th© smmonia was 
distilled off as in th© ammonia determination*' Blanks were 
run on reagents and water and the appropriate deductions 
made# The nitrate nitrogen was obtained by substraetlng from 
th© simaonla fond in tnis case# th© ammonia found In the 
determination of Aasmonia nitrogen#
Total Nitrogen**- Procedure** Clear 800 oe# Kjeldahl 
flasks of ammonia by concentrating to one-half its volume at 
least 600 oc# of magnesium oxide suspension# Discard the 
residual suspension in the flasks# and use the unrinsed 
flasks immediately for the digestion# Pipet 10 oc# of a 
magnesia water solution containing 10 grams of molasses per 
100 cc# Into the flask# Add about 1 grams of copper oxide 
powder from the tip of a spattila, 25 oo# of concentrated sul­
furic acid, and, very cautiously, 25 cc# of potassium hyd r* 
oxide solution# Heat the mixture cautiously with a small 
flame until the carbon is completely oxidlaed and th© solu­
tion is of a clear green color# The digestion is generally
complete In about 2 hours# After the mixture has cooled# 
dilute with 400 ce# of magnesia water and make alkaline 
with 50 ec* of the saturated sodium hydroxide solution#
Add at the saase time a teaspoonful of the finely powdered 
magnesium oxide* Connect the flask immediately with the 
still and collect 000 cc# of distillate* Hals operation 
must *b@ carried out in an ammonla^free atmosphere or in a 
trapped system* TO each 100 oe# of distillate add 4 cc* 
of Kessler reagent as in ordinary water analysis* and 
after 15 minutes compare the colors which have developed, 
with those which have been developed simultaneously from 
known quantities of the standard ammonium chloride solution 
diluted to 100 oe* with ammonia free water*
Calculate the results obtained after deducting the 
quantity of nitrogen as ammonia which is present In the re** 
agents and which is determined by a blank determination on 
the reagents without sugar* to parts of nitrogen per million 
of sugar*
protein Nitrogens** proee uret<* According to Van&rak# 
the tannic acid method of determining protoin in the presence 
of sucrose Is the most accurate# TO a solution cf 25 grama 
of the molasses In 100 ec* of water# add 5 co* of the tand#^ 
acid solution* After heating the mixture on the steam bath 
for 2 hours to facilitate coagulation of the precipitate# 
filter on a quantitative filter paper# Wash the paper and 
the precipitate free from sugar with ammonia^free water# 
place in m  800 ee# Kjeldahl flask# and analyse for nitrogen
04
by the method described above for total nitrogen* Deter* 
mine blanks on a similar solution of protoin**£ree suj|ar# 
Deduct the quantity <f nitrogen found in the blares from 
that found In the tannic acid precipitate* and calculate the 
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Gcaparison of Analytical Data 
Direct Consumption Cana and Beet Sugars
Color














4 at 244 i
4 Standard Cane Granulated 45.3 0.0080 3.02 13.26 2.0 35.00 50.91
4 7eg. Char Cane Sugar 50.9 0.0230 6.56 16.16 7.5 56.42 53.11
10 Plantation Granulated Cane 69.3 0.0581 24.74 22.03 21.3 67.13 62.24
53 Beet Sugar. White___________41.7 0.0197 21,70 14.00 12,3______60.00_________30.91
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TA3LVJ II
Gcmparison of Average Analyses for the 1933-34 and 1934-35 
Series of Sugar Samples
FG AWING TEST
Humber of Samples nd of Sugar Polarization Total Ash £ 30* in P.p.m. Chlorides in P.p.m. 1934 1935
1934 1935 1934 1935 1934 1935 1934 1935 1934 1935 4 at B.l . £> at 244 F 4 at B.P. £ © 244 F
4 4 Standard Granulated 39.90 99.84 0.0080 3.02 13.28 50.6 35.0 66.15 50.91
0 4 Yea. Char Granulated 99.42 0.0230 o. 56 16.16 56.42 53.11
11 _10 Plantation Granulated 99.76 99.67 0.0437 0.058T 77.00 24*74 23 22.03 106.1 72.1 87.13 82.24
0 3 Crystal Sugars «a 99.41 0.1030 68.45 e» 35.99 111.69 92.66
2 3 Turbinado Sugars 99.76 99.48 0.0626 0.0651 149.00 118.6 52 ■w 73.3 100.9 90.34 89.20
71





Average of Analyses of Sugars 
Samples Collected During 1334-35 Crop
Reducing
Sugars
Ash Moisture P.p.m. P.p.m. P.p.m. T3ST
Dotal 1o at B.P. <& at 244°F #5 Std.




laniard Granulated 99.90 0.06? 50.6 55.0 6.0 0# ?
urtation Granulated 11 99.76 0.072___  0.0457 0.115  77 23 4.1 106.1 72.1 107.5 55.3 6.6_____  5.6
-urbinadc 2 99.76 0.110 0.0836 0.039 149 3*8 73.3 100.8 156.4 75.0______6.8
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Averages of Analyses of Sugars 
{Samples Collected During 1935-36 Crop}



















'% of Original Volume......
Foam at 3.P. _ . Foam jut...2.4.4°
es Standard Granulated 
. Sugar
99.84 O'. 0060 3.02 13.28 2.0 1.8 45.3 87.37 66.15 50.91
4 Vegetable Char 
Sugars
99.42 0.0230 6.56 16.16 7.5 3.7 50.9 83.67 56.42 53.11
10 Plantation
Granulated Sugars
99.67 0.0561 24.74 22.03 21.3 5.6 89.2 110.38 87.13 82.24
3 Crystal Sugars 99.41 0.1030 68.45 35.99 43.2 18.0 top; q o w 101.34 111.69 92.66
3 Turbinado Sugars 99.48 0.0651 118.6 26.0 9.6 224.0 141.33 90.34 89.20
TABLE V
Details of the Analyses of Sugars
(Samples Collected During 1935-36 Crop)
Cods Pol Total S0^ Cl CaO Insoluble Color FOAMING TESTS RESULTS
Number Ash P.p.m. P.p.m. P.p.m. Residue tr.r' Increase % of Original Volume
$5$ sta. Max. Foam Foam at B.P. Foam at 244°
STANDARD GRANULATED SUGAR
60 99.75 0.0060 0.34 12.60 1.3 1.3 43.8 76.63 58.51 48.91
70 99.80 0.0075 8.22 11.50 1.3 0.2 42.7 94.09 70,99 59.88
50 99.89 0.0095 0.51 12.06 3.2 2.0 45.8 90,55 67.83 51.57
80 99.90 0.0090 «* 16.36 2.3 3.6 48.0 88.19 67.26 43.29




45.3 87.37 66.15 50.91
25 99.83 0.033 2.06 16.44 5.2 3.5 76.8 93.09 60.36 51.27
23 99.83 0.026 3.03 14.25 8.1 3.6 44.9 85.96 54.38 61.75
24 99.74 0.020 3.94 16.98 10.3 6.0 47.2 80,14 60.47 57,17
39 99.88 0.013 17.13 16.98 6.5 1.6 34.8 75.50 50.45 42.23
Average 99.42 0.023 6.56 16.16 7.5
ITiAFTATIO!'
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50.9 83 .  u? 56.42 53.11
26 99.58 0.097 11.66 22.47 36.8 11.0 89.1 136.05 84.94 102.97
42 99.72 0.0493 29.13 21.92 12.9 3.7 82.3 111.25 75,64 75.46
19 99.40 0.063 37.80 14.24 15.6 13.8 101.0 165.99 133.63 90.68
21 99.64 0.033 21.59 29.04 1C. 9 3.0 52,2 97.08 65.75 62.33
14 99.88 0.045 13.15 13.15 12.3 4.2 114.9 93.79 86.84 93.79
55 99.69 0.072 17.14 53.15 56.2 11.9 106.3 109.87 109.87 91,04
29 99.75 0.054 40.45 13.15 19.4 7.0 76.1 84.98 70.76 61.17
22 99.44 0.048 16.11 13.70 8.4 3.6 106.9 80.78 80.78 63.59
20 99.84 0.047 16.16 21.37 15.5 3.1 95.1 101.83 83.12 91,74
51 99.77 0.0723 42.16 18.08 25.5 4.9 68.2 122.18 80.07 69.65
Average 99.67 0.0581 24.74 22.03 21.3 6.6 89.2 110.38 87.13 82.24
CRYSTAL SUGARS
£9 97.56 0.410 509.4 mt 113.6 11.2 1014.0 253.10 253.10 123.80
41 99.49 0.109 40.45 36.17 54.8 28.0 67.6 177.98 144.40 100.361 1 •i. -I- 99.35 0.096 136.44 43.29 31.6 7,9 164.1 117.16 117.63 98.89
31 99.39 - - 28.50 - *» ..  11Q ._2Q___ 73.05 78.74
Average 99.41 0.103 88.45 35,99 43,2 18.0 125.8 101.34 111.69 92.66
TURBINADO SUGARS
18 99.55 0.0625 206.7 32.3 11.0 184.0 216.8 120.88 87.08
23 99.54 0.0580 118.1 - 21.3 8.6 172.0 97,44 66.36 87,73
17 99.44 0.0750 30.9 - 24.5 9.2 317.0 109.90 83.78 92.79
Average 99.48 0.0651 118.6 - 26.0 9.6 224.0 141.38 90.34 89.20
74
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70 99.80 Trace Trace 0.038 - •a - 35.0 23,3 0.0 • —
50 99.90 t; !f 0.084 mm - ~ 66.7 41.7 0.0 or 0.5
80 99.93 n H 0.056 - m am 50.0 40.0 c ^ ** 1*1
60 99.95 ■ w >» 0.090 - “ ~ «• - 0.6 6.8 0*3TUP ■ ~-.r\ ; » L; a a.1.' kJ kJUq.hRs
18 99.750 0.113 0.1156 0.101 26? ..¥? 4.8 55.0 121.7 181.3 75.0 6.8
17 99.770 0.107 0.0495 0.096 30 37 2.8 91.7 so.e 151.5 75.0 6.8
PLANTA1TON GRANULATED
SCO.. RS
37 99.550 0.131 0.0675 0.096 247 ' 43 2.7 133.3 83.3 113.6 26.3 6.2 *■
42 99.650 0.083 0.0414 0.200 47 20 Out 41.7 81.7 116.3 40.0 6.3 mm
14 99•650 0.080 0.0135 0.129 15 16 2,5 68.3 68.3 104.2 32.2 6.1 •
26 99.700 0.044 0.0342 0.126 39 16 6.9 66.7 51.7 108.7 74.3 7.1 4.8
39 99.750 0.076 0.0393 0.119 - - am 71.7 71.7 100.0 30.3 6.5 5.4
21 99.800 0.088 0.0360 0.102 105 27 1.5 103.3 71.7 100.0 35.0 6.3 am
20 99.850 0.062 0.0364 0.094 61 16 8.5 126.7 66.7 111.1 10.0 6,5
24 99.650 0.073 0.0739 0.086 85 23 4.7 123.3 73,3 108.7 30.3 6.9 **
19 99.850 0.041 0.0666 0.056 62 22 2.0 150.0 71.7 100.0 53.4 ?.£
<*
29 99.83 0.055 0.0393 0.124 53 Gut Out 71.7 60.0 113.6 12.5 6.5 mm
28 99.900 0.059 0.0324 0.108 52 25 3.8 210.0 93.3 104.2 47.6 6.9
mm
TABLE V II
Average Analyses of Direct Consumption Molasses Samples
(Crop of 1934-35)
?;o. Solids Pol, Purity Red Gums Sucrose f f. fa f» f0 fo P.p.m. P.p.m. f> f % % P.p.m. P.p.m. P.p.m.
Samples Sugars fo Glerget Ash SlOp CaO PpOc KpO NapO NIi, NOg Total Protein 01 30« SOp SOp SOp Color
 .._ ......................  Solids   N N 3 Total Xnora. Orl. ___ _
SULPHITATION 1st M0LA3d.ES
73.27 40.03 54,63 18.61 0.730 44.50 4.45 0.09 0.24 0.17 2.57 Traces 170 300 0.12 Traces 0.39 0.71 254 173 81 3,0
SULPiilTATI ON 2nd MOLASSES
71.42 28.72 40.21 17.01 1.170 37.90 7.63 0.17 0.49 0.22 3.97 Traces 140 440 0.18 Traces 0.50 1.21 232 162 70 7,5
BOIL BACK SUIPBI TATI OK MOLASSES
73.29 34.29 46.79 16.71 1.460 56.66 7.40 0.25 0.65 0.34 3.79 Traces 440 290 0.23 Traces 0.40 1.07 339 241 98 7.5
TABLE VIII
Tabulation of Analyses of Louisiana Direct Consumption Molasses
{Crop of 1934-1935}
Code Solids Pol- Purity Bed Guma Sucrose % % % % % % P.p.m. P.p.m. % % $ % P.p.m. P.p.m. p.p.m.
Ho. Sugars % Clerget Ash SiOo CaO P.Ok Kp0 Na«Q Nil* NO* Total Protein Cl SO* S0« 50P SOp Color
 _______________  solids______________ I__________ g 8> a 8 5 N N 5 Total Inorg. 0r£.
SULPBI TATI ON 1st MOLASSES
42 74.78 39 .4 0 52.68 17.39 0 .9 5 4 44.51 5 .3 6 0 ,0 8 0 .2 9 0 .2 5 3 .21 Traces 150 280 0 .1 2 Traces 0 .3 4 0 .6 5 199 138 61
21 75.01 4 1 .26 55.01 19 .93 0 .5 5 1 44 .1 2 3 .7 3 0 .1 0 0 ,17 0 .1 8 2 .21 Traces 140 520 0 .12 Traces 0 .4 5 0 .7 1 185 123 62
39 73.08 4 2 .30 57 .73 16 ,9 3 0 ,934 46 .64 4 .4 5 0 ,1 0 0 .26 0 .1 6 2 .61 ft 180 90 0 .12 n 0 .3 2 0 .71 248 213 35
20 72.60 4 6 .84 64.52 12.61 0 .685 50.36 4 .5 2 0 .0 9 0 .37 0 .1 6 2 .45 ft 200 220 0 .13 0 .31 0 .7 6 418 260 158
3? 70.89 30 . 36 42 .83 26 .22 0 .5 2 6 36.87 4 .21 0.09 0 .1 3 0 .12 2.37 rt 170 410 0 .11 0 .51 0 .7 0 221 131 90
SUIPHITATIOH 2nd MOLASSES
42 71.27 26 .74 37.52 19 .31 1 .190 34.07 8 .2 5 0 .1 6 0 .5 7 0 .1 8 4 .35 *1 160 460 0 .20 rt 0 .5 8 1,39 286 179 107
13 71.57 30.70 4 2 .9 0 1 * .7 1 1 .1 5 0 41.74 7 .0 0 0 .1 8 0 .4 1 0 ,2 6 3 .58 ft 110 410 0 .1 6 M 0 ,4 1 1 .03 177 145 32
B0IIH3LACK SUIPHITATIOHl MOLASSES
30 72.68 29.18 40 .15 18.03 1 .260 36 .32 7 ,01 0 .2 0 0 .6 4 0 .12 3 ,30 ft 470 230 0 ,25 ft 0 ,3 1 0 .7 3 361 243 118
































Results of Screening Tests 
Samples Collected for the Crop 1934-35
---- ; £ ? J a ? % i
£ By Weight By Weight By Weight By Weight By Weight By Weight By Weight By Weight 
0-10 10-80 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-80 80-100 100
Mesh Hash Me ah Mesh Hash______Mesh----- Mesh Meek.. ■■■
" ' STANDARD GRANULATED SUGARS
0*04 5.91 19.38 20.08 34.03 12.50 7.99 2.10
2.22 8.83 29.86 18.19 24.96 8.65 5.74 1.76
1.74 10.96 21.27 16.49 26.61 11.13 8.41 3.17
0.07 5.83 38.12 18.80 23.36 7.59 5.02 1.25
).14 47.02 49.77 2.83 0.07 0.00 - - -
3.17 56.79 38.52 3.83 0.41 0.15 0.01 0.03
PU13TATIG3oaAfnruTM)SUGARS
0.60 22.67 40.87 15.63 14.24 3. 66 1.55 0.18
• 2.24 22.92 34.55 17.70 15.95 4.21 2.00 0.45
m 0.77 24.90 41.92 18.50 9.48 2.58 1.28 0.230.68 12.32 33.43 21.23 21.31 6.85 3.24 0.70
• 2.27 51.71 33.02 7.53 4.00 0.90 0.39 0.14
- 1.13 19.67 38.5? 13.27 16.86 6.47 3.32 0.33
• 0.54 30.54 40.18 14.51 11.16 2.32 0.61 0*10
— 1.22 17.99 35.53 14.99 18.84 7.00 3.63 0.65
• m 11.0? 32.71 21.29 23.29 7.61 3.22 0.40
• 1.68 18.73 35.47 16.73 17.44 6.96 3.50 0.97
a. 0.19 12.16 45.00 16.21 17.42 5.53 2.84 0.50
2
Results of Screening Tests 
Samples Collected for the Crop 1935-36
Code%/Weight
Number 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-80 80-100 100
Ueeh
STANDARD QRANUL4TS0 SUOAHS
60 - 17.6 38.3 16.5 18.4 5.7 4.0 1.1
70 14.0 37.2 17.1 21.2 6.9 4.5 0.9
50 Of 4 10.3 30.9 28.7 15.6 7.9 5.5 1.2
ao 0.2 15.0 29.7 16.5 26.5 6.6 4.3 0.9
VEGETABLE CHARSUGARS
25 - 10.4 27.4 21.6 26.0 9.7 4.6 0.7
23 m 11.0 18.2 17.9 28.1 14.7 8.1 2.0
24 2,6 21.3 21.6 16.2 26.3 7.5 4.0 0.9
39 - 11.2 37.6 17.2 23.3 6.8 4.3 1.2
PLANTATIONGRANULATED SUGARS
26 2*4 69.7 16.1 7.5 4.4 0.9 0.1 -
42 13*4 40.0 23.9 10.8 e.9 2.2 0.6 0.3
19 0.6 52.7 35.8 6.5 3.6 0.7 0.1 -21 2.2 51.4 26.4 9.9 7.3 1.8 0.1 -
14 2.1 36.5 35.1 11.2 8.6 3.4 2.2 0.6
35 9.2 33.3 26.8 11.5 14.0 5.2 1.4 0.1
29 0.6 15.5 37.8 15.7 22.5 5.7 2.6 0.622 81.8 12.5 5.7 ** * -20 4.4 53.0 29.3 7,5 5.6 1.6 • -
CRYSTAL SUGARS
29 - •m (too wet to screen) - • -
41 12.2 68.5 16.4 3.0 0.9 - m -11 21.1 70.7 8.2 - - m m •
31 19.1 62.5 16.1 1.4 0.6 - m
TURBIN ADO SUGARS
18 73.7 25.9 1*1 • e» m
TABLE XI
Crop 1934-35
Comparative Data on the Caking 
of
Various Types of Direct Consumption Sugars
Code
Number


















60 0.00 4.04 9.28 0.00 0.00 56.76 0.00 0.00 100.00
70 0.00 1.74 2.22 0.00 0.00 23.42 0.00 0.00 36.68
50 0.00 2.72 2.60 0.00 0,00 38.40 0.00 0.00 6.08
80 0.00 1.46 2.20 0.00 0.00 49.08 0.00 0.00 100.00
Average 0.00 2.50 4.06 0.00 0.00 41.92 0.00 0.00 60.69
‘ PLANTATION GRANULATED SUGARS
26 0.00 1.02 17.36 0.00 0.00 57.00 0.00 0.00 27.86
42 - 5.44 5.42 - • 22.72 - 0.00 -21 0.00 5.40 26.08 0.00 0.00 50.00 0.00 0.00 24.52
14 0.00 0.86 10.72 0.00 0.00 54.40 0.00 0.00 18.60
28 0.00 5.36 11.68 m 0.00 54.00 0.00 0.00 2.20
37 0.00 4.20 0.64 m - as - - 31.72
39 0.00 1.56 10.36 0.00 o.eo 46.22 0.00 0.00 12.40
24 e» 3.56 17.22 - - - * 0.00 60.06
Average 0.00 3.43 12.44 0.00 0.00 47.39 0.00 0.00 25.35
TURBINADO SJGARS
18 0.00 5.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.92 0.00 0.00 11.40
17 0.00 10.96 1.52 0.00 0.00 34.82 0.00 0.00 0.00
Average 0.00 8.42 0.76 0.00 0.00 28.87 0.00 0.00 5.70
TABLE XXX






7 A.M. 12 Noon 7 P.M.
January 59.2 87 66 74
February CO* 2 85 64 57
March 70.6 98 65 75
April 68*2 80 73 67
May 74.0 73 54 64
June 61.2 81 63 72
July 83.1 82 62 68
August 84.2 91 58 71
September 83* 4 86 60 73
October 71.2 73 46 62
November 66.6 85 62 72
December 60.8 86 68 74
Average ............. 63 62 70
TABLE XIII
Comparison of Analyses of Beet Sugar Samples 
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53 1933-34 60.00 30.91 41.7 6.8 0.0197 14.0 12.3 £5.4
54 1932-33 63.64 30.91 43.3 6.8 0.0245 22.4 13.0 16.0 26.6
28 1931-32 74.55 18.18 58.6 6.8 0.0274 49.9 16.0 16.5 25.1
23 1930-31 63.64 18.18 65.0 6.9 0.0389 95.5 • 23.2
m s m n m m  op. a m  won m m  
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in Table 1 are presented data on the average values 
of certain variables present In the various types of sugars* 
in addition to the data on cane sugars* results of the 
analyses of beet sugar samples collected during the 1955*54 
campaign have been Included for purposes of comparison*
These data were obtained by Keane* fabler and By all of the 
Carbohydrates Division* united States Department of AgrI* 
culture and. presented by them in the form of a mimeographed 
report of their work*
Color on these samples of Louisiana sugars was deter* 
mined four months after the sugars had been made* $io in* 
formation as to the age of the beet sugars at the time color 
was determined is available* This fact is mentioned since 
It is pretty generally known that most whit® direct con* 
sumption sugars increase in color with age* Data on this 
subject is being obtained by studies now in progress but is 
not yet ready for presentation* It is evident that the 
color of the plantation granulated sugar's Is entirely too 
high for them to compete on a favorable basis with the other 
types of white sugars represented* While color is not 
necessarily essential to quality It doe® have a very strong 
Influence on the price offered for a sugar* for, other things 
being equal, the trade generally prefers a white sugar to 
an off color product* This question will be considered 
further In the sequel.
It will be noted that plantation granulated sugars 
compare unfavorably with the other types in all of the 
variables considered. In subsequent tables It will b© shown 
that in several eases this is due to certain plants show* 
ing abnormally high values which of course affect the gen* 
eral average unfavorably.
The above statement does not hold for total ashf her© 
all of the plantation granulated sugars show considerably 
higher values than dc the other sugars.
In Table II are presented comparative figures on samples 
of Louisiana whit© sugars collected during two successive 
crops. The same group of factories with few exceptions is 
represented in both cases. Total ash on plantation grenu* 
lated sugars was higher in 1935 than during the preceding 
year while sulphates were much lower* Chlorides remained 
practically constant* Foaming test results varied slightly 
but hardly enough to say whether the 1935 sugars were better 
or worse than those of 1934*
In Table III the average analyses of the 1934*35 s u g a rs  
are submitted. Color on these samples was determined 
eight months after the sugars had ben manufactured and is 
considerably higher than the figures for the following year 
which were obtained when the sugars trere three months younger. 
The failure of Louisiana direct consumption sugars to main* 
tain their original color on long storage is on© of their
84
outstanding defects and on© which must be remedied if 
they ar© to be come a standard article of commerce * Total 
ash and sulfates are higher than is desirable* An average 
value for the insoluble residue in this series of plantation 
granulated sugars was obtained by making a determination 
on a sample mad© up of aliquot portion® of each of the 
sugars examined# hack of sufficient amounts of the various 
samples precluded obtaining more data on this variable#
Here again it is quite probable that a few bad samples, 
that Is having a high insoluble residue, might have over­
shadowed those having a low figure and produced an unfavor­
able average#, This figure compares very unfavorably with 
an average value of 0*7 for standard granulated sugars# 
Sulfites in both plantation granulated sugar- and. turblnados 
are quite low while sulfates are quite high* It Is quite 
probable that at some point in the msnufacturlng process 
most of the sulfites have been oxidised to sulfates#
Table IV centals the average® of the samples collected 
during 1935#*36 and represents a bettor cross#*section of the 
various types of sugars than did the 1954-36 samples* Aver­
age values are not very markedly different from those of th© 
preceding year#
in Table V appear th© analyses of the individual samples 
collected during 1935*36# The first figure to be considered 
Is the cleanliness of the sugars as measured by th© amount
of insoluble residue found* It will b© noted that in 
bone char refinery sugars this figure in uniformly low, 
reflecting the care taken in these plants to protect their 
product from contamination, cleonllnoss of the vegetable 
char sugars Is also quite good and It Is to be realise that 
these plants are at a distinct disadvantage as compared to 
th© bon© char refineries In this respect since many of them 
lack th© facilities of th© older and better arranged plants* 
Of the ten plantation granulated sugars considered, lumbers 
42, 21, 14, 82, 20 and 31 are quite good* Ho* 29 Is fair
and Hox* 26, 19 and 35 are poor* Tn© first group of plants*
It should be noted are those which make white sugar regular* 
ly and consequently have equipment and personnel ©specially 
suited for this work* Th© fault in the case of Ho* 35 can 
be ascribed to poor equipment and lack of adequate factory 
control* Tii© results at numbers 26 and 19 are probably due 
to lack of sufficient clarification capacity* In addition 
these plants swapped from whit© to raw sugar and back to 
white sugar again several times during the season and this 
always upsets routine and affects the quality of the white 
product unfavorably, The high Insoluble in th© case of 
Ho* 29 seems to have been du© to a combination of several
factors* This plant grinds a large percentage of railroad
car cane which oven under the beat conditions suffers con** 
aiderable deterioration in transit as compared to wagon and
m
truck cane# Such stale cane yields juices which are invar* 
lably difficult to clarify satisfactorily and when mixed 
with the juice from fresh cane contaminate It and make it 
clarify badly also* Clarification capacity In this plant 
Is limited and frequently crowded to handle the load* Sev* 
oral types of sugar are produced using the same equipment 
and some contamination is bound to occur# Crystal sugars 
show an unusually high insoluble which is probably explained 
by lack of attention to clarification and the handling of 
the sugar in these plants#
Total ash content is another variable deserving of 
attention# Vegetable chars are used in such relatively 
small amounts that this process does not lower the ash 
don tent of the sugar liquors as much as does the bone 
char system. The average value for these Is 0*023$!# The 
sample from Humber 39 was undoubtedly exceptional for its 
superiority was outstanding#
In the case of the plantation granulated sugars there 
are a large number of factors which contribute to Increase 
the ash content of these sugars above what It should be*
In addition to the ash forming materials normally present 
in cane juic^ all of these plants except Numbers 20 and 29 
introduce more or less amounts of mineral salts Into their 
process by using well or surface waters for maceration, 
washing sugars, diluting molasses, and other operations in
the factory* in many oases condensate from evaporating 
equipment Is available for such purposes and no provision 
is made to save and use it* an analytical chock up on fact* 
ory water supplies would undoubtedly show that a t  loast 
part of the trouble lies here* number 26 produces white 
sugar intermittently and raw sugar the greater part of the 
season* This changing from one type of sugar to another 
inevitably results unfavorably to the higher grade o f  sugar# 
Lack of proper chemical control is the explanation at 
gumber 35* High ash in Umber 31 is probably due to uns&tla# 
factory clarification combined with the fact that well water 
used in the factory undoubtedly added to the ash content*
If the plants are grouped according to total ash content of 
the sugars, it will b© found that all plants having an ash 
of 0*0500^ or less manufacture whit© sugar exclusively* 
year in and year out and have ©quipped themselves for this 
type of production* fhose having an ash between G*G5Q0$ 
and 0*0700^ are plants which generally produce white sugar 
but also turn out other types as the demand rises* A 
considerable part of their difficulties are undoubtedly 
due to this frequent change of process* Ash values above 
0*0700^ seem due to poor clarification and lack of sufficient 
supervision of the process*
Sulfate content varies quite Irregularly though her® 
again the factories which frequently change the type o f  
sugar produced are highest I n  sulfates* ^h© high values
m
for Mo* 42 and 21 can pr obably be assigned to their cl or** 
iflcation practice*
Chloride oontent is dependent largely on the nature 
of the inccaning juices and to a certain extent on the water 
used In process* The principal hope for Improving thx® 
figure lies in improving the quality of the water used*
Only three factories show abnormally high calcium 
oxide figures for their sugars* these are tfo# 26* 36 and 
31* as mentioned before* MO* 35 lacks proper factory 
supervision* Nos* 26 and 31 have mad® poor showings in 
other respects and their probable troubles have been dls<* 
cussed already*
only one of the plantation granulated sugars examined 
had a color comparable to that of char refined sugars, that 
was Humber 21 whiea was probably the best sugar In the 
group In every respect* This sugar at least represents 
what can be done if plant owners are willing to make the 
effort to Improve their product* It might be mentioned 
that this plant was averaging 114 pounds of granulated sugar 
per ton of cane at the time at which this sample was collected* 
This would indicate that quality was not obtained at tne 
sacrifice of yield#
Foaming tests give an Indication of the amount of col- 
loidal Impurities present In a sugar* Hone of the sugars 
were outstandingly good in this test, but numbers 42,21,
29*22 and 31 were about the best of the group#
m
Data similar to th© above but for th© 1934~«i>5 samples 
appears in Table VI* Some of th© plants listed in tils 
table do not appear in T&bX© V because they produced no 
plantation granulated sugars during the past crop# two 
plants listed in this table operated as Vegetable char plants 
during the past season and hence are listed In a different 
group for 1935*36# Here ©gain sugars from certain plants 
were quite poor, in particular Mo# 37* There la little 
doubt that poor clarification was the trouble In this plant* 
a highly acid clarification was practiced and juices were 
quite turbid# sugar yields were exceptionally low due to 
excessive inversion losses* This plant had no system of 
chemical control* Sugar from MUmber 19 was high in ash 
tala year just as in 1935*36 while sugars from fcfo# 26 and 
29 were distinctly better than the samples submitted in 
1935*56#
hulfatds wbtq much higher in this aeries of sugars 
than in those for 1935*36, even omitting Mo* 57 and 2l from 
th© average It still gives a figure of 52 parts per million 
which Is quite high#
Chlorides are approximately the same for both seasons*
Mumber 37 Is the only plant which is exceptionally aigh on 
this figure*
Color was determine^ four to five months later on this 
set of sugars than on the 1935*36 samples and in most cases
is considerably higher, indicating an increase in value 
with age*
Attention Is called to the wide variations in pH or 
these samples* When the sugars are arranged in order of 
ascending pn value it will be noted that as pH increases 
total ash seems to decrease* Mo relation seats apparent 
between pH and any of the other variables listed*
Inspection of Table VII which contains the results of 
analyses of various types of direct consumption molasses 
makes it apparent tuat &1Q®, and total nitrogen In
Louisiana white sugars are hardly likely to be present in 
amounts sufficient to cause any difficulties* The first 
molasses represents tho mother liquor from which some of 
these sugars cane, and in which tho bulk of the impurities 
from th© syrup have been concentrated* when an Impurity 
is present In very minor amounts i n  the mot per liquor we 
can expect to find little or any of it In the sugar*
Analyses of the Individual molasses samples are presented 
in Table VIII* From this tabl© It Is possible to obtain 
an idea of the maximum, minimum and average values for th© 
various components of those molasses types* Tho on© factor 
which plays the most important part in determining th© value 
of these types of molasses Is not measurable with present 
methods, that Is the taste of the sample. Tentative chemical 
standards of quality can be proposed but some reproducible
m
means must be found for determining standards of quality 
witci respect to taste*
Crystal size distribution In the different types of 
sugars examined has been determined by screening tests#
© io per cent of tho total weight of sugar falling between 
each range of screen sizes has been tabulated end is pre- 
sented in Tables IX and X* The first contains the data on 
trie 1934-35 sugars and the latter the data on the 1935-56 
sugars. For clearer understandIng charts have been prepared 
for each type of sugar and are presented as Figures 1 and 3*
In these figures the solid lines represent the data for 
1955-36 while the dotted lines furnish similar information 
on the product of the previous season* It will be noted 
t iat in practically every ease the crystal size of th© 1936-36 
sugars Is greater th&n t at of the other sugar from the same 
plant.
From the standpoint of crystal size distribution, the 
ideal sugar would be one in which all cryatals were of th© 
same size or practically so* The screen test chart would 
thus cover only one sieve range and there would be no 
crystals larger and none smaller than this range* such an 
ideal sugar Is extremely difficult If not impossible to obtain 
In canmerclal practice* It does furnish a goal toward which 
to strive and a means of estimating our progress. The proper 
grain size for a sugar varies with the type of sugar produced
and is determined to a largo extent by th© demands of the 
trade*
The most nearly ideal grain sis© distribution is found 
in the turbinado sugars* in the three 1935*36 samples 
almost 75^ of the crystals were between ten and twenty mesh 
and only about one per cent was smaller than 20-50 mesh*
Grain sis© distribution is very good with the crystal 
sugars also* here about 70$ falls between 20 and 30 mesh * 
slightly smaller than turbinado crystals * and only on© 
por cent or less is smaller than 50 mesh#
Some of the plantation granulated sugars show excellent 
uniformity in crystal slaef this is particularly noteworthy 
in the case of So* 22* The sis© of the crystals in this cow© 
was larger than what is generally expected for this type of 
sugar, the principal fraction should have fallen between 
20*30 mesh instead of between 10*20 meah# ftoa* 20* 26* and 
21 also exhibit nice crystal sis© distribution* Mos* 29 
and 35 show a wide range of grain sis©a# The principal 
fraction in nearly all of the plantation granulated sugars 
seems to fall in the 20*30 mesh range for the 1935*36 
samples* while the 1934*35 samples had t © principal fraction 
between 30*40 mesh*
Tne refined sugars both vegetable and bone char treated 
are uniformly smaller grained than are the sugars previously 
discussed* The largest fraction in moat cases is that between
3040 mesh# H©r© again It Is to be noted that the 1934-56 
samples were smaller grained than the 1935-36 saiaples* Th© 
presence of relatively large percentages of sizes other 
than 30*40 mesh, that Is# lack of uniformity in size of 
grain in these sugars, in undoubtedly due to th© praotic© 
in refineries of blending the sugars from several strikes 
before oaokaging, in order to insure a more uniform product#
The grain size distribution might be excellent on individual 
strikes but variations in also of grain from one strike to 
another would result in a blended product of the type 
exhibited b the samples# The plants producing the other 
types of sugars do not, as a rule, blend sugars from various 
strikes, so th© contents of one of their packages represents 
a single strike of sugar as © general rule#
A smaller grained sugar than that now produced at 
plantation granulated plants would b^ desirable to conform 
more nearly in appearance to that of th© refined sugars#
Some manufacturing difficulties might be encountered in 
producing smaller grained sugars but th© principal obstacle 
would be to change the habits of th© sugar boilers in the 
various plant s*
The data on the amount of caking produced in tue various 
sugars by subjecting them to different temperature and humidity 
conditions are presented In Table XI# It will be noted that 
for the conditions employed ther© was no cakir$ of any samples
at 5o$ relative humidity and practically none at 75$ 
reXative humidity* all samples caked more or less at 1 0 0$ 
relative humidity and refined sugars were no better than 
the plantation granulated sugars in this respect* Ac­
cording to data published by Whittier and Gould (31), a 
saturated solution of pure sucrose is In equilibrium with 
air at 77*4$ relative humidity at 25® 0 # This would seem 
to indicate that at any humidity loss than this value the 
sugars theoretically should lose water* bom© allowance must 
be made for lowering of the vapor pressure of the sucrose 
film on the crystal faces by impurities present and this 
probably accounts for the slight amount of caking at 75$ 
relative humidity* At some figure between 50 and 75$ there 
would be no moisture absorption by these sugars and they 
could be stored indefinitely without danger of caking under 
such conditions* According to Owen (6 ) the average temper** 
ature in Louisiana for the year is 71*9° F and tho average 
relative humidity at seven A«M* is 83$* The data taken from 
Owen are presented in Table XIX* If these figures represent 
conditions under which sugars must be stored, in this state 
it Is evident that to prevent moisture absorption and caking, 
air tight warehouses must be used* a more feasible and 
satisfactory method is to condition the air »u thw sugar 
warehouses* If air which is saturated at 85° F. is heated 
to Xo7* F* its relative humidity will drop to 50$ without
changing the pounds water vapor per poted of hone dry 
dir one particle. It should be a very simple preceding 
to maintain sugar warehouses at such a temperature and fuel 
costa could be held at a minimum by recirculating the same 
air constantly* The use of suitable moisture proof containers 
for packaging sugars would eliminate the caking trouble 
entirely and such containers are available and in commercl&l 
use in many Industries already.
Toe results of efforts oti the part of b«et sugar pro* 
ducers to improve the quality and uniformity of their product 
during the course of four consecutive* seasons can b© traced 
In Table XIII* The data In this table are taken from a 
mimeographed report by Keane* Ambler and Byall of tho Car* 
boiiydrates Division* United states Department of Agriculture 
which is dated July 12* 1934*
SUMMARY




Samples of the various type® of dlreot consumption 
sugars produced In Louisiana have been collected and analysed 
during the past two crops* Detailed histories of each 
sample were obtained in order to be able to better interpret 
analytical results*
The data obtained have been tabulated and arranged 
according to schemes designed to bring out significant 
differences In the various samples* Data obtained by other 
investigators who have been working on beet sugars have 
been included for purposes of comparison*
The present results and report are preliminary and 
further work la still in progress* In this report have 
been incorporated certain tentative standards of quality 
which* it is felt* must be met b producers of direct 
consumption sugars in this state if they expect to expand 
their markets with any degree of financial success* As an 
aid In meeting these standards a list of suggestions for 
changes and improvements In manufacturing method® to over­
come some of the defects revealed has been added* These 
standards and suggestions are Included 1 n the appendix*
The number of samples of crystal and turbinado sugars 
examined have been limited because of the few plants 
engaged In the manufacture of these products* Crystal sugars 
as such show no outstanding advantages over turbinado sugars 
except in the matter of color* The molasses from orystal
if
sugars, of course, is a fancy product and contributes eon** 
aider ably to the income of such plants* marbinado producers 
on th© other hand obtain a much higher sugar yield per ton 
of eano ground which would compensate for trie extra value 
of th© molasses* no tentative standards will be proposed 
at this time but producers should attempt to equal or sur* 
pass the average values obtained for plantation granulated 
sugars in 1935*36*
Data have been submitted on direct consumption molasses 
samples which should provide a guide as to the approximate 
limits of impurities permitted in these various types of 
products* sinoe no satisfactory method for measuring taste 
has been evolved, except tasting, producers of those pro* 
ducts have no choice but to conform to the desires of the 
individual buyers*
APPENDIX




TESTAOT STAHDARDS OF CGaLITY 
FOR
LOUISIANA PLAHTATIOH GRABULATED SUGARS
m  order for producers of Louisiana plantation gran* 
lated sugars to be able s u c c e s s f u l l y  to establish and hold 
desirable markets* the data to hand indicate that several 
improvements in quality and uniformity of product must be 
made* The list of desired changes follows?
1* INSOLUBLE RESIDUE
The Insoluble residue is one measure of the clean* 
liness of a s&gar. High Insoluble residue indicates 
either carelessness or defects In operating technic*
A maximum figure of four milligrams per one hundred 
grams of sugar should be readily attained by all 
plants with the exercise of a little more care in 
operation*
2. GOTOR
The color of these sugars must be improved esp­
ecially as regards stability- Present sugars tend to 
darken with age —  some more so than others. Tho use 
of stee simple method for checking color at the pla&t 
is highly desirable. Balch*s Number 5 Maple syrup 
Oolor standard Is readily obtainable and satisfactory 
for this purpose, a Campboll-Hurloy or similar type 
of colorimeter for routine work can be obtained for 
about thirty dollars* sugars when made should grade 
not over 75$ on tho No* 5 standard when determine', 
aocordlng to the method of Ambler and Bystll (5).
5# TOTAL ASH
The total ash In those sugara la high and In 
seme Tow cases entirely too much so# JTust how much 
this figure can be lowered Is problematical but a 
maximum figure of 0*04qo$ expressed as sulphafced 
ash should be attained Ithoufc difficulty#
4# SULPHATE COHTEHT
The sulphate content should be not over twenty 
partst per million, a value now attained or surpassed 
by fifty per cent of the samples examined*
5. CALCIUM OXIDE OR LIMB SALTS CONTENT
The calcium oxide or lime salts contat should 
not exceed fifteen parts per million which seems a 
reasonable figure since tie better sugars already 
surpass this value#
6 * SIZ3 OF CRYSTALS
screen tests of sugars Indicate a good uniformity 
In crystal sis©* Hie slxe of crystal produced will 
vary with the demands of th© buyers but it would be 
advantageous if an agreement could be obtained to 
accept 30-40 mesh as the standard si&e#
V# CAKING OF SUGARS
Results Indicate that caking of sugars can bo 
practically eliminated by storage under conditions 
of controlled humidity# The use of heated warehouses
Is recommended* Th© adoption of suitable moisture 
proof containers for packaging would b© highly 
desirable along this line*
To stsanarise briefly, the following tentative values 
for the various determinations are suggested*
Pol •«*»****— —<*■«•*-<•»— «■ *»**—m**m 99 #Vo or higher
Moisture -— —  --  0*10% or lower
Total Ash **•<*•*»***********«*■•►*'*«**.*.*»■*»«**.*»«* o*04$ or lower 
Insoluble Residme/100 gms* sugars 4*0 mgma* or less 
Oao —  —— — — *.— * . » * . 1 5 * 0  ppm or less 
S03 — *— — r— .— 20*0 ppm or less
dolor — * — **.***.— *1 75*0$ of Ho*5 Maple Syrup
Standard or less* 
Revision or additions to this list will be 
suggested as conditions warrant*
Methods for carrying out these various doterminations 
have been described ©1sewn.ere In this treatise*
The usual routine factory laboratory is not equipped 
to make some of these determinations but It is proposed to 
collect samples at least once a season and analyse them at 
th© university where there are facilities for such work*
The data thus obtained would b© supplied tho plants for 
their guidance*
MEASURES SUGGESTED FOR BSPHOVIHG THE QUALITY
Of
LOUISIANA DIRECT 0ONSUMPTIOH SUGARS
1930*37
1<A
1# Factory water supplies#
The use of any water other than condensate at any point 
In the process where it may enter the juice, syrup or mol* 
asses is poor practice# Even the heat of outside waters 
contain In solution or suspension mineral and organic mat* 
erial which tends to increase the ash content of the pro* 
ducts of the factory# Where the supply of condensed water 
is insufficient even when all of it is collected, some 
provision shouldhe made for assuring an ample supply of 
clean soft water for washing sugars, diluting molasses, 
maceration and if possible for weaning tanks# Water lines 
in the plant snould b© laid out so that there is no danger 
of raw water inadvertently mixing with condensate*
2 # screening of juices*
The increasing use of cone knives has resulted in a 
very large increase in the amount of fine bagasse entering 
the raw juice stream# Much of this material passes through 
the usual mill strainers and unless removed by auxiliary 
3trainers of some type it frequently passes through the 
clarification system and Into th© clear juice ©specially 
wner© the clsrlficatlon system is overloaded* The Instal* 
lation of any on© of tho numbrous type of juice strainers 
is highly advisable in whit© sugar plants* in addition, 
as a further precaution, the straining of clarified juice
is recommended* By proper arrangement of strainers tho 
heat loss from this operation can toe reduced to a minimum.
3* Control of clarification.
Some type of chemical control of the sulphuring and 
liming of the juices is essential to efficient operation.
The actual acidities to be carried must be determined toy 
trie individual plants for their own conditions which vary 
from time to tiro© during tho season. The control of this 
operation b titration of th© juices with standard alkali 
is fairly general practice* But investigation has reveled 
that in many plants this operation is carried out as a sort 
of gesture only and either through ignorance or indifference 
no us© is made of this simple means for controlling th© qua* 
11 ty of the clarified juice* such plants as have a graduate 
chemist snould make frequent determinations of the Juice 
reaction as a further ckeck on the work at this station*
The use of ph control for the clarification process la more 
satisfactory in many ways than the titration method and 
suitable outfits for routine work are cheap and convenient 
to use.
It Is re commended that clarified juices have a pH of 
not less than 6*5 for whit© sugar practice or expressed 
as acidity, not more tnan 1.0 cc*
4. Gapaclty of clarification systems#
in recent years many plants seem to have Increased
their grinding rates very considerably by tne installation 
of cane knives and by repairs and improvements or their 
milling plants* in many cases these plants have made no 
Increase in the capacity or tneir clarification system 
to handle th© Increased load* One of th© greatest single 
contributors to poor quality In both raw and white sugars 
as brought out In these studies has been overcrowding of 
th® cl ar if I cat Ion station* Bata are now being complied on 
the various types of equipment in an attempt to determine 
the unit clarification requirements for white sugar plants.*
5* Treatment of muds and scums* including syrup tank bottoms* 
The pi-actice has com© into vogue in some plants of 
diluting muds x̂ ith water* adding lime* heating to boiling 
and settling in the usual manner after which the clear 
Juice Is decanted from the 3edlment* Formerly this aedl«* 
xnent was then sent to the filter presses but now it is 
diluted a second time and again resottled as before thus 
eliminating the filter press station* This system* as 
actually practiced* results in considerable loss due to 
decomposition o f these muds on the long standing usually 
attendant* Purity of the Juices from the second settling 
frequently is considerably bolaw that of the original juice 
and when returned to the process it tends to lower the purity 
of the whole plant with consequent losses in recovery*
Frequent determination of the purity of juices from tne 
secondary settlers should be made to avoid such losses.
All secondary and press juices as a matter of precaution 
should be returned to the feed tank supplying the juice 
heaters, such juices are usually high in lime salts and 
are sometimes cloudy or dirty, but putting them through 
the clarification system the danger of introduction of 
suspended matter into the evaporator supply tank is lowered* 
Syrup tank bottoms are notoriously difficult to settle and 
to filter* They are best handled by feeding them slowly 
into th© mud tanks and thus eventually back through the 
clarification system.
6. Heating and settling of evaporator syrups,
When even tho best obtainable clarified juice is con-* 
centratod to a syrup In vacuum evaporators the product is 
cloudy or hazy and v/ill deposit a certain amount of sedl* 
ment on stending. This is due to inorganic salts which were 
dissolved in the clarified juice being precipitated by the 
concentration in the volume of the solution* Filtration 
of the syrup would be the most effective means of rapidly 
removing this precipitate but is generally considered 
uneconomical due to the nigh cost of th© operation and th© 
difficulties ©ncounter©c3 in the filtration of this material. 
Sedimentation is the process commonly employed and is es«*
XQS
senti&l if a high quality sugar is to be produced* heating 
of tne syrup in open copper tanks oquippedwith copper stossa 
coils to a temperature close to the boiling point speeds up 
this operation and brings about the coagulation of certain 
of the impurities present. The floe thus formed mechan­
ically contains much finely divided material which might 
not others tae be removed# sufficient tank capacity should 
be available to permit of settling the syrup at least six 
hours before it goes to the vacuum pans# This particular 
phase of the sulfitation process needs considerable In­
vestigation to determine how it should bo carrier out to 
obtain the max 1mm efficiency#
7* separate vacuum pans, mixers, centrifugals, conveyors 
and elevators for white sugar#
Where plants produce more than on© grade of sugar, too 
much care cannot b© exercised to prevent contamination of 
white sugar strikes by lower purity material# Where the 
same equipment must be used for both kinds of sugar, pans, 
lines, mixers and handling equipment must bo steamed and washed 
with water before a whit© sugar strike is allowed to follow 
a strike of lower purity# Where possible separate equipment 
should be provided for white sugar work* white sugar mas- 
secuite lines or troughs should be covered if possible to 
prevent contamination of these strikes by flying bagacillo 
or bits of bagasa© ash and th© like* Mixers a rould. be 
covered for the same reason*
8# Washing of whit© sugar strikes*
To obtain a whit© sugar of good quality from a 
masseeuit© of eighty to eighty*fiv© purity, it is ©ssen* 
tlal that all traces of th© original mother liquor b© re* 
moved from the.fapes, of the sugar crystals# Centrifugal 
force throws off the major portion of t iis motner liquor 
but the last traces must be removed by washing th© 3Ugar 
in the centrifugal with water which dissolves off this 
liquor and with it a limited amount of the crystal face 
itself# The material thus dissolved is thrown.off and 
a film is left on the crystal face of material dissolved 
from the crystal# The amount© of water required for 
proper washing are quite large and many plants seem to have 
a tendency to skimp at this point with th© result that 
they turn out an inferior grade of sugar, some of th© plants 
in this state which produce the best white sugars of t iis 
type use as much as eight gallons of water per forty inch 
centrifugal in the washing operation and still manage to 
obtain better than one hundred pounds of hlgn grade grauu* 
lated sugar per ton of can©#. The use of automatic washers 
is greatly to be preferred over hand wasning methods for 
applying this water# results are more uniform and better 
control of th© operation can be obtained# when extra 
centrifugals are available# the double purging of whit© 
sugar strikes would be advisable In preference to excessive
xm
washing in th© centrifugals* $h© washing operation is 
q u i t e  inefficient a t  best and removal of the surface film 
of the crystals could be accomplished more satisfactorily 
by the double purging process*
9* Drying, cooling and packaging white sugars#
If white sugar has to bo stored in bulk either before 
or after passage through the granulator, cell©' atorage 
rooms or bins should be provided for the purpose* in many 
plants it was found that such storage points were open and 
sugar was exposed to contamination from dust, cobwebs, 
whitewash and a miscellaneous collection of other materials 
that might fall or be blown from the rafters of the factory 
roof# otner plants had collect rooms but apparently seldom 
had the walls and celling swept# Workers handling bulk 
sugar should be provided with special uniforms and boots 
or shoos as a sanitary measure* fhe aix* inlet of the 
granulator is frequently locaton at such a point in the 
plant that dusty or sooty air Is liable to bo pulled. Into 
the apparatus and thus contaminate the sugar with black 
specks which detract so much from its appearance and sale 
value# sugar packaging machinery in the better operated 
plants is swept down at least once every six hours when in 
use and sugar bags are carefully protected against dust and 
dirt* Piles of stored sugar are covered with clean tarpaulin© 
or whit© covers made of bags sewed together#
She provision of air conditioned warehouses and moisture* 
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The producer or raw sugar in &oul$laM rinds himself 
in a rather peculiar situation* £» his owns state there are 
four bone char refineries with a daily meltlmg capacity of 
4|f50 tons of sugar* If we assume an annual sugar production 
for the state of 30%OQO short toms* about &XG*000tons of 
this total is in the form of raw sugar and would furnish 
material sufficient to keep our four refiner lea at work for 
only fifty* two days per year* since the &oulslema crop does 
represent so small a part of their total needs and since 
freight costs make shipment elsewhere out of the question# 
these refiners are able and do Insist on a high quality raw 
sugar from Louisiana* The producer must meet this demand 
tsS find some other market for his sugar* He can# of course# 
refine It himself* using vegetable chars* but in this case 
he soon finds that the quality demanded by the refiners Is 
a distinct advantage and snould be maintained* There are 
at present la the state six factories using vegetable chars 
which refine their own and some outside sugars#
To produce a high quality new sugar Ijtmot particularly 
difficult* but there is a limit in quality beyond which fur*
323
tfher Improvement is uneconomical let a raw sugar factory#
It was felt that a study of the raw sugar factories is this 
state, their arrangement of equipment, details of mantpue 
latlom of the manufacturing process and* finally* of repre* 
saatatlve samples of their sugars for a period of years 
might yle$& information of value In determining desirable 
standards which these factories should strive to maintain* 
It was hoped that a study would reveal causes of the varla# 
tions la quality of sugar© produced in the different plamta 
sad suggest certain desirable Improvements that might be 
made in the processes employed in plant© which now produce 
sugars of poor refining quality*
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quostIon of desirable and undesirable qualities in 
raw sugars from the point of view of the refiner has been 
discussed at some length by the authors of various treatises 
on sugar technology and refining* in their Qane su&ar 
Handbook <lohn Wiley & sons} 1929, page 141* Meade writes 
as follows**
fhe characteristics desired by the refiners 
are (1) a sugar that will wash well* l*e** give
i '
a maximum yield of washed sugar of high purity With 
the use of a minimum quantity of wash water In the 
centrifugals* thereby assuring a relatively small 
amount of raw sugar washing or affinatlon sirup *
(2) a sugar that will filter rapidly in pressure 
or bag fliteral and (5) a sugar of such color that 
it will be decolorised readily dUring char filtration* 
Besides these primary characteristics the refiner also 
prefers a sugar of low ash-glucose ratio because such sugars* 
In general* give higher yields of granulated sugar* also a 
low sulphate content in the ash to avoid scaling evaporator
115
tubes and to in sup q freedom from, turbidity in final sirups#
It is obvious that, other conditions being equal, th© higher 
the polarization tho easier a sugar 1 b to raflno| but polar**
Isation Is not a oritorion of refining quality#
Whilo the above statement o f  d o a l r a b la  o a a r a e t e r i s t l c s *  
would be concurred w i t h  by practically all refiners, a g re e *  
wont as to methods for determining these c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
would bo difficult to obtain* Wayao (1) says i t  l a  our 
belief that i f  toe sugar conforms t o  c e r t a in  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  
for color, grain and filtrability that most o f  th e  o t h e r  con* 
sldoratlons are automatically taken care of at th©  same time# 
horne {£ }  outlines c e r t a i n  laboratory t e s t s  w i t h  a v ie w  of 
paralleling house c o n d i t io n s ,  such as w a s h in g  I n  a small 
centrifugal| filtration th r o u g h  bag f ; l X t o r * c l o t h |  and do* 
colorizing by moans o f  powdered boneblack• Other refiners 
feel squally sure that only actual p r a c t i c e  I n  th e  :eofinery 
will demonstrate th e  r e f i n i n g  quality#
5he producer of raw sugar looks at tho q u e s t io n  fro m  a 
different angle entirely# Hla first concern is f o r  h o o p in g  
quality, after w n ich ho i s  anxious to please t l i o  r o f i n o r  in* 
safer as It Is commensurate with highest y i e l d  and economic 
factory methods. It Is safe to say that tho producer o f  a 
clean well-boiled sugar of medium alz© g r a in  and f a i r  color, 
with a low dye value (I#©#, good clarification) n e e d  not 
concern hlnself with any of the more elaborate tests#
Wayne (5) found from an extensive study of adsorption
lie
of coloring matters 1st sugar products by boms black that tbs 
hardest color to remove from sugar liquors was the gr&emtsbte 
gray da# to the presence of colloidal from* from which it 
would seem that 1 m  la the sugar ash would be a distinctly 
undesirable material*
She deliquescence of the raw sugar produced by the pre­
sence of oar tala salts which are themselves hygroscopic 'has 
been knows sine# vary early times* Leonard fray (4) mad# 
referees# as early as 1849* to the phenomenon observed by the 
preach chemist Peligot that the deliqueaemce produced by the 
salt continues until the whole mass of sugar is decomposed# 
fhe specific action of enXorldes and other salts In re# 
taMleg the crystallisation of sucrose sad reducing the 
factory yield of sugar investigated by pries«n#0e#rligs and 
other observers has been summarised in Lippmamm s Qhemle 
der 2uokerarten (5}# $he fact that the presence of mineral 
matter reduces the purity of the sugar requires almost no 
cessment#
She Importance of the effect of inorganic constituents 
on the nature of the raw sugar has led chemlstefrom time to 
tir.e to introduce fresh methods or to modify existing; methods 
for the determination of the ash in the sugar* with a view 
of getting more accurate and reliable values* Let us eon# 
slder first the case of total ash*
yhe simple method of direct Incineration of the sugar 
in a platinum dish has been in vogue from very early times*
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organic matter la burnt off* and the ash which remains 
contains silica and the metals chiefly as chlorides* carbon* 
ft tee* or oxides* and* to a less extent* as phosphates or 
sulphides*depending on the sample examined* it Is apparent 
that such a method involves inherent defecta| firstly* some 
of the volatile matter* such as chlorides* Is lost at 
the high temperature (about 500°C*) to which the material 
is heated during incineration! and* secondly* the carbon* 
atee and sulphates of some of the constituents are decompose 
ed at the temperature of incineration* resulting in the for** 
mat ion of oxides and sulfides* The extent of the loss of 
volatile matter* GO** and SO** being variable with the nature 
and composition of the sugar and in fact even with the changes 
in the conditions of the experiment for the same sample* the 
results obtained by this method cannot be considered as re* 
presenting satisfactorily the mineral matter In the sugar*
Zn fact* the method would not give even consistent values* 
Various modifications of the method have been proposed from 
time to time* the more important of which will be considered 
briefly in the sequel*
the simplest and* in our opinion* the best of them all 
Is what Is commonly known as the sulfated^ash method* 
first suggested as early as 1864 by Scheiber (6)* The 
method consists in charring the sugar by the addition of 
a sufficient quantity of concentrated sulfuric acid to 
cover the surface of the sugar and subsequent Incineration
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of the mass after driving off the acid* The ash so obtain*
©e consist® of silica and the metale a© sulfate©# It has 
been contended by some authorities who prefer the direct to* 
oiheratlon method {Gaston H* Cuadrado (7)| J* R* Withrow (8)♦) 
that the ash so determined gives too high results and does 
not represent the true ash content of the sugar* as does the 
direct incineration method# The differences to the two 
values * the sulfatod ash is the higher of the two e la due 
to tie conversion of the carbonates* chlorides* etc#* to 
sulfate In the sulfated ash method (Luto Faria (9)*}* ft 
has become customary to deduct 10$ from the value of the 
sulfated ash to get the corresponding value of the car** 
boasts ash « ®ven then the two value® do not always* not 
even to most eases* agree# This has led to the adoption of 
Various correction factors by different authorities# if# A#
Go ok O©)* who discussed to detail the relative merits of 
the sulfate ash and the carbonate methods* recommend© a 
factor of 0*79 Instead of 0*9 a© originally adopted for cor* 
rooting the sulfate ash to carbonate ash# 0# S* Jamison 
and J* R# Withrow (£), who Investigated the matter with 90° 
test Cuban *aw sugar* feu^d that a correction factor 0*0 was 
necessary# This discordance has led some chemist© to the 
belief that the sulfate ash method of determination* ©al­
though convenient and safe* 1© really untrustworthy (Alberti 
and Hempel (11)#)* The painstaking researches of C# A*
Browne and 0* A# Gamble (0) have* however# shown clearly 
that the variations observed to the two methods are not due
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to the unreliability or the sulfated ash method but to the 
Inherent defects in the direct incineration method which we 
have enumerated before* In fact, F* d* Wlecnmann (12* 13) 
who has made careful determinations of the ash of various 
raw cane and beet sugars both as carbonate and as sulfate 
ash endorsed the recommendation of Dubrunfaut (14) that the 
sulfate ash as actually obtained be adopted as a working 
factor* Among other authorities holding the same view* the 
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists specifies that 
the weight of ash found should be recorded without any reduc­
tion as aulfated ash.
It is possible that in the determination of ash by the 
sulfate method too low values may be obtained because of the 
reduction of seme of the sulfate to the sulfide by the car- 
bon during the incineration* This has been studied by A* 
Schwelzer (15) who recommends the addition of a few drops 
of concentrated sulfuric acid which would oxidise back to 
sulfate the sulfide and hence the low results which would 
otherwise be obtained would be avoided# The use of a mix­
ture of concentrated nitric and sulfuric acids Is not re- 
oamsmded, although the oxidation to sulfate would be well 
accomplished* on the ground that the evaporation to drive off 
all the acid take® a longer time and triers is to much spatter­
ing* He finds that to obtain correct results It Is necessary 
to heat the material longer If much Iron be present, and that 
too high a temper a tur© should be avoided as this would result
in the decomposition of the calcium sulfate to calcium sul«* 
fide*
Danyas (16) has found that If the sugar previously mole** 
tened with concentrated sulfuric acid he treated with 1 oe* 
of ether and ignited, the mass is carbonized without swelling 
up and a porous oaks is obtained which is easily incinerated 
in the muffle*
Jm V* drobert (17) claims that the incineration of sugar 
would be assisted by the addition of oxalic acid much in the 
same way that sulfuric acid assists the process and that the 
use of oxalic acid removes the objection to that of sulfuric 
acid namely the conversion of all mineral matter to sulfate©* 
Von Grobert s method has been tested by A# Stlft (18) and the 
latter states that the results obtained coincide with those 
obtained by the direct incineration* Ho finds however that 
the proportion of oxalic acid required is In most cases very 
cons 1 darable, g*rom twice the weight of the sugar in the case 
of raw sugars to five times the weight of the substance in 
the case of molasses* 1* B* Mints and ya* l* tllbermann $10) 
have also tried the oxalic acid method and find it satisf&e* 
tory*
The use of benzole acid has received attention in asoano 
quarters* 3* Boyer (20) recommend© th© following procedure*
5 gram© of the sugar 1© mixed ftlth 1 co* of water and heated 
gently in order to convert it Into caramel without carbonls** 
ing it* It is then mixed with 2 cc* of a solution of 25 grams
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et benzoic aoi4 in 100 ee* of aloohol of 90* and it Is car#* 
fully heated until all the aloohol is expelled* By gradually 
raising the temperature the sugar is carbonized and the sw* 
lution of vapors of benzoic acid keeps the carbon in a vary1 
porous condition, so that it is readily burnt off in a muffle 
at a dull rod boat# HO claims that this method removes the 
necessity for tee uncertain corrections involved in the usual 
process*
Albetti and Hampel (11) are of the opinion that the eul* 
furie acid method is unsatisfactory, particularly if the sample 
contains any sandy matter# They recommend the following 
Bend method! 6*7 grams of coarsely powdered quarts «and 
are ignited in a platinum dish* and# after cooling, the whole 
is weighed* 5 grams of sugar are then added and well mixed 
with a platinum wire* The contents are ignited in a platinum 
muffle# By means of this 00* is completely expelled and the 
mineral matter in the sugar determined*
U* S* Jamison and J« H* Withrow (18)* have investigated 
the relative merits of the various methods employed for the 
determination of mineral matter in sugar* Their conclusions 
are as follows! The direct incineration method is the quick* 
est method and gives constant results* preliminary heating 
on a hot plate of the sugar diasloved to a syrup reduces 
tendency to foam* Addition of oils has the same efect with* 
out influencing the final results* The sulfated ash, WVen 
with the customary correct ion of 10$# is about 34$ higher than
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the direct incineration values# fhe bensolo acid modifies* 
tion la rapid but gives a fluffy ash easily 1eat# The 
Vaseline oil modification is a good preventive of the fossa* 
lug trouble# tomonium carbonate causes lose by spattering# 
Ignition with ©and reduces foaming but prolongs the carbon 
combustion and gives low results# low results are obtained 
in the other oases also# gtoe oxide prevents foaming and 
evidently retains volatile ash constituents# giving results 
between the direct Incineration and the sulfate methods#
1*1x1 vatlon methods show no advantage over ordinary direct 
incineration#
investigations to find suitable substitutes for plat* 
toum dishes in ash determinations have been carried out by 
different investigators# Porcelain# silica# and nickel 
dishes have been tried#
The use of nickel dishes to place of platinum to deter* 
mlnatlons of ash by direct incineration has been recommended 
by W« L* 6# Whaley (£&)* Who states that the dishes color 
upon heating but the effect upon fchilr weight is negligible#
6# 9r« Meyer (22) proposes the use of porcelain dishes 
to place of platinum* As aresult of some 1000 comparative 
examinations he finds that the results are the same# Further# 
porcelain dishes can be used for direct Incineration as well 
as sulfate methods#
K# vorbuohner (25) has run a number of duplicate:*deter* 
minatlons of ash using platinum and also silica dishes and
f
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finds test with sulfate ash tea figures are the same in sate 
ease# fte silica dishes arc much less expensive than the 
platinum* are resistant te all acids except HF* and with# 
stand large changes of temperature without breaking or ©wawfc* 
lag* fhay are, however, rather heavy in weight and might 
tax tee balance* Further, more time is necessary for cool# 
ing the dish after a determination* They lose some weight 
during us© and hence a tar© must be made each time* In tee 
presence of much alkali the silica dishes cannot be use&f 
this is also true for carbonat©*ash# However, the silica 
dishes are to be preferred in the sulfate determination* 
Incineration in an atmosphere of oxygen which would 
take a fraction of tee time ordinarily necessary has been 
recommended by W* Minor (24), but Stammer objects to the 
us© of oxygen and recommends air for the incineration of 
raw augers in estimations of ash*
& great deal of research has been don© <m the deter*
V
aination of ash by conductometrlc methods by a number of 
Investigators, principally F* W# Zerban and &« gsttler (23), 
0* Spongier and F* Todfe (26), and K* sender© and his o©~ 
workers (27)* Ihe methods of technique and of calculation 
of data have been perfected to obtain accurate and reliable 
results* As the method depends upon tee fact that the else# 
trie conductivity of the sugar solution is a function of the 
amount of soluble salts present in the solution, the method 
does not give the amount of insoluble mineral matter (e*g« 
silica) present in the sugar and In this respect falls short
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of the incineration methods*
The present situation regarding t.;o methods of deter­
mining the ash or raw sugar can be summarised os follows:
The consensus of opinion Is that conduotometrie methods, 
which are simple and easy, are very convenient for labor­
atory or technical use where only approximate values are 
sought* but where closer figures of all the mineral consti­
tuents are dasirod, the sulfate method is to be preferred.
It is also held that the latter gives comparable values if 
the experiments are conducted under identical conditiona*
The use of silica dishes for this purpose Is to be recommend­
ed. There is no particular need nor justification for carry­
ing out the incineration in an atmosphere of oxygon* The 
direct Incineration or carbonate method Is not reliable, and 
tie otner modif icatif&ns of the same are either cumbersome or 
unreliable.
The determination of the chemical composition of the 
sugar quantitatively Is besot with many difficulties which 
make tho at ainmont of the object certainly impracticable,
If not impossible. For, In the raw sugar a considerable 
portion of the inorganic constituents e xiat in chemical, com­
bination with organic acids, and thoso organic acids are 
for tho greater part destroyed or transformed by the pro­
cess of ignition U3od to secure the ash. A chemical 
analysis of the ash gives, therefore, merely tho amounts 
ot the elements present In the sugar, and beyond this It
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cannot give any cluo as to the actual constitution of the 
substances as they exist in the sugar. On account of the 
time involved a detailed chemical analysis is not generally 
made in routine teclinical work. A perusal of the literature 
on the subject shows that a number of authorities have studied 
the subject in great detail. Different investigators have 
adopted different methods of procedure* and , further, 
there does not seem to be much harmony in the manner of re* 
cording the results obtained. Ihe ashing of the sugar prior 
to the quantitative analysis, has been carried out by direct 
incineration method by some (F.G-* Wolchmann, (12) ) and by 
the sulfate or any other of the methods cited above by others. 
Hie quantitative analysis of the inorganic elements has been 
carried out by one of the other of the ordinary analytical 
methods* F o r  comparative purposes the two essential requisites 
are (1) the method of ashing should be the same, (2) the form 
in which the analytical data obtained ore ex pressed should 
be the sane.
Unfor tuna tel:/ neither of toe so conditions seems to have 
been adhered to in the past. It is obvious that for com­
parative purposes the same mothod of as ilng should be :sed, 
as the method of ashing determines to a marked degree tho 
results of the chemical analysis. Thus tho analysis of an 
ash obtained by direct incineration would differ In somo 
respects materially from teat in tho case of sulfatod ash 
(P. G. Weicsmann, (12) )• Regarding the second condition,
the**© seems to bo in the past the greatest diversity of 
opinion regarding the manner in which the results of the 
analysis an© to be recorded., Wieohmasm (is) cites W* Wallace 
who records all the elements {except chlorine) as their 
oxides where as Monier records some ©lamenta as oxides# 
some as carbonates and still others as sulfates or chlorides* 
A similar variation in the method of recording the data is 
also to b© found in the analysis of beet sugar ash* F* &* 
Wlaehmann {12} has tabulated the forms in which these earlier 
Investigators have expressed their results to show how &1* 
verse are the views in this matter# Sine© the chemical 
analysis indicates# as already pointed out# only the nature 
of.the elements present in the sugar and their respective 
amounts# it is best to record all the constituents deter** 
mined as elements and to specify the method by which the 
ash is obtained {F* 0* Wleehmem (12) )*
With this in view# the examination of the extensive 
researches of F* 0* Wieohmann (12) on the various kinds of 
raw can© ©nd beet sugar * &* W# schlegel and A* Weber (28) 
on centrifugal# muscovado and molasses sugars from a large 
number of countries! Be If In J« Suerte {20} on commercial 
sugar from Philippine Central©! and of many others as well 
becomes both interesting and instructive# These and other 
Investigators have compiled, voluminous amo nts ©f valuable 
data# but# unfortunately# have not discussed the results or 
drawn inferences therefrom# ft is not our purpose to examine
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soopia In  nature. A fte r making an extensive study o f both 
those fa c to rs* w .i.owen (30)* remarks th a t thane m e some­
th in g  in  the composition o f these samples which hud u mere 
im portant e ffe c t on the sraount o f m oisture absorbed than 
the d iffe re n ce  in  the else o f the © rs la .: Both organic and 
Inorganic im p a ritie s  in  the syrupy film  presumably play 
prominent parts in  co n trib u tin g  to  the hygroscopic nature 
o f raw sogers. He (w,i,.owen) has found th a t the e ffe c t 
o f the inorganic ash was shout three tim es as great as th a t 
o f the gums. 0 . a . Broene and c. a. bumble (6) a fte r a re * 
view o f the lite ra tu re  on the subject and th e ir own extensive 
work in  th a t fie ld  drew the conclusion th a t the soluble sa lts  
are the ch ie f m elasslgenle agents which a ffe c t re fin e ry  y ie ld  
mod th a t reducing sugars p lay lit t le *  i f  any p a rt. (these and 
s im ila r observations made by other Investiga to rs c le a rly  in * 
d ica te  the s ign ificance  o f the ro le  played by the m ineral 
constituen ts o f the raw sugars.
I t  has already been said th a t raw sugar oan be considered 
as a o rys ta l o f pure sucrose surrounded by a film  o f 
molasses, fbe molasses is  saturated w ith  reapeot to  sucrose 
a t the time o f leaving the c e n trifu g a l. Pus to  evaporation 
and also low ering o f temperature during the storage the 
sugar bee ones supersaturated* w ith  the consequent dewaaposltion 
o f c rys ta ls  in  a fin e  sta te  commonly known as c ry s ta l meal, 
the c ry s ta llis a tio n  o f the sugar from the syrup depends 
on the nature and composition o f the syrup. (C .G .teonls (31) )
Reflnlmg sugar is  the process at removing im p a ritie s  
present in  the raw sugar which reader i t  undesirable* She 
re fin e d  stager u su a lly  ooasists o f about 99.8 to  99*9 % pure 
morose sad the rest#  0*1 to  0.2# m oisture end sa lts * tn 
the re fin in g  process the most In te re s tin g  p a rt is  the decolor­
is in g  and the e lim in a tio n  o f the mater Is le  which prevent the 
c ry s ta llis a tio n  the the to ta l contained sucrose ouch as the 
w lbe ra l s a lts  sad In v e rt sugars (8 . 6* Leonis 0 1 ) ) . Ac­
cording to  the same in ve s tig a to r the amount o f sumrose which 
stays um arysta llised or In e rt 1st
Recoverable sucrose «* Sucrose* % in  Raw Sugar *
( (#Aah in  Ran sugar s  4) ♦ 0  in * Sugar in  Raw sugar x 1 })
( ) 
the m ount o f u n o rysta llize d  sucrose In  the residua l
re fin e d  s irup  is  equal to  tw loe the mount o f to ta l ash In  
the s iru p  w ith  once the amount o f the to ta l in v e rt.
Press the above i t  can he seen th a t the less the ash* 
the higher the y ie ld  o f granulated sugar* She same author 
further sta tes th a t even by the beet and newest methods 
used In  the re fin in g  process only a p a rt o f the to ta l ash la  
e lim inated and th is  on ly m echanically by absorption by the 
bone ohm in  use which on washing re tu rns to  the sweet water 
a la rge  m ount o f the absorbed ash. some o f the ash is  also 
e lim inated by the c la rific a tio n  In  the blow-ups* and th is  
occurs only men the liq u o rs  are p e rfe c tly  n e u tra l on s lig h t­
ly  acid*
The importance o f the study o f the composition o f the
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In a study of this sort samples are collected and ex­
amined and from the results of the e x a m in a t io n  ano re a s o n s  
back and attempts to determine the cause of the various dif­
fer enoes noted in the data which has been tabulated* A# a 
necessary and very vital part of the process one sausfc be 
supplied with a c ample to history of each sample and such 
histories should be obtained preferably by personal visits 
and examinations of the plants from which the samples came* 
m  collecting the camples used in this study* personal 
visits were paid each of the plants and detailed information 
was tabulated at that time on the various phases of the pro­
cess and plant which might have any possible influence on 
the product* A list of the reports on each of the plants 
visited is included with the n m o  of the factory in question 
replaced with a code designation* for obvious reasons*
Cans fitted with compression tops wore used as containers 
for the samples and proved highly satisfactory in all except 
a few casos where sugars were excessively high in moisture 
content* In most cases the samples represent composites 
of the major portion of the production for a given crop so 
that the results reprosent average values to bo expected at
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the various p la n ts .
Before any analyses nans mads, samples ware removed 
from th e ir o rig in a l conta iners, thoroughly mined in  a la rg o , 
dry aluminum pan and then replaced in  the containers. 33m  
outside o f the container was la b e lle d  and. as a fa rth e r pre* 
caution, a tag properly f ille d  oat was placed inside  each 
container*
33m fo llo w in g  determ inations ware made on the samples 
eo llee ted during the 1033*34 cro p .v is* p o la ris a tio n , suo- 
rose by o le rg e t. reducing sugars* m oisture, to ta l ash. earn* 
d u c tiv lty , 3 i0 „, Pe*%# AlaO»» C«0. KgQ and 8*0. In  a d d itio n , 
f iltr a tio n  numbers were Obtained on about h a lf o f these 
samples,
tin. the samples eo lleeted daring 1034*33 the same <Sste r­
m inations ware mads as above w ith  the addition o f gams, 
sulphates, phosphates, inso lub le  residue and pH and the 
omission o f FSgOg. A l0O« and KgO. From the data obtained, 
the sa fe ty fa s te r fo r m oisture snd the glucose ash ratio o f 
a ll samples were ca lcu la ted .
Photographs o f e rye ta ls m agnified ten tim e were made 
and used in  comparing o ryst& l slaes o f the d iffe re n t samples.
She methods used fo r ca rrying  out the various deter* 
a ina tions are subm itted and any changes made have been noted* 
She methods used fo r the analysis o f the ash were changed in  
1634-55 from those used in  1033*34* She change was mads fo r 
the sake o f the Jbater speed end ease o f the new method.
SXFKR1SEOTPAL MOTHO0S
a »  p r e a e d a r ®  f o l l c w r o a  I s  t b a t  g i v e n  i n  s e a t . .  3m m  
H a n d b o o k  . * * ,  s p e n c e r - a e a d e *  p  3 & M K M U
H i ©  n o r m a l  w e i g h t  o f  t o o  s u g a r  i s  w e i g h e d  t o  a  n i c k e l  
c a p s u l e ,  m o i s t e n e d  w i t h  w a t e r  a n d  w h e n  t o ©  w a t e r  h a s  p e n e t r a t ­
e d  to© m a s s ,  r i n s e d  i n t o  a  10© m i *  B a b e s  KUMe w i t h  66*90- 
m l *  o f  d l b t i l l e d  w a t e r  a t  r o o m  t e m p e r a t u r e *  t o ©  s u g a r  i s  
d i s s o l v e d  b y  I m p a r t i n g  a  r o t a t o r y  m o t i o n  t o  t o o  f l a s k *  t o o n  
a l l  o f  t o o  s u g a r  h a s  g e m s  t o t ©  s o l u t i o n ,  m  d e t e r m i n e d  t o  
h o l d i n g  t o s  f l a s k  s h o v e  t o e  l e v e l  o f  t o e  t o ©  t o  e n s u r e  t o e  
a b s e n c e  o f  u a d i s  s o l v e d  c r y s t a l s ,  2 * 3  m l #  o f  s u b a e e t a b e  s o l ­
u t i o n  ( 5 4 . 3 °  B r i x )  a r e  a d d e d *  a f t e r  m i n i n g ,  2 * 3  m l *  o f  
a l u m i n a  c r e a m  a r e  a d d e d  a n d  m i x e d *  t o e  s o l u t i o n  i s  t h e n  
k e p t  i n  t o e  c o n s t a n t  t e m p e r a t u r e  r o o m ,  t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  
w h i c h  i s  m a i n t a i n e d  a t  2 0 ° G ®  w h e n  I t  h a s  a t t a i n e d  t h e  t e m p * *  
e r a t o r e  o f  t o e  s u r r o u n d i n g s ,  I t  i s  m a d e  u p  t o  t o e  m a r k  a n d  
m i x e d *  I f  a n y  f o a m  i s  f o r m e d  w h i c h  w o u l d  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  
t o l a  o p e r a t i o n ,  i t  I s  b r o k e n  d o r n  b y  &  d r o p  o f  e t h e r *  t o e  
s o l u t i o n  i s  f i l t e r e d  t h r o u g h  a  f o l d e d  f i l t e r  I n  a  s t e m l e s s  
g l a s s  f u n n e l *  t o e  r e c e i v e r  i s  r i n s e d  w i t h  t o e  f i r s t  p o r ­
t i o n s  o f  t o e  f i l t r a t e  a n d  i n  a l l  f u l l y  2§ m l *  o f  t h e  f i l t r a t e  
a r e  r e j e c t e d  ( H a r d i n  a n d  Z e r b a n ,  (45) ) *  t o e  f u n n e l  I s  
c o h e r e d  w i t h  a  c l o c k  g l a s s  t o  p r e v e n t  l o s s  b y  e v a p o r a t i o n *  
t o e  f i l t r a t e  i s  p o l a r i s e d  i n  a  2 0 0  m m *  o b s e r v a t i o n  t u b e  i n  
t o e  u s u a l  m a n n e r *  a  S c h m i d t  &  H a e n a c h  s a c c h a r i m e t e r  I s  c m -
ployed for the porpos« and tasted with a standardised quart» pl­
ats. Any necessary correction Is applied. The bemperatuwe 
of the solution polarised la recorded by a thermometer grad­
uated to tenths at a degree centigrade.
A duplicate determination is made with eaoh sample and 
the results are checked.
3u&aoetate.Qf Lead solution la prepared by heating fee 
boiling for about half an how, 860 grans of neytrsl lead 
acetate, 260 grama of litharge and two liters of water* 
solution is cooled, allowed to settle and decanted. fheelear 
solution is diluted with cold, recently boiled distilled 
water to 54.3* Brlx.
Alumina Cream la prepared by the addition of ammonia 
little by little to a saturated solution of common alum la 
water until it is in slight excess, then enough additional 
alien to render the solution slightly acid to litmus paper* 
fie hydrate of alumina is washed by decantation with distill­
ed water until practically free from sulphates.
KQiafOBE gBMSMJ»Al’15S 
fihe method employed la similar to that recemnnendedby 
spencer (47).
About five grams of the weU mixed sample are accurately 
weighed from a weighing bottle into a tared watch glass 
and spread evenly in a thin layer, fhe watch glass ia than 
placed in an electric oven, the temperature of which is 
maintained at about 100°6. After eighteen hours it is cooled in
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a dessioator and weighed. The 41fferenee in the weights of 
the watch glass subtracted from the weight of the anger taken 
fo r analysis represents the amount of moisture in the sample 
need* she percentage ef the moisture of the anger is then 
easily ecraputed, a duplicate experiment is performed and 
the results checked.
iffigmiMfiga fig wsmaxm mmm
She Eynen-Lane volumetric method (48) is followed.
Forty grams of the sugar are weighed in a nickel sap- 
sule, moistened with sufficient water, and when the water has 
penetrated the mass, the sugar is rinsed into a 8GG milliliter 
volumetric flask with about 100-150 milliliters of water,
She sugar is dissolved by imparting a rotatory motion to 
the flask, when all of the sugar has gone into solution, the 
solution is transferred to a dry 400 milliliter beaker, a 
handful of dry Heaelgdhr and Os as gx*©jas oC «$j?y $&<*
alateare added (Bynon and Lane (48) ) end the solution stir* 
rad with a glass rod and filtered* she filtrate Is titrated 
against Fabling*e solution using methylene blue as an 
indicator as follows*
Five milliliters of Pehling*a solution d ***d an equal 
volume of the g solution are taken in a 250 milliliter 
Brlenmeyer flask, mixed, and fifteen milliliters of the 
above filtrate is added, She flask is heated over a Bunsen 
flame. When the liquid has begun to boil it is kept in 
moderate ebullition for two minutes, regulating the flame
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underneath. toree to five drops of th* methylene Ditto indi- 
aator sms added and the sugar solution nun in from a D«rr#tte 
toove too f leak.in snail quantities until too color changes ' 
toms Dlito to rod. At too oad point too methylene blue toll* 
eater 1#. completely decolorized leaving too reaction liquid 
bright nod or orange to color duo to too constant churning 
up of too cuprous oxide* too flame should not Do removed 
from underneath too flask and too titration is completed to 
one minute so that too reaction liquid Dolls for torso mto~ 
tttea without Interference. too determination is repeated 
treating too pehling's Solution with almost toe tools of toe 
sugar solution required to effect toe reduction of all of too 
copper so that not mere than one milliter la required later 
to complete the titration, toe indicator la so sensitive that 
the end-point can Do determined to within one drop of too 
sugar solution In meat eases*
too amount of reducing sugars present in the sample is 
oil (minted frosts the volume of the sugar solution used in toe 
titration.
toe Fehllng* s solution is standardised with pure invert 
sugar. For this purpose 4.7s grams of pore sucrose are die* 
solved in 75 milliliters of distilled water and ten milli­
liters of hydrochloric acld((24.86“Brlx at 20 CC) as is used 
in Clerget methods) added, too solution la set aside for 24 
hours in a warm plaee at a temperature not lower than 20 °C. 
too sold is then carefully neutralised with sodium hydroxide*
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d f c a l k S i i g  c o n s t a n t l y  d u r i n g  t h e  f t d f t i t l m  of t h e  a l k a l i #  $ b e  
s o l u t i o n  i s  d i l u t e d  t o * o » e  l i t e r . *  t a n  m i l l i l i t e r s  o f  t h i s  
s o l u t i o n  c o n t a i n s  0 * 0 3 0  g r a m s  o f  I n v e r t  s u g a r #  g h *  M f t O S a g * *  
S o l u t i o n  i s  t i t r a t e d  a s  a b o v e  w i t h  t h s  i n v e r t  s o l u t i o n  s o  
p r e p a r e d *
Esjmirsgaaaitsi
(a) s e t t l i n g ' s  S o l u t i o n  £ s 3 4 * 6 3 9  g r a m a  o f  c o p p e r  
sulphate ( C u S Q * f 5  H » Q )  a r c  d i s s o l v e d  i n  w a t e r #  d i l u t e d  t o  
3 0 0  milliliters and f i l t e r e d  t h r e a p  f r e s h l y  p r e p a r e d ,  
asbestos*
F e f a l i n g ' a  s o l u t i o n  J i  *  1 7 3  g r a m a  o f  E o o h e l l e  
s a l t s  a n d  3 1 . 2  g r a m s  o f  s o d i u m  h y d r o x i d e  a r e  d i s s o l v e d  i n  
distilled water* t h e  s o l u t i o n  d i l u t e d  t o  5 0 0  m i l l i l i t e r s  
and filtered t h r o u g h  p r e p a r e d  a s b e s t o s #
(b) M e t h y l e n e  B l u e  I n d i c a t o r s  f h i s  i s  p r e p a r e d  b y  
d i s s o l v i n g  o n e  g r a m  o f  m e t h y l e n e  b l u e  i n  d i s t i l l e d  w a t e r  
smA i m d r i n g  u p  t o  1 0 0  m i l l i l i t e r s *
w m m m m m m m m L
T h e  s u l p h a t e d  a s h  m e t h o d  i s  f o l l o w e d *
About t h r o #  t o  f i v e  g r a m s  o f  t h e  w e l l  m i x e d  a m p l e  
are t r a n s f e r r e d  f r o m  a w e i g h i n g  b o t t l e  t o  a  t a r e d  s i l i c a  
dish( 3 . 5  i n *  i n  d i a m e t e r )  e n d  t h e  w e i g h t  n o t e d *  O n e  m i l l i ­
liter o f  concentrated s u l p h u r i c  a c i d  I s  a d d e d  d r o p  b y  d r o p  
t o  c o v e r  t h e  s u r f a c e  o f  t h e  s u g a r #  A b o u t  0 * 3  * *  1  m i l l i l i t e r  
o f  e t h e r  i s  a d d e d  f r o m  a  d r o p p i n g  b o t t l e  a n d  t h e  m a s s  i g n i t e d *  
W h e n  t h e  r e a c t i o n  h a s  c e a s e d #  t h e  d i s h  i s  p l a c e d  o v e r  a  
B u n s e n  f l a m e  and t h e  a c i d  f u m e  a r e  d r i v e n  o f f  s l o w l y *  * £ h e
4ioh is  than hssted to « d o ll rod heat u n til a ll  o f the 
carbon is  burnt o ff leaving « white f lu ffy  ash. She dish  
is  seeled in  a dessioator»9-4 drops of concentrated H„SQ* 
are again added, the sold fumes driven off ever the Bunsen 
flaate, the dish heated In the e le c tric  m uffle furnace fa r  
about fifte e n  minutes, seeled and weighed u n til constant 
weight. Use d ifference in  the weights o f the dish gives the 
weight o f the a ah in  the amount o f sugar taken, custom­
ary lOjf reduction la  made from the value so obtained, a dup­
lic a te  determ ination is  made and the resu lts  checked,
BEVKKMIHA^IOS OP TEE OOSSVIOTEIJES OF THE ASHm m n ffn i -mimm ^ T W iW fr i A ^ inBHSflf i ffWp ■ mmmrn* gVfijyJU l
About X50~S00 grams of the w ell mixed sample, which 
would y ie ld  s u ffic ie n t ash (©me to two grams) fo r carry*
Ing out the quantitative analysis o f the major constituents 
o f the ash s a tis fa c to rily * w e treated as follows:
30*40 gpans o f the sample ana ta&en in  a weighed s ilic a  
dish (about 4*6 inches In  diam eter),and 10 nil* of eonoen* 
tested sulphuric acid, are pipetted out on the surface o f the 
sugars the m ss frothes up and Is  charred. A fter the fro th * 
lag has stopped* the dish Is  heated gently on a low Bunsen 
A s m  u n til a l l  the fumes are driven o ff* the dish is  then 
placed In  an e le c tric  m uffle furnace and heated to a d u ll 
red fo r several hows u n til a ll the carbon is  completely 
burnt leaving a white f lu ffy  ash* i t  is  cooled In  a deesi* 
cat o r, 30*40 grams more o f the sample are added and ashed •
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Tbs ash is moistened with a # w  drops of concentrated sulfuric 
aeid* and the acid evaporated. *  a ion Bunsen flame until 
all the fumes are driven off* tte aah 4a ignited In the 
electric muffle fumac© for 10 minutes* cooled and weighed*
$be weight of the ash la determined accurately*
this ash la used' in the following determinationst
1# Determination of silica.
2 Deteminatiom of total iron and Aluminum*
0* Determination of iron t
l4# Determination of Aluminum# *
%5* Determination of Calcium *
« As the oxides
0* Determination of Magnesium $
97* Determination of Potassium s 
The methods employed for the determination of silica* 
total iron and aluminum, calcium and magnesium are those 
recommended hy the united states Department of Agriculture* 
Circular so* 1 0 9 #  October 1 9 0 1  Method and procedure for 
soil analysis used in the Division of soil Chemistry and 
Physics. She references for the methods used In the case 
of iron and potassium are given under the respective head* 
lags. Duplicate determinations are carried throughout and the 
results checked.
m m m m s M  m  m a &
Fifteen milliliters of concentrated hydrochloric acid 
are carefully added to the ash. fee dish Is covered with a watch
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glass Bad placed on a sand bath heated by atom* too maaa 
la evaporated to dryness and the heating continued over- 
night so that the separated silloa gel may he sufficiently 
dehydrated, she residua is taken up with IB milliliters of 
strong hydrochloric aoid and IB milliliters of hot distilled 
water, filtered and washed with hot water till practically 
free from chlorides, tois is tested by taking the last few 
drops of the filtrate in a teat tube and adding dHuto nitric 
acid and silver nitrate solution, only a faint turbidity 
Should be observed. toe filtrate is evaporated to dryness 
in order t o precipitate any silica notr«etalaed In the first , 
precipitation. The dry mass is taken upwfith IB milliliters 
of concentrated hydrochloric acid and hot water, filtered 
and washed free from ehloridea (tested as above) into a 
850 milliliter beaker, She two precipitates are combined 
and ignited in a weighed platinum crucible, in order to 
avoid mechanical loss, a oommon source of error in silica 
determinations, toe ignition is carried out slowly at first 
on a lew Bunsen flame until all the carbon la burned off and 
finally in the eleotrio muffle for about 30-40 minutes. too 
crucible is cooled and weighed, toe ignition in toe muffle 
is repeated and the erucible cooled and weighed to constant 
weight* as toe silloa precipitate so obtained contains ad­
mixed iron and almainum oxides, the precipitate is moistened 
with water, 8-8 milliliters of strong hydrofluoric acid, end 
a few drops of eoneentrated sulfuric acid are tow added.
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Sh© mass is cautiously evaporated to dryness* For this 
purpose the eruoibl© is placed on a triangle over mi ashes- 
tos board on an olec brio hot plate in such a mariner that 
a snail air gap is left bo'tween the bottom of the crucible 
and the asbestos board* ihe plate is heated slowly. After 
all the fumes have been driven off the crucible Is ignited 
for fifteen minutes in an electric muffle* cooled raid weighed 
to constant weight* The loss in weight represents the silloa 
present in the ash*
The filtrate from the silica determination containing 
the iron and aluminum and other elements Is neutralised with 
a solution of pure ammonia using the precipitate as an Indi­
cator. uiie precipitate is dissolved In a small quantity of 
hydrochloric acid and the solution heated to boiling* Iran 
and aluminum are precipitated as hydroxides by fch© addition 
of a slight excess of dilute arf&onia* An excess of 2-3 milli­
liters of strong ammonia diluted with its own voluuio of water 
is found sufficient* Che solution is boiled for a minute or 
two and filtered into a 400 milliliter beaker when hot*allow­
ing the precipitate to settle first. An eleven ©ontimotor 
quantitative filter paper is convenient for the purpose#331© 
precipitate is washed only slightly. ih© filter paper with its 
contentsis transferred to the beaker in which the px» ooIpitatlon 
was made and dissolved in 10 milliliters of strong hydrochloric
aeid and hot water* *he filter paper is macerated with two 
glass rods and enough water la then added to moke the volume 
up to 150 milliliters. The iron and aluminum are precipitated 
as before, filtered and washed thoroughly with hot water con­
taining about 1JS ammonium nitrate in the later washings till 
the wash water Is practically free from chlorides(silver nit­
rate test). She precipitate la transferred to the platinum 
crucible In which the allies was weighed, dried andlgnited 
at first over the Bunsen flan© with free access of air end 
finally in the electric muffle; cooled tend weighed to 
constant weight*
m  «
Che combined precipitates of iron and aluminum oxides 
was dissolved In hot concentrated hydrochloric acid in a £80 
milliliter beaker, mad the solution evaporated on a sterna 
bath so as to reduce the volume to SO milliliters* 5he re­
duction of the iron from the ferric to the ferrous state is 
effected by the use of stannous chloride solution(Kesaler,
SO), Reinhardt (81), Kolthof end Furman(S2) )* the hot sol­
ution is reduced with the stannous chloride solution, adding 
the latter drop bp drop from a burrette until the Iron sol­
ution is decolorized; it is cooled to room temperature by 
immersing the baoker in cold water and ten milliliters of 
mercuric chloride solution are quickly added, She solution 
(containing a silky precipitate)so obtained is titrated against
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standard potassium bi-ehrirobe solution {approximately deal* 
normal)* using dlphenylamlne as *m indicator {#* lnpp*X0$}> 
Eolthof and Purmen{5S) ^
m the solution.of the ferrous Mitre** added ton 
milliliters of 4 if sulfuric OP bydimehlorie sold and few 
drops of the Indicator* ffoe titration is carried out until 
tbs solution turns dark green, fhen five milliliters of 88£ 
phosphoric aeid are added and the titration continued until 
the color of the solution turns suddenly violet blue. 2he 
amount of iron corresponding to the mount of bichromate 
need in the titration represents the mount of Iron in the 
aeh*
Reeuirammte i
(a) Stannous chloride solutions Fifty grams of stannous 
chloride in 100 milliliters of concentrated hydrochloric acid 
are diluted with water to one liter*
(b) Mercuric chloride solutions A saturated solution 
of mercuric Chloride Is prepared by adding an excess of the 
pure commercial salt to distilled water#
(c) Potassium bichromate solutiont $hi& is prepared 
by dissolving about five grams of accurately weighed salt 
in distilled water end making the volume up to one liter* 3he 
peers recrystallised salt is dried for this purpose at a 
temperature not exceeding 18O°0«
(d) bl~ptisnyl~mine indicator solution*
fhe indicator is prepared by dissolving 0*2 grams of 
d±~phe«yl~amin© in 100 milliliters of concentrated maljtatrle 
acid*
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m m s s m a  &  f f l r o i ,
toe amount of iron m  ferric oxide to too ash tobbrseb* 
e& from too amount of total toon ant atomtom as oxides to 
too ash gives too mount of aluminum as o.ride*
M f f l i i i  jbr M y ? a i
To too combined filtrate# f m ,  too toon sad aluminum 
determination# not exceeding 100 mlllilltoro to 
oxooso of recently dissolved ammonium oxalate la added and 
too solution digested for several hours on toe sand hath 
heated by steam* too solution is filtered throngs a fins 
filter paper and washed with distilled water containing a 
mall quantity of ammonium oxalate# toe precipitate is 
dissolved to dilate hydrochloric acid# and the calcium is 
repreelpitated as above* filtered and washed wlto distilled 
water containing m m m % m  oxalate at first, and finally, 
vetoed with distilled water containing 1$ ismien nitrate# 
tmtil free from chlorides ( as tested with silver nitrate 
solution) * toe filter tod precipitate are tiNsseferred to  
a weighed porcelain crucible, dried and ignited# first over 
the Bunsen flame until nearly all the carbon Is burnt off# 
tod# finally to toe electric muffle to a white ash# toe 
crucible is cooled cuid weighed to constant weight# toe dif­
ference to toe weights of toe crucible represents toe calcium 
as calcium oxide to toe ato#
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im&mm jag
W  the eold combiiled filtrates from tea isftata* deter*. 
mination, not exceeding 175 milliliters in volume, an excess 
of ten pea? cent phosphoric acid is added slowly and with mm* 
stent stirring* Saeugh strong mmmtm to make tea solution 
stent 5$ HH*OH is then added and 1st stand overnight in a 
wool place* $he precipitate is filtered and wasted with 2*8$ 
ammonium hydroxide solution* fhe precipitate Is dissolved 
in dilute hydrochloric acid and repreoipit&ted by tea add* 
ition of a alight omasa of the phosphoric acid solution ate 
e&cagfc strong ass&onla to make the solution about 8% HE* OH*
Ufae solution is let stand overnight* filtered and wasted 
with 2*5$ HR* OH till free from chlorides ( silver nitrate 
test) • She precipitate la dried and ignited In a weighed 
porcelain crucible * first over a Bunsen burner* ate finally* 
in the electric muffle* cooled ate weighed as magnesium 
pyrophosphate to constant weight* fte amount of magnesium 
In the ash la computed from the difference in the weights 
Of the crucible.
m s s m m
Potassium is determined by the sodium cobalti-nitrite 
method (J.E*schueler ate R*p#flteaas (54) ).
fhe filtrate from the magnesium determination Is dll* 
uted to 250 milliliters* fen milliliters of this solution 
are pipetted into a platinum dish and evaporated to dryness
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on ® steam bath* she dry mass is them heated over a lee 
Bunsen flame until all the ammonium salts core volatilized. 
She residue la taken up with distilled water and the solu­
tion so obtained should not axeeed 86 milliliters. She 
solution is studs Just alkaline to phenolphthalein with 
sodium hydroxide and four drops of aoetio aeld are added*sen 
milliliters of 95# alcohol are then added and the solution 
brought to a volume of 55 milliliters. $his solution Is 
sealed in a refrigerator to around 5~6&o and 5 milliliters 
of a similarly eeoled sodium oobalti-nltrite solution are 
slowly added down the sides of the beaker with shaking. •But 
precipitate and solution are let stand over night in the 
refrigerator and filtered on a freshly prepared asbestos 
pad. She beaker and pad ere washed thoroughly with the sold 
wash solution. About ten to twenty washings of 5-10 ml. 
eash is found sufficient, after completing the washings* 
the pad and precipitate are transferred to the original 
beaker in which the precipitation was earned out, using a 
stream of hot water* fho contents of tits beaker are brought 
to about 150 milliliters with hot water end the solution 
titrated with 0.1 B potassium permanganate solution, simul­
taneously with the starting of titration 5 to 10 milliliters 
of concentrated nitric aold are added with rapid stirring.
An excess of permanganate is kept throughout the titration 
until nearing the end point* ®he end point is Obtained 
when the pink oolor of permanganate persists for one minute*
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with this ond-peint one milliliter of 6*1 s KKnO* Is eipiv-
alent to 0.0005678 grams of potassium. From this value of
modthe amount of potassium permanganate solution/in the tit­
ration* the amount of potassium in tho tufa, is epmputed* 
ftwaiw— rift 
(a) sodium Cobalti-nitrite solution] this solution 
is host prepared so follows] 88.6 grama Of eobaltoos nitrate 
sal So milliliters of seetie acid are dissolved In w..ter 
sad the solution made up to BOO milliliters*(solution A)*
ISO grams of sodium nitrite are dissolved in water end the 
solution made up to S«o milliliters*(solution B). lfce 
solutions a end B are kept separate until the day Before 
use when they are mixed in equal volumes and cooled in 
the refrigerator to 5-6#6 overnight* The eooled solution 
is filtered through an asbestos pad before using.
(b) The Wash solution] A precipitate of di-potassium* 
sodlum-eobalti-nltrite is obtained by adding the sodium 
eobaltl-nltrite solution to a solution of potassium chloride* 
and is purified by decanting and washing with sold distilled 
water* She wash solution is prepared from this by adding a 
small quantity of this precipitate to distilled water prev­
iously eooled to S-6®0 in the refrigerator* The wash solu­
tion is kept oool throughout the experiments. Washing with 
this solution removes the alcohol and sodium cobaltl-nitrite 
and not any detestable amounts of the potassium precipitate*
(e) Peel-normal fotassium Permanganate solution] The
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diluted to about 150 ee* to a 400 oe* beaker* 0 to 10 drops 
of bromeresol green indicator was added* sufficient M %  
sodium acetate solution to change the pH to 4*8 «* 5*0 (SIus 
colon of indicator)# The solution was heated to tolling and 
the calcium slowly precipitated lay adding a &% solution 
of oxalic acid* a drop at C time every few ssconds* until 
the pH was changed back to 4*4 * 4*6 (green color of indica­
tor)# Bolling was continued for about two minutes* and 
then the precipitate allovted to settle# fhe precipitate 
was filtered and washed with h© water# She fllterp&per 
wifei precipitate was suspended In SCO ec# of distilled 
water* 5 co* of cone* sulfuric acid added* the mixture 
heated to 70° to 80° * The oxalic acid was titrated
against standardised 0*01 IT potassium permanganate solution 
and calculated to 0a&*
The second aliquot from the silica-free filtrate was 
made alkaline with concentrated $H*0H and acidified, with 
concentrated HHO** The mixture was heated to 50°-60° 0* 
and molybdate solution added (with constant stirring) in 
a sufficient quantity to completely precipitate the phot* 
phate present# The preoipltatewae allowed to stand over- 
night* The precipitate was dissolved in a measured excess 
of standardised 0*1 X HaOH and both titrated with standard 
0*1 p H01# using phenolphthaldln as indicator*
1 ©e# of 0*1 X HaOH m o#oooS177 grama F^O© calculated
15??
m w M m *
Samples of 20 grans were dissolved in 100 ml* of &±a~ 
tilled water and five milliliters of concentrated HCl added* 
The sulphates wore precipitated by adding 10 ml- of a 10$ 
solution of BaCls* The precipitate was allowed to stand 
over night and then filtered on a tared Gooch crucible, 
washed with distilled water, ignited, cooled and weighed*
•Hie 'weight of barium sulphate was calculated to S05 •
POTASSltIM 0X1BM:
Reagents:
A* Dissolve 200 grams of cobalt nitrate,
Go {N03 )w*6 II20, in 500 ml* distilled water and 
add 200 grams of glacial acetic acid*
B* Dissolve 400 grams of sodium nitrate ?Na3IQgj> in 
600 milliliters of water - 
Hie day before the reagent was to be used, there xvas 
mixed in an ice bath equal weights of tho two solutions 
and these aerated with a stream of air to remove the $0* 
fumes. This was allowed to stand over night and in the 
morning was filtered from tho precipitates through paper* 
procedure:
The ash from 20 gram samples was taken up with five 
millllitera of distilled water and five milliliters of HQl, 
evaporated to dryness, and the silica filtered off* To the 
filtrate was added one milliliter of 10$ BaOl^ solution* Hie 
mixture was filtered and the filtrate and washings evaporated




































grams of insoluble natter per loo grans of sugar* Duplicate
154
determinations wore mad© until chocks were obtained*
SSMM
Samples of approximately ten grams each were dissolved 
in 10 ml* of distilled water* Tho weight of gams precipitate 
ed from these samples ranged from 0*01 to 0*04 grans* the 
optimum for filtration and washing without involving 
serious errors in technic in handling smaller mounts* Tho 
solution was acidified with one ml* of concentrated hydroohl* 
oric acid* Precipitation was carried out in a small Brian** 
raeyer flask* using 50 ml* of 95$ ethyl alcohol* The mixture 
was thoroughly agitated during fcn© addition of the alcohol*
The precipitate was allowed to stand for thirty minutes and 
then filtered through a Gooch crucible* Tho precipitate was 
washed with ethyl alcohol made slightly acid with hydrochloric 
acid. The precipitate was dried in an oven at 100-105°C for 
one hour, cooled in a dessicator and weighed* *111© precipi­
tate in the crucible was ignited in a muffle furnace until 
all the carbon was consumed* cooled in a desaioator and 
weighed. The difference in weights before and after ignition 
was taken as the weight of gins* The gums are expressed on 
fee basis of sucrose content of the sugar.
EXLTEATIOli EMR M  sm&&*
Filtration rates were determined with tho bomb typo
pros sure filter which was built from drawings furnished by 
the Jfens-Manville Corp.* This apparatus has become wo 11
standardised and is widely used in American sugar refineries.
Since the test is by nature empirical the procedure 
must be rigidly followed if comparable results are to be 
obtained* A standard type of light weight cotton twill cloth 
is used as a filter medium. This cloth is obtained from the 
Johns-Uanvillo Corporation. A standard grade of filter aid 
prepared especially for tills worh is used and is obtained 
from the same firm*
A sixty Brix sugar solution is used* It Is made up by 
dissolving 1,020 grams of the sugar to be tested in SCO 
grams of very hot distilled water* The material nay bo heat­
ed to facilitate solution but the mixture mist be stirred 
continuously and uniformly through this period* When the sol­
ution attains a temperature of 80°£h , standard filter aid 
is added at the rata of 0* 25^ solids which in this case 
amounts to 25 grams of the material. After thorough mix-* 
ing tho solution at 80°0* is poured into tho bomb which has- 
boon heated by blowing steam through tho Jacket*
The filter unit is placed in the bomb and the top tight­
ened down with bolts. Air is allowed to bubble through the 
contents of the bond at the rate of 150 ml. per minute. The 
temperature is held at 85°C* for the duration of the test. 
When all is ready, a 250 ml* graduated cylinder is placed 
beneath the discharge line from the filter, and tho pressure 
inside the bomb is increased from 0 to 10 pounds In fifteen 
seconds and is maintained at this value for three minutes.
1be flow for th© first fifteen seomds As discarded and a 
So minute cycle is started so as not to include the fifteen 
seconds preliminary period* At toe and of fee fir at thro# 
minutes period the total volume of the filtrate' is noted# 
and the pressure is inoreastd to twenty pounds# At the and 
of toe second throe minute period the volume of the filtrate 
is again noted and the pressure raised to thirty pounds* Seta 
procedure is continued until the pressure is raised to forty 
pounds* it is held at this value for the remainder of the 
thirty minute cycle* Headings ore taken at three minute 
intervals throughout the period. *&%$ total volume of fil~ 
trate in milliliters for the entire cycle is reported as 
the filtration number of the sugar md is of course a figure 
which can be used for comparative purposes only*
Xn order to check up on the possibility that outside 
water introduced into toe process because of lack of suf» 
flcient condensate might be responsible for the high ash 
content in cert aizisugars, questionnaires were sent to all 
factories requesting information on water supplies* Replies 
were received from all except five plants* *!his information 
or part of It appears in the tables of data*
CABLES mx> GXAPUE
TABLE I
Average3 of Analyses 
for
Crop of 1934





























Straight Haw Sugar 21 0.60 0.75 96,S5 1.16 190 52 0.175 0.0768 0.0316 0.0343 0.0890 0.198 9,85 s
Sulohitation Haws 5 0.65 C.93 96.66 1.33 67 0.146 0.0904 0.0416 0.0618 0. 0586 0.238 13,00
Second Sugar 8 0.6O 1.08 96.78 1.21 169 48 0.145 0.0839 0.0246 0.0346 0.0708 0.233 16.50








































TALLIZER EQUIPPED PLANTS 
Straight Raw Sugar 8 .59 0.72 96.97 97.11 1.16 203 47 0.23 0.066 0.034 .032 .091 .185 8.75
Sulfitation Raw Suaar mg .
Second Sugar 4 .50 1.19 96.73 96.75 1.00 156 42 0.19 0.073 0.02 9 .027 .079 .206 14. 67
General Average- 12 .56 0.88 96.69 96.99 1.11 190 45 0.22 0.068 0.032 .030 .087 .192 11.29
ChTSlALLlZER FACTORIES 
Straight Raw Sugar 13 . 60 .77 96.£5 97.03 1.16 ISO 55 0.14 0.084 .030 .036 .088 .206 10.30
Sulfitation Raw Sugar 5 .65 .93 96.66 96.72 1.33 175 67 0.15 .090 .042 .062 .059 .238 13.00
Second Sugar 4 .70 .97 96.84 97.02 1.42 182 53 0.10 .095 .021 .043 .063 .260 18.33
General Average 22 .63 .84 96.86 96.96 1.25 179 57 0.14 . u87 .031 .043 .077 .223 12.31
159
T 'ATA III
Averages of Analyses 
for
Crap of 1934 
Factories Grouped by Type of Settler Unployed
'Type of Settler Number Total Moisture Pol Reducing Sugars Filtration Insoluble Gums SOg SiOg CsO XgO Crystal
of Ash <% 4Y % Number Residue % % % %' <$> %  Size
 _____________      Factories_%          mgros. Sucrose_____  Ranking
Open Defeeators-Straight Raws 8 0.64 0.88 96.57 1.16 225 47 0.17 .081 .034 .034 .082 .226 11.20
Sulfitation Raws 1 .72 1.38 95.46 1.71 - 135 C. 33 .210 .078 .084 .076 .228 20.00
Second Sugars 3 .57 1.05 97.16 1.22 169 72 0.10 .080 .019 .032 .051 _ ...231..
General lvei*age IE . 63 .96 96.63 1.23 203 62 0.17 .092 .034 .036- .074 .227 12.50
Aaing Settlers-Straight Raws 7 .56 .60 37.18 1.21 159 56 0. Is .084 .030 .036 .098 .175 9.71
Sulfitation Raws 2 .58 .83 97.09 1.21 155 £9 0.03 . 065 .022 .056 .055 .244 10.00
Second Sugars 3 .61 1.04 96.36 1.32 204 33 0.19 .079 .030 .032 .092 .284 19.00
General Average 12 .58 .75 96.96 1.24 165 39 0.15 .080 . 089 .036 .083 ,192 11.60
Miehrist Set tier-Straight Raws 1 . 61 .68 96.81 1.28 205 31 0.34 .069 . 033 .054 .070 .186 12.00
fcrr- Clerif ier-Second Sugars 1 • 43 1.71 97.21 .40 133 26 0.19 .067 .086 .015 .07-3 ,170 18,00
"oupound Clarifieatioa-
Strai«-ht Raws 1 .74 .68 96.33 1 • 25 152 34 0.12 .076 .030 .054 .057 .267 m
Sulfitation " .72 .94 96.79 1.10 — 74 0.13 .044 .070 .061 ..051. .285 9.00
General Average 2 .73 .81 9 6.56 1.16 152 54 0.13 .058 .050 .058 .054 .246 9.00
uekstuhl Settlers-Straight Raws 3 .55 .62 97.50 1.08 225 52 0.22 .058 .033 .024 .194 .171 2.00
Second Sugars 1 .86 .67 96.47 1.65 « i 18 0.12 .126 .024 ,070 .063 ,326 19.00
General Average 4 .63 .63 97.24 1.22 825 41 0.20 .068 .031 ,036 • 086 .210 10.50
Aclessified-Straight Raws 1 0.49 1.36 97.57 0.82 - 119 .12 .061 .022 .011 .125 .166 -
Sjulfitation Raws 1 0.66 0.68 96.90 1.41 194 - .09 .068 .017 . .053 .057 .252 -










































Franklin 5 *61 .73 97.18 1.01 167 27 .25 .102 .037 .049 .073 .183 8.00
Lafayette 8 * 34 .68 97.11 1.22 216 54 .1? .054 .029 . 025 .099 .171 7.00
Miss. P' ver 4 .76 .83 96.44 1.11 175 37 .13 .090 .035 .046 . 063 .293 11.00 ..
Bed River 1 .49 1.36 97.57 .82 - 119 .12 .061 .022 .011 .125 . 166
Unclassified 3 .54 .67 96.65 1,40 170 60 ,13 .082 .029 .026 .111 .176 17. 67
Average 21 .60 .751 96.95 1.16 ■ 190 52 .175 .077 .0316 ,0343 .0390 .198 9.85
SEC 01© SUGAR
Bayou Lafourche 4 . 67 1.21 96.80 1.18 166 35 .12 .091 .023 .043 .071 .245 18.25
Franklin 1 .92 1.61 94.27 2.02 - mt .20 .142 .042 .054 . 082 .267 23.00
Lafayette 1 .27 . 56 98.05 .70 178 44 .09 .037 .020 .012 .044 .165 3.00
Bed River 1 .39 .88 97.38 .87 56 .27 .046 .026 .016 illP .222 ■
Average 7 .61 1.13 96.70 1.19 169 40 ' .15 .084 .026 .036 .075 ...,233__ 16.50
oULP RITATION
Mis3. River 5 .65 .93 96.66 1.33 175 67 1.46 .904 .042 .062 . 059 ,3o3 13,00
TABU V
Analyses of Individual Samples
for
Crop of 1934
Factories Grouped by Glass of Sugar
Gods Total Moisture Pol Reducing Filtration Insoluble Gums SOg
Number Ash % % CV Sugars
1o
Number Res idue %
Sucrose
%
STRAIGHT RAW s u g a r s
M 0*36 0,92 97.18 1.08 201 26 , 0,22 0.065
B 0.41 0.51 96.96 1,48 - 91 0.12 0.033
P 0.42 0.51 97,65 1.01 170 23 0.15 0.070
V 0.43 0.82 96.86 1,20 210 63 0.20 0.056
K 0* 44 0.62 97.10 1.26 133 !m 0.18 0.069
U 0.45 0.80 96.50 1.60 170 - 0.13 0.071
A 0.45 0.47 97.90 1.25 325 ij\J 0.10 r\ /'•r-Z
Z 0.49 1.36 97.57 0.82 - 119 0.12 O.Gcl
Q, 0.51 0.54 96.87 1.31 - 53 0.23 0.038
L 0.55 0.51 97,10 1.20 - 52 0.22 0.062
D 0,61 0.39 97.54 0.96 - - 0.15 0.134
li 0.61 0.68 96,81 1.22 205 31 0.34 0.069
X 0.68 0.84 97.72 0.69 125 - 0.33 0.085
a 0.71 1.25 96.16 1.15 - — 0.30 0.092
E 0.74 0.68 96.33 1.25 152 34 0.12 0.072
T 0.77 0.48 3S. 03 0,96 213 55 0.13 0.034
S 0,76 0,70 96.48 1.12 - 30 0.13 0.081
0 0.76 1.05 95,85 1.53 “ 78 0.12 0.063
c 0.77 1.04 96.57 1.10 ms 5.3 0,10 0»C8?
N 0.79 0.71 96.38 C. 91 264 24 0.08 0.143
W 0.83 0.90 96.48 i . 19 108 - 0.20 0.053
SULPhlTATICN RAWS , r-. r\r) vjJ 0, 05326 0.57 0,76 97.12 1.07 - ’30
31 0.59 0,90 97.05 1.35 - 27 0.09 0.07?
30 0.66 0.68 96.90 1.41 0 - 0.09 0.068
F 0.72 0.94 96.77 1.10 - 74 0,13 0.044
33 0.72 1.36 95.46 1.71 - 135 0.35 0,210
:SC0ND XIGARS
32 ! 0.2? 0.56 98.05 0.70 1.78 44 0.09 0.03?
29 0.39 0.88 97.38 0.87 - 56 0.27 0.046
25 0, 43 1.71 97.21 0.40 133 26 0.19 0.067
28 0.51 0.64 97.44 1.07 204 12 0.09 0.049
42 0.56 0.78 97.36 1.34 - 96 0.11 0.084
19 0.86 0.67 96.47 1.65 - 18 0.12 0.126
24 0.87 1.80 96.08 1.61 160 77 0.09 0.120
23 0.92 1.61 94.27 2.02 - ** 0.20 0.142
SiOE PgOg Cac




0,024 0.016 0.095 0.192 5
0.030 0.013 0,135 0.137 1?
0.020 0.017 0.096 0.153 i
0.034 0.011 0.130 C-,145 -
0.045 0.011 0.106 0,139 4
0.027 0.011 0.093 0.105 22
0»021 0.010 0.039 0.146 -
0.022 0.011 0.125 0.166
0.025 0.013 0,140 0.204 2
0.031 0.010 0.108 0.164 8
0.023 0.076 0.068 0.211 6
C. 033 0.054 0.070 0.186 12
0.052 0.050 0.054 0,164 0
0.052 0.050 0.079 0.203 13
0.030 C.054 0.051 0.267 0
0,028 0.071 0.060 0,151 7
C.03I 0.053 0.046 0.293 14
0.026 0.061 0. 063 0. 240 16
0.039 0.038 0.073 0,296 -
0.034 0.035 0.062 0.273 0
0.037 0.055 0,066 0= 339 11
C. 020 0.056 0, 054 0,269
0.023 0.055 0.055 0,218 10
0.017 0.053 0.057 0.252 0
0.070 0.061 0.051 0.225 9
0.073 0.084 0.076 0.228 20
0.021 0.012 0.044 0,165 3
0.026 0.016 C.I15 0,222 M
0.026 0.015 C. 073 0.170 18
0.023 0.018 0.080 0.184 15
0.015 0.012 0.044 0.228 -
0.024 0.070 0.063 0.326 19
0.020 0.072 0.066 0,300 21
0.042 0.064 0.082 0.267 23
v x
Analyses of individual Samples 
Plants Grouped as Crystallizer and Non-Crystallizsr Factories
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Factory Code Total Soisture Pol Reducing Filtration Insoluble Guiuu S0g SiOg p2°5 CaO XgO CrystalNumber A-ah f> ft °V Sugars





% % % % Size
Ranking
CRYoTALLiSER FACTORIES
Raw Sugar-'’ Y 0 c 43 0.82 96.86 1.20 210 63 0.20 0.056 0.034 0.011 0.130 0.145 «S>
A 0. 46 0.47 97.90 1.25 325 50 0.10 0.050 0.021 0.010 0.089 0.146 -
Q. O.ol 0*54 96.87 1.31 53 0.23 0.03Q 0.025 0.013 0.140 0.204 2
L 0.55 0.51 97.J.0 1.20 « 52 0.22 0.062 0.031 0.010 0.108 0.164 8
H 0.61 Co 68 96.81 1.22 205 31 0.34 0.069 0.030 0.054 0.070 0.186 12VA 0.66 0.84 97.72 0.69 125 m 0.33 0.085 0.052 0.050 0.054 0.164 «El
G 0*71 1.25 96.16 1.15 «s 0.30 0.092 0.052 0.052 0.079 0,203 13
E Co 74 0*68 96.33 1.25 152 34 0.12 0.072 0.030 0.054 0.057 0.267 -
Average 0*59 0.72 96.97 1.16 203 47 0.23 0.066 0.034 0.032 0.091 0.185 8*75
Second Sugar—  32 0*27 0.56 98.05 0.70 176 44 0.09 0.037 0.021 0.012 0.044 0.165 • 3
25 C* 43 1.71 97.21 0.40 133 26 0.19 0.06? 0.026 0.015 0.073 0.170 18
23 0,92 1.61 94.27 2.02 & - 0.20 0.142 0.042 0.064 0.082 0.267 23
29 C. 39 0.88 37.38 0.87 56 0.27 0.046 0.026 0.016 0.115 0.222 ..
Average C.50 1.19 96*73 1.00 156 42 0.19 0.073 0.029 0.027 0.079 0,206 14.67
Total Average 0.56 0.88 96.89 1.11 190 45 0.22 0.068 0.032 0.030 0.087 0.192 .11.29.
STRING GOODS FACTORIES
Raw Sugar—  K 0.36 0*92 97.18 1*06 201 26 0.22 0. 065 0.024 0.016 0.095 0.192 5
B 0.41 0.51 96.96 1.48 - 91 0.12 0.093 0.030 0.013 0.135 C. 137 17
P 0,42 0*51 97*65 1.01 170 23 C. 15 0.070 0.020 0.017 0.096 0.153 1
K 0.44 0.62 97.10 1.26 133 » 0.18 0.069 0.045 C.011 0.106 1,128 4
V 0.45 0.60 96.50 1.60 170 - 0.13 0.071 C. 027 0.011 0.093 C.105 22
Z 0.49 1.36 97.57 0.82 •* 119 0.12 0.061 0.022 0.011 0.125 0.166 -
D 0.61 0.39 97.54 0.96 - 0.15 0.194 0.023 C. 076 C. 068 0.211 6
T 0.77 0.48 98.03 0.96 213 55 0.13 0.034 0.028 0.071 0® 060 0.151 7
S 0,76 0.70 96*48 1.12 ■>» 30 0.13 0.061 0.031 0.053 0.046 0.233 14
0 G. 76 1.05 95.85 1.53 - 78 0.12 0.063 0.026 0. 061 C.063 0.240 16
c 0.77 1.C4 96.57 1.10 - 53 0.10 0.087 0.039 0.038 0,073 0*296 -
N 0.79 0*71 96.38 0.91 264 24 0o 08 0.143 0.034 0.035 0.062 0,273
w 0.83 0.90 96.48 1.19 1C6 - 0.2G 0.059 0.037 0.055 0.066 0.339 .. 11 _
Average 0.60 G.7? 96.95 1.16 180 55 0.14 0.084 0. 030 0.036 0.088 C. 206 10*30
Second Sugar—  28 0.51 0.64 97.44 1.07 204 19 0.07 0.049 0.023 0.016 0.080 0.184 15
42 0.56 0.78 97.36 1.34 e» 96 0.11 0.064 0.015 0*012 0.044 0.228 -
19 0.86 0.67 96.47 1.65 <3 18 0.12 r.126 0.024 0.070 0.063 0.326 19
24 Co 87 i.eo 96.08 1.61 160 77 0.09 0.120 0,020 0.072 0.066 0.300 21
Average 0.70 0.97 96.84 1.42 182 53 0.10 0.095 0.021 0.043 0.063 0.260 18.33
Oulphitation—  £6 0.57 0.76 97.12 1.07 » 30 0.09 0.053 0.020 0.056 0.054 0.269
31 0.59 0.90 97.05 1.35 155 27 0.09 0.077 0.023 0.055 0.055 €.218 10
30 0*66 0.68 96.90 1.41 194 <= 0.09 0.068 0.017 0.053 0.057 0.252 —
F 0.72 0.94 96.77 1.10 74 0.13 0.044 0.070 0.061 0.051 0.225 9
35 0.72 . 1.38 95.46 1.71 » 135 0.33 0.210 0.078 . 0.084_ 0.076 0.228 20
Average 0.65 0.93 96.66 1.33 175 67 0.15 0.090 G. 042 0.062 0.059 0.238 13® 00 —
Total Average 0* 63 0.84 96.86 1*25 179 57 0.14 0.087 0.031 0.043 0.077 0.223 12.31
Analyses of Individual Samples






























Straight Haws M 0.36 0.92 97.18 1.08 201 26 0.22 0.065 0.024 0.016 0.095 0.192 5
V 0.43 0.82 96.86 1.20 23.0 63 0.20 0.056 0.034 0.011 0.130 0.145 -
L 0.55 0.51 97.10 1.20 - 52 0.22 0.062 0.031 0.010 0.108 0,164 8
G 0.71 1.25 96.16 1.15 - m 0.30 0,092 0.052 0.050 0.079 0.203 13
S 0.76 0.70 96.48 1.12 - 30 0.13 0.081 0.031 0,053 0.046 0 .2 9 3 14
0 0.76 1.05 95.85 1.53 ■ft 78 0 .1 2 0,063 0.026 0,061 0.063 0.240 16
c C.77 1.04 96.57 1.10 53 0 .1 0 0.087 0.039 0.038 0.073 0 .2 9  6
N 0.79 0.71 96.38 0.91 264 24 0.08 0.143 0.034 0.035 0.062 0 ,2 7 3 «•
Average 0.64 0.88 96.57 1.16 225 47 0.17 0,081 0.034 0.034 0,082 0.226 11.30
Sulfitation Sugars 38 0.72 1.36 95.46 1.71 135 0.33 0.210 0.078 0.084 0.076 0.228 20
Second Sugars 32 0.27 0.56 98.05 0.70 178 44 0.09 0.037 0.021 0.012 0.044 0.165 3
42 0.56 0.76 97.36 1.34 - 96 0.11 0.084 0.015 0.012 0.044 0,228 -
24 0.87 1.80 96.06 1.61 160 77 0.09 0.120 0.020 0.072 0.066 r> -iAA U« t/OU 21
Average 0.57 1.05 97.16 1.22 169 72 0.10 0,080 0.019 0.032 0.051 0.231 ..12,.00
Total Average 0.63 0.96 96.63 1.23 203 62 0.17 0.092 0.034 0.038 0.074 0,227 12.50
D.EMING SETTLERS
Straight Haws a 0.41 0.51 96.96 1.48 - 91 0.12 0.093 0.030 0.013 0.195 0.137 17
p 0.42 0.51 97.65 1.01 170 23 0.15 0.070 0.020 0.017 0.096 0.153 1
u 0,45 0.80 96.50 1.60 170 - 0.13 0.071 0.027 0.011 0.093 0.105 22
K 0.44 0.62 97.10 1.26 133 - 0.18 0.067 0.045 0.011 0.106 0.128 4
D 0.61 0.39 97.54 0.96 - - 0.15 0.194 0.023 0.076 0.068 0.211 6
T 0,77 0.46 98.03 0.96 213 55 0.13 0.034 0.028 0.071 C.060 0.151 7
W 0.83 0.90 96.48 1.19 108 0.20 0.059 0.037 0.055 0.066 0.339 ..11
Average 0.56 0.60 97.18 1.21 159 56 0.15 0.084 0.030 0.036 0,098 0.175 9,71
Sulfitation Sugars 26 0.57 0.76 97.12 1.07 - 30 0.09 0.053 0.020 0.056 0.054 0,269
31 0.59 0.90 97.05 1.35 155 27 0.09 0.077 0.023 0 , 055 C.055 0.218 10...
Average 0.58 0.83 97.09 1.21 155 29 0.09 0.065 0.022 0.056 0.G55 0.244 10
Second Sugars 29 0.39 0.88 97.38 0.87 - 56 0.27 0. 046 C-.026 0.016 0.115 0.222 «
23 0.51 0.64 97.44 1.07 204 19 0.09 0.049 0.023 0.016 0.060 0.184 15
23 0.92 1.61 94.27 2.02 - ~ 0.20 0.142 0.042 0.064 0.082 0.267 83
Average 0.61 1.04 96.36 1.32 204 38 0.19 0.079 0.030 0.032 0.092 0.284 19.00
Total Average 0.56 0.75 96.96 1.24 165 39 0.15 0.080 0.029 0.038 0.089 0.199 11.60
GILCHRIST SETTLERS
Straight Haws H 0.61 0.68 96.81 1.22 203 31 0.34 0,069 0.033 0.054 0.070 0.185 12
(continued on next page)




























Second Sugars 25 0.43 1.71 37.21
DORR CL A hill 
0.40 133 26 0.19 0.067 G. 026 0.015 0.073 0.170 18
Straight Raws ■3 0.74 0.68 96.33
COMPOUND CI.ARIFI ERS 
1.25 152 34 0.12 0.072 C.030 0.054 C. 057 C.B67 •«»
Sulfitation Sugars ? 0.72 0.94 96.79 1.10 74 0. lo 0.044 C.070 0.061 0.051 G.225 9
Total Average 0.75 0.61 96.56 1.18 152 54 0.13 0.058 0.050 0.058 0.054 0.246 9
RUCTSTUHI oh TILER 8
Straight Raws A 0.46 0.47 97.90 1.25 325 50 0.10 0.050 0.021 0.010 0.0B9 0.146
Q, 0.51 0.-54 95.87 1.31 - 53 0.33 0.035 0.025 0.013 0.440 0.204 2
X  0.68 0.84 97.72 0.69 125   0.35 0.065 0.Q52 0.050 0.054 0.164
Average 0*55 0.S2 97.50 1.00 225 52 0.22 0.059 0.033 0.02 4 0.194 0.171 2
Second Sugars 19 0.86 0.67 96.41?   1.65 _ 18 0.12 0.126 0.024 0.070 0.065 0.526 19
Total Average 0.65 0.65 97724 1.22 225 "  “ 41~ 0.20 0.068 C.031 0.036 0.066 0.210 10.50
UNCLASSIFIED
Straight Raws Z 0.49 1.36 97.57 0.82 - ~ 119 C*12 0.061 C.022 0.011 0.125 C.156
Sulfitation Sugars 30_______ 0.66______ 0.S3 95.90 1.41  19,4   0.C3 0.068 0.017 0.053  0.057 0.252
Total Average 0.56 1.02 97.24 ~ 1.12“  ~194 ~ 119 0.11 0.065" 0.020 0.032 0.091 0.208
1G 5
TABLE VIII 
Analyses of Individual Samples 
Plants Grouped According to Geographical Distribution






$ % ' % * % SizeRanking
BAYOU LAFOURCHE DIST.
Second Sugars 25 .43 1.71 97.21 .40 133 26 .19 .067 .026 .015 ,073 .170 18
28 .51 0.64 97.44 1.07 204 19 .09 .049 .023 .016 .080 ,184 15
19 .86 0.67 96.47 1.65 - 18 .12 .126 .024 .070 .063 .326 19
24 .87 1.80 96.08 1.61 160 77 .09 .120 .020 .072 .066 .300 21
FRANKLIN d i s t r i c t
Average .67 1.21 96.80 1.18 166 35 .12 .091 .023 .043 ,071 .245 18.25
Raw Sugars P • 42 .51 97.65 1.01 170 23 .15 .070 .020 .017 .096 .153 1
D . 61 .39 97.54 .96 - •» .15 .194 .023 .076 .068 .211 6
H .61 . 68 96.81 1.22 205 31 .34 .069 .033 .054 .070 .186 12
X a 68 .84 97.72 .69 125 - .35 .085 .052 .050 ,054 .164
G .71 1.25 96.16 1.15 - ,30 .092 *052 .050 ,079 .203 13
Average .61 .73 97.18 1.05 167 27 .254 .102 .036 ,049 .073 .183 8.00
Second Sugars
LAFAYETTE DISTRICT
23 .92 1.61 94.27 2.02 m m .20 .142 .042 ,064 ,082 .267 23
Raw Sugars M .36 .92 97.18 1.08 201 26 .22 .065 .024 .016 , 095 .192 5
V .43 .82 96.86 1.20 210 63 .20 .056 .034 ,011 ,130 .145
K .44 .62 97.21 1.26 133 «* .18 .067 .045 .011 ,106 .128 4
A .46 .47 97.90 1. AO 325 50 .10 .050 .021 .010 .089 .146 ■3?
Q • 51 .54 96.87 1.31 53 , 23 .038 .025 .013 ,140 .204 2
L • 55 .51 97.10 1.20 «* 52 .22 .062 .031 .010 • 108 .164 8
T .77 .48 98.03 .96 213 55 .13 .034 .028 .071 • 060 .151 7
0 .76 1.05 95.85 1.53 78 .12 .063 .026 .061 .063 .240 ..m ____
Average .54 .68 97.11 1.22 216 54 .175 .054 .029 .025 ,136 *171 7.00
Second Sugars 32 .27 .56 98.05 .70 178 44 .09 .037 .021 .012 .044 .165 3
MISSISSIPPI RIYdR DIST.
Raw Sugars E .74 .68 96.33 1.25 152 34 .12 .072 .030 .054 ,051 .267 mm
C .77 1.04 96.57 1.10 mm 53 .10 ,087 .039 .038 .073 .296 as
N .79 .71 96.38 ,91 264 24 .08 .143 .034 .035 ,062 .273 -
.83 .90 96.48 1.19 108 - .20 .059 .037 .055 ,066 .339 II .....
Average .78 .83 96.44 1.11 175 37 .13 .090 .035 ,046 .063 .293 11
Sugars 26 .57 .76 97.12 1.07 - 30 .09 .053 .020 .056 .054 .269 -
31 .59 .90 97.05 1.35 155 27 .09 .077 .023 .055 .055 ,218 10
30 . 66 . 68 96.90 1.41 194 - .09 .068 .017 .053 .057 .252 mg
F .72 .94 96.79 1.10 - 74 .13 .044 ,070 .061 .051 .225 9
38 .72 1.38 95.46 1.71 - 135 .33 .210 .078 .084 .076 .228 20





page ,65 .93 96.66 1.33 175 67 .146 .0904 .042 .062 .059 .238 13.00
Z .49 1.36 97.57 .82 - 119 .12 .61 .022 .011 ,125 ,166 -
29 .39 .88 97.38 .87 - 56 .27 ,46 .026 .016 .115 ,222 •*
B .41 .51 96.96 1.48 91 .12 .093 ,030 .013 .195 ,137 17
U .45 .80 96.50 1.60 170 mi .13 .071 .027 .011 .093 .105 22
S .76 .70 96.48 1.12 mm 30 .13 .081 .031 .053 .046 .293 14 . .  .
rage .54 .67 96.65 1.40 170 60 .13 .082 .029 ,026 .111 .178 17.67
BSBJ2







Ash 310, Fe,Of Al,0i§ OaO MgO £*0 Filtration
Number , f ... -r- f £ Ash . - Ash -f. Ash , $ Ash f  Ash. Number
A 08.28 0.60 0.75 0.35 8*63 0*58 5*93 8*10 0.55 50.90 207
Q 06.40 1.21 1*05 .44 3*83 .46 16.00 7.04 2.38 11.85 198
R 07*75 0.95 0.49 .44 7.36 .67 3.36 7*81 2.00 25.63 160
C 07*15 1.18 0*95 *45 7.25 .52 3.90 5*35 1.61 35*00 195
80 97.46 0.81 1.20 *45 6.41 .75 11*90 5.43 3.43 24.91 *»
26 96.95 1.40 0.90 .46 16*70 1.31 16*07 5*65 0.86 39*76 108
97.02 0.91 0.83 ft 8*96 0.45 0*78 5*80 3*17 19*67 **
X 93.70 0.89 3.40 .48 5.52 •93 9.78 4*33 4.44 16.40 MS
I 97*85 0*72 0.75 *51 10*16 2.10 18*86 11*18 4.88 17.99 81
D 97*15 0.71 0*84 •54 5*75 *51 6.87 5.88 4*64 41.70 152
7 96*20 1.05 0.78 .55 6.02 *35 11*27 5.50 3*45 22.80 158
K 96.75 1.03 0*57 .57 8.30 .53 18.79 6.92 5.49 43.34 mt
23 95.70 2.02 1*18 .60 5*08 .58 5.39 10.15 3.09 28*88 M
25 96.50 0.99 1.54 .63 5*46 *36 7.05 4.20 2.05 24*06 M
H 97.0b 1*03 0.83 ♦63 4. 40 .48 19.20 6*65 3*47 33*50 183
8 96.15 1.13 0.88 .66 6.48 .66 3*95 5*78 2.03 28.30
B 97.10 0*84 0.66 .69 5.74 *51 10.90 4.75 2.40 21*43 ft*
0 95.80 1.04 1.63 .71 7*70 *88 0.25 5*80 1.90 41*32 198
N 96.60 0.80 0.92 *75 9*20 ♦25 7*95 8*13 2*07 23*88 800
31 95*60 1*22 1.23 .97 4*85 .26 16.75 1.10 1.59 , M*25 -




























































































Average# of Analyse# 
for
Crop of 1933
Factories Grouped According to Type of Sugar Produced
















Straight BawSssar IS 0*53 18.88 0.63 , 9*54 6.60 . 2*66 27.56 . 169

















Analyses of Samples for Three Successive Grope from Certain factories
Straight Sam Sugar Factories
Code Total Ash on Insoluble Residue S10„, f  CaOv f, X̂O# f, Filtration
Ho* 96* Sugar Polarisation mgms./lOO gma. Ash Ash Ash Nusiber
19S3- 1934 1936 10.38. 1934 _j935 1934 1935 1933 1934....,1?33_ M  . M , M  I934 j?M
A ♦34 *4? *50 98.28 97*90 97.06 50 4 0 8*65 4*57 8*10 19.30 3 0 . 9 0 31.70 8 0 7 3 2 5 214
1 *43 - •88 97.75 96*77 - 31 7*36 - 7*81 mm 2 5 * 6 3 «a» 160 130
Q *45 ♦55 •48 96.40 96.87 97*37 53 33 3*85 4*90 7*04 27.40 11*85 40.00 198 - 186
C *44 ♦ S O am 97.15 96.57 mm 53 7*25 5*06 5*35 9*50 35.00 40.00 195 • * •
3T *46 • *41 97.02 mm 97.06, - 20 8*96 m 5*60 * * 19.67 <*- ** — 178
X *49 *70 .54 93.70 97*73 75*58 mm 21 3*52 7.65 4.33 7.00 16*40 34.10 1 2 5 167
t *50 „ .45 97.85 - 97.87 192 10.16 11.18 17*99 iff 61 a * 146
D *53 *63 .45 97.15 97.54 97*51 « » 29 5*75 3.77 5*88 11*10 41*70 84.60 152 - 211
V *54 *44 .56 96.20 96.66 96.59 63 59 6.63 7*91 5*50 24*00 82.S0 33.70 138 216 128
X .56 * 4 $ .46 96.75 97*10 97.03 - * 30 8*30 10*22 8*92 24*10 43.54 89.10 • » 133 207
H .62 *63 .43 97.05 96.81 97,33 31 22 4*40 5.41 8*65 11*40 33*50 80.50 183 205 136
1 *68 .77 ,80 97.10 96.33 98*08 34 31 5*74 4*05 4*75 6*90 21*43 36.10 mm 132 136
N *69 *63 .78 95*80 96*38 96.80 24 25 9.20 4.30 6*13 7*90 23*88 34.60 108 264 WffF
Factories Other Than Straight Raw Sugar Plants
29 .44 *40 .86 97.46 97.38 95*SX 56 126 6*41 8.67 3*48 27,40 24,91 56*90 mm mm 194
26 *43 .59 .78 96*95 97*12 96*22 30 75 16.70 3*51 5.65 9.20 39*76 47.20 198 - *m
22 *60 *98 .55 95.70 94*27 96*07 - 45 5*06 4,5? 10.15 9.00 28.88 29.60 *• mm .mm
25 .62 .44 - 96.50 97.21 - 26 5*46 6.05 4*20 17.00 24.96 39*50 .*» 133 -*
31 .97 .61 mm 95.60 97*05 96*28 W 16 4.85 8,00 1*10 9.30 14.25 88*80 mrn 355 *












































































In this study an attempt has ha on made to determine 
possible reasons for the rather wide variations in quality 
of the raw sugars produced in the various Louisiana plants* 
and where possible to suggest methods for improvement of 
their product# These sugars are in most respects superior 
in ouality to tropical sugars but because of peculiar local 
conditions a higher quality is naturally demanded and this 
demand must be met*
in determining the desirability of a sugar a refiner 
considers among other things, total ash content, filtration 
rate, sise of grain, color and amount of Insoluble mattor 
or trash present in the sugar# This data has been obtained 
on the sugars examined, with the exception of color# LaCk 
of suitable standards for determining color on a compara** 
tiv© basis have mad© It Impossible to make this determine 
ation.
Data has been obtained on samples collected during 
the 193b and also during the 1934 seasons* samples were 
also taken during the 1935 crop but only a limited amount 
of data on these camples can be presented at this time.
The 1934 samples represent a better cross section of the 
state than do those of 1933 and will therefore bo considered
first#
The sugars have been subdivided into three groups-*
Straight raw sugars,i.e.,those produced in plants using 
ordinary tin elarlfioation and turning out as products, 
raw sugar and flnalmolassesj sulphitstlon raw sugars, tee 
prodnet of plants using a lime-sulfur clarification and 
whose products srs a llgdt colored raw sugar and a fancy 
grade of second or occasionally final molasaeaj and second 
sugars, light colored sugars produced at plants using either 
a liana-sulfur clarification or which are refining with 
vegetable chavs* shoes sugars are built up oat grain obtained 
from syrup, but first molasses, second molasses or affination 
syrups and various combinations of these are used in the 
building up process. Ifcey are generally soft grained, light 
colored sugars, high in ash due to the nature of the material 
from which they were obtained, a stannary of the weighted 
averages of the analyses of these three groups of sugars is 
presented in fable x. The data on the individual plants 
will be found In fable V*
A second grouping of factories has been made to bring out 
any differences which mi$it be due to the manner of handling 
low grade products,i.e.,whether the factory used crystal* 
Users and turned out a single grade of raw sugar or whether 
they produced two grades of raw sugar by boiling their second 
molasses into blank strikes which would be purged several 
months later to obtain a very low grade raw sugar known as 
string sugar. Factories in tee first category are termed 
erystalllser factories while those in the second are listed
177
as string goods p lan ts, a summary o f the weighted averages 
of the analyses according to  tho above soheme ta presented 
In  fab le n .  The data on th® ind ividual plants w ill be found 
in  fa lile  V I,
She kind o f sugar produced might also be Influenced by 
the type of s e ttle r used in  the c la rific a tio n  process, The 
various samples bate been grouped aocoddingly, m aintaining 
the o rig in a l separation In to  the three classes o f raw sugars* 
She averages fo r each type of s e ttle r and kind of sugar are 
submitted in  fable I I I  and the detailed  Inform ation on the 
ind ividual plants in  fab le V II.
I t  has also been brought out in  th is  study th at the ash 
content o f the sugars seems to  vary w ith  the section of the 
state In  which the oane was grown, fo r th is  reason i t  was 
decided to submit a te r r ito r ia l grouping of the samples 
along w ithths other groupings* She d is tric ts  lis te d  are def­
ined roughly as follow s t She Bayou Lafourche D is tric t extends 
from ponaldsonville to LoOkport and include® only plants 
whloh are located not more than one or two m iles away from, 
the bayou, The Franklin  D is tric t includes plants along or 
w ith in  a few m iles o f the old Spanish T ra il between Morgan 
C ity end Franklin, moat o f these plants are along Bayou 
Teehe or close to i t .  The Lafayette D is tric t includes a ll. 
plants from jeanerette to Lafayette In  a s trip  extending 
ten miles on e ith e r side of the old Spanish T ra il. The Miss­
issip p i Klver D is tric t includes a ll fao tories on e ith e r bank 
of the r iv e r between Hew Hoads and Lullng, The Red River
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poctations tee second sugars proved lowest In the smouu.b 
of insoluble residue present* this is e3cpl&ined by tee 
greater oare and cleanliness exercised in the direct mw* 
sumption sugar plants to safeguard teeir white sugars free 
contamination of any sort* imieh naturally means cleaner ■ 
syrups* molasses and sugars*
From tee data of ̂ able II it is evident teat plants 
equipped with orystaliissers turn out a larger grained sugar 
than do those not so equipped and further that their sugar 
has a higher filtration rate and less Insoluble residue as 
veil# Xn only two reapsts does the product of the non* 
crystallise? plants show a slight advantage over that of 
the crystallise? plants and that is In gums content and 
lime salts* Higher lime salts and gums are probably tea 
results of an alkaline clarification hut there is also tea 
possibility that part of tee trouble may be due to tee r#* 
circulation of tee final molasses which adheres to tee 
third sugars used as seed* this can be eliminated by double 
purging the crystallise? strikes before mingling them with 
syrup to form a seed magma*
in comparing the data on tee basis of type of clarlfier 
used* teetotal ash content* the filtration number and tee 
insoluble residue are the figures most liable to be affected 
by tee type of olarlf ler* only In three cases are there 
enough factories using a given type of settler to warrant
comparing it with other settlors* Open defecators and D»# 
lag settlers predominate in the state hut there are also 
several plants equipped with huokstuhl settlers* naming 
eat tiers make the poorest showing of the three types, being 
highest in Insoluble and lowest in filtrability of sugars# 
Open defecators show lowest insoluble residue* Examination 
of this residue shows that la mainly fine bagasse particles 
which float through the continuous settlers due to high rate 
of juice flow through them coupled with lack of proper means 
for removing scums that rise to the surface of the juice#
It has been found that la the majority of plants where 
Dealings are used that the practice is to have two or more 
settlers connected in series* This holds the Juice in the 
settlers for a rather long period during which excessive 
inversion will occur unless the juice in maintained alkaline# 
The high reducing sugar content of the juice renders this 
bad practice since it is destroyed by the combination of 
high temperature and alkalinity, and dark colored gummy# 
decomposition produets are formed# At Factory F whore toe 
Demlngs are operated in parallel the insoluble is lowest 
for this group and the filtration rate Is quite good# At 
Factory T whera lack of heater capacity formed them to hold 
temperatures In the Deminga down to around 210° F we find 
high filtration number and low gums which would seam to 
indicate that lower temper attires in paming operation in 
Louisiana are advisable# it is to be noted that apparently
the contention of Bird (000 section on juice clarification) 
teat boating juices to a high temperature causes elimination 
of silica Is true# for tee silica content of the naming 
sugar© is tee lowest of tee three types*
One fact brought out very strikingly during this work 
is teat for some reason the factories in Mississippi River 
district produce a sugar with a higher ate ontent than that 
of any other district* the results for tee past terse 
seasons have been tee same so It Is hardly to be classed 
as an accident* %% Is hardly to be ascribed to the fact' 
that all of these plants either have or do not have crystal# 
Users since plants of bote other types are included* 
tere© different types of settlers are employed, so settlers 
are eliminated* ^aslr filtration rate la slightly leas 
than average but their cleanliness is far better than aver# 
age* Forty milligrams of residue per loo grams of sugar la 
considered very good by refiners* only one factory In the 
group exceeds this figure and that was due to overcrowding 
their settler a# a condition which has since been remedied* 
analysis of the ash ©hows teat tec principal difference In 
tee ash of this and other districts seems to be in tee fact 
that tee Kffi content is 00$ to 70$ higher in tels district# 
this is u n doubtedly due to the uatureof the soil In this 
district rather than to any other factor* lime suite in tee 
ash from this district are quite low while sulphates and
im
silicates are next to the highest# since there la no 
practical way to eliminate m lbe of potassium from the 
Juices and since high salt content lowers the desirability 
of the sugar for refining* It would m m  logical for plant# 
in this district to devote themselves to the production 
of various typos of direct consumption sugars and fancy 
molasses. In these products they might overcome to aam 
extant this handicap Of high ash due to potash* Many 
factories in this territory are making direct consumption 
sugar very successfully and their product finds favor with 
the buyers*
Tabulation $&& ranking have failed to show any definite 
relations nips between f 11 tr ability and the following* total 
ash, gums* so»* S&0$* C&G end &WG* fhere does not
seem to be anything to show that there 1® a relationship 
between slse of grain and ash content p though it Is generally 
assume a that the larger the grain sl&e the lower will be the 
total ash because of the mailer total surface and hence 
molasses film which contains fcbelargest part of the ash* 
tomlng material* Apparently in the sugars studied other 
factors outweighed grain else in influencing ash content,
A study of the analyse® of the Individual sugar© a© 
presented in fable V# shows that the Insoluble matter la 
eome cases was quite high* in the two worst cases# 1Vo\m$ and 
2 the primary fault Is lack of Intelligent supervision
of the clarification process# With factories &# v* 0 
and F the difficulty was lack of sufficient settler capacity# 
Factory 24 had a very unsatisfactory type of settlor whiffet 
was too tall aid too large for this si&e plant# Trie mud 
lines were so arrange, that the floe was badly dispersed 
by the incoming Juice* and failed to settle properly as a 
result# The determination of the insoluble residue In the 
sugar of a plant affords one of the simplest and most ©ffeo# 
tive methods of cheeking the efficiency of its clarification 
process#
The data on the 1933 samples is sutalited in Tables 
9* 10* 11# 12 and 13# The data on these sugars includes 
the iron* aluminum and magnesium content of the mshoa but 
does not include sulphates and phosphates as does the data 
on the 1934 samples# toe data on Iron# aluminum and mag* 
no slum are submitted as a matter of record* There scorns 
to be no very satisfactory explanation of the variation in 
the values of those figures from factory to factory* it 
is to bo noted that with these samples as with those for 
1934 the factories of the Mississippi River District allowed 
the highest total ash and highest potash content of any 
other group of pleats#
to Table XIV* three season* 0  data on a group of 
straight raw sugar factories have been tabulated for com** 
par I son* Also data Is given on a small group of plants 
which produce either sulfltation raw or second sugars but
the group is too sfiiall for comparisons* The straight 
raw sugar plants havo been ranked in order of ascending ash# 
ascending SIG»# Cao, and insoluble residue and in order 
of descending filtration numbers* The ranking of a plant 
in eacn of these six variables appears in Table XV* The 
three year averages in each of these variable are given in 
Table XVII* The rankings In Table XVI are based on these 
averages* m  Table XVI these factories have been arranged 
in order of average rank# the highest ranking plant being 
first in the list* It is significant that the first six 
factories are all west of the A t c h a f a l a y a *  The next plants 
are along the Mississippi river and the last four are 
scattered throughout the sugar district* Bach of thesw last 
four plants has one trouble in common with the otners# —  
that Is lack of sufficient settler capacity for the grinding 
rates which tney have been maintaining during the past few 
seasons *
Bata on the pH of the various samples# the true sucrose# 
by the Clerget method# safety factors and the total ash 
calculated to the basis of 96® sugar were obtained in ad­
dition to the information given In the tables, Tnis data 
was not Included in the tables since it showed no signifi­
cant variations* The sugars examined showed only traces of 
sodium so this constituent was not determined*

las
Samples of the raw sugars produced in Louisiana have 
been collected and analyzed during the past three seasons* 
Studies have been made of the individual factories in order 
to have a complete history of each sample for each season* 
The data obtained by these studies have been tabulated 
and arranged according to schemes designed to show any 
significant differences in the sugars due to type of settler 
employed in their fabrication* method of operation of the 
plant or geographical origin of the sample*
A study of the tables showo that lack of sufficient 
clarification capacity to properly handle the volume of 
juice producod is the most significant factor influencing 
the quality of the raw sugars# bower velocities of juice 
through settlers is indicated in several cases* The in~ 
stallation of auxiliary screening devices to remove float* 
Ing trash from clarified juices is a simple and economical 
method for lowering the amount of Insoluble material in the 
sugars* plants equipped with crystalllzers produce bettor 
sugars than do plants not so equipped* The double purging 
of crystalllzer strikes is indicated as a means of improving 
ash and filtrability of sugars from these plants*
Considered from the standpoint of geographical origin# 
sugars from the sugar section west of th© Atchafalaya are 
consistently superior to those of the section east of that
Fiver* sugars from plants along the Mississippi river show 
consistently higher total ash content rather than do sugars 
from all other sections, That this is not due to peculiar­
ities In factory equipment or operation but is caused by 
soil differences is evident when we consider that In each 
group of plants we have a very good cross-section of the 
various types of equipment and systems of operation* The 
ash of sugars from the Mississippi Elver section is much 
higher in potash than are those of the sugars from other 
sections* From the limited amount of data available on
soils of the sugar area we know that available potash is
\
highest in the soils of the Mississippi Elver District and 
lowest in soils of the Lafayette district* It would thus 
seem that our high ashes are definitely due to tne soil on 
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131 the manufacture of raw sugar from sugar ©an® the 
juice la usually eagres sad by passing the cane# which has 
hem previously prepared by putting it through revolving 
knives* shredders or similar apparatus* between a series 
of massive iron rollers Where it is subjected to a very 
heavy pressure* as a further means of extracting the 
largest amount of sucrose possible from the cane* the 
crushed cans or bagasse* as it is called# Is saturated 
with hot water which dissolves sucrose from the non^ruptur* 
ed and ruptured cells alike and carries it out of the bag* 
asse when the latter is subjected to further pressure# 
the juice thus expressed from the cane Is of a dark 
dirty brown or greenish brown color and is commonly termed 
raw Juice* such juice from houlsiena canes has been found 
by Browne and Blouln# Walton and Fort and others to contain 
ia addition to sucrose and water# varying amounts of warn 
from the rind of the cane# organic non*sugar© from disrupted 
cells of the interned®©* fine particles of pith and fiber# 
soil which wa© adhering to the cane# and a varied collection 
of inopgsnio salts which are generally classed as ash*
century that any groat amount of scientificft *s %
Or % © ft § © § *s H* % § Cf 9 H e* £
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Investigation of this subject has been conducted* these 
various studies have greatly added to our knowledge* both 
from a theoretical and practical standpoint, the result 
has been that the subject is gradually changing from an 
art to a science* but even at this late date the metamor- 
phosla Is not yet complete as far as the industry is con* 
earned*
One fact that has been brought out by numerous to* 
vestigators is that the question of proper treatment and 
conditions necessary to secure the best results to clar­
ification seems to be a matter that must be worked out 
for specific cane verities* soil conditions and the like* 
With this fact to mind* the following investigation was 
undertaken with the idea of determining the beat methods 
and conditions for the clarification of the juices of 
Louisiana canes.
fhe Investigation has Included a comprehensive sur­
vey of the literature for the past forty years* the design 
ml construction of a suitable experimental apparatus* 
m& a series of studies of various methods of clarifica­
tion that are to common use*

















































is  great with white off «g©». a Util® obiokon fat
Is  used to  to *  operation. It ta afterwards pat to  largo 
sartosm plates to crystallise* tost which is obtained 
from to* cokes off sugar to vary white and bards rcaarabl* 
Sag « 9Wtai» sad is called sale sugar. tost toioh to ob» 
tainad fro* toe wmwwwkIo. to* crystals off whiob arc asset* 
«r and leas hard and H u , is asasd female sugar* *  *  *  
to quota further from Harlot t *  *  *  toe nabJ.ro o off toe 
Hast Indies appear to have ssaA ordinery aftlk for purify* 
tog to* Juleo during boiling. also toe juioc off a apocica 
off wallow ehtoh they planted for tost purpose* Humph dees 
set mention toe use off liras* or other alkalis. and* as to® 
eesurecy off tnia naturalist is well known* we m y  conclude 
tost toe Chinese and Indiana did not use then*
to tbs western tomal sphere we find & record (8) off e 
report by a l»* Brya® Higgins* a sugar expert* which wee 
sede to toe Jaraaieen souse off Aeeerably in 1707. M s  
gentleman discusses toe composition off sugar can® juice 
and toe mechanists off toe clarification process as then 
understood. Hie ideas were' not so far wrong at toot* as 
can to noted tvora the following excerpts* sound cute juice 
consists off water, sugar, deliquescent sweet, herbaceous 
nettor. carbonic sold and molcettea acid. And suae juices 
0ORtain variable quantities of other ingredients, which 
are not yet to be noticed.
in these pharmeceutie ingredients subsist the primary
or chemical prlnelplea of many vegetable adds*- mt m» 
psrlence shows that the eonsposltion of attractive forces 
Matting fro® such proportions of the principles no tab* 
pleoo in the m a s t  juices tends Chiefly to the formation 
of on acid similar to vinegar# and of an additional quantity 
carbonic add and mel&saes acid#
Per in the course of twelve or eighteen how® the 
juice mantles by the rise and a ©capo of carbonic acid in 
the elastic state* at an earlier time it smells sour and 
acetous# and by effect of such delay on tho sugar producible 
from it# It la certain there la an addition of the origtei&l 
quantity of molasses add*
' T h i s  l a s t  I #  t h e  I n g r e d i e n t  w h i c h  m e e t  p o w e r f u l l y  t o »  
p e d e s  t h e  c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n  s s a d  s e p a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  s w e c h a r i M  
matter from the deliquescent sweet mid m o t h e r  l i q u o r  c a l l e d  
molasses. as It lessons mother liquor# md m  It Is highly 
p r o b a b l e  t h a t  c a o l & a o e a  c o n t a i n  t h e  l i k e  m o l d  a s  a  c o n s t i t u e n t  
p r i n c i p l e #  i  g i v e  i t  t h e  m m  o f  m o l a s s e s  a c i d *
Herbaceous matter is of that part which shows Itself 
In the yawing# and more in the boiling of the juice which 
has been cleared from gross filth by filtration# Xb la that 
Which we endeavor to separate from the saccharin# liquor by 
yawing and ekiming*
'fhe herbaceous matter has some analogy to gamin resins# 
but has a much nearer similitude in chemical onaractor to the 
dregs of refined indigo or that vegetable matter which can*
*3Ui#*t













wtd tg n t (SI* S£)| OMM (B3)i Ooawlsjr (8*) ««A « M n  
tttWM its pass* Sn ttos paroosss* ids os* of p&oaphatss 
turn MMlmd seanaidsratois study toy Boons ((%»)* BscmI (88)* 
psmsll <87)* pains and so»«offlcs»a (88)* Pevk and nsyso (BP) 
and • lw gt nmafbesF of others. *taa ganorsl eonoiuaioa
im
8 m  to lom that a certain minimum amount or phosphates in 
tbs ra@ juice la os&enfctal for proper oliarification and if 
canting the lack mat ho supplied by tue addition or 
soluble phosphate# Various compounds of aluminum have alm
considerable study us clarifying agents# s&ubbs (30)# 
Wayne (16)# and Hardy (31) worked with Al*{60*)®# m*a18q* 
and bauxite respectively# yrl&aen^Qeerllgs (32) and .vataman 
(33) report cm still other aliaaiaun eosgrooiids# uocfc snd fall* 
are to ahow any vary marked advantages over anasp-er agent* 
have oos&lned to prevent the general adoption of aluminum 
©O5S>0tmda for this work* the use of oo# in connection with, 
lias for juice clarification la u wall e«tablis2*ed practise 
in Java (21* 22) and Qrosa (34) aa&ong other© has studied itm 
possibilities for us# in houiaiana but the high reducing 
sugar content of e*&> juices acta as a do ter rent to it© use 
hare*
*8 * 0  usual practice Is to hoot the juice to a boll after 
it ha© received Its obae&eel treatment# eird (35# 36# 39} 
D«ffliag (38) end Feamell (80) advocate hosting the juice to 
approximately 24o* F« after ouemieal treatment since they 
find that this produces a more complete alternation of silica 
and albuminoids than doss the usual practice of heating only 
to boiling at atoospherlo pressure# walker (4o)# xreuler (41 j# 
Parnell (42) and others hare studied the off set of heating 
the julee before chemical treatment end find that talc ha© 
certain beneficial effects but that# In general# the practice
Is s$o% t o  t o
Despite the importance of the- ret* at wblah ̂ dlmenta- 
tion oeoure and the volume of the sediment ss oosapared to 
the t#Wl volume of juice settled* vary little «asI in* 
fornatlon am these points Is given la say of these hundreds 
at artislea vhioh boas appeared dealing with olurtfieatioa 
studies* . xa lt£G* m * l  Deerr reports the use of a steam 
jashsted tube for observing settling rates and elates that 
It was eatlsfsotory* . Swslveyears later* Harehea (44) work* 
Sag la Java reports that ha has used soel Beerr a t|$iii>atai 
•ad also a modification of it* tnl amUoni that convection 
« M « A t  4ov«a up wdiamtatlaa considerably* Paine sad 
Escao (49) working la popto Kino «  the offsot of pH on 
sane jttiM defecation report that they ussd a stoats jacket*
•d glass defecator* from the fast that thsy allowed oas 
sad ons quarter hours for ths juice to settle la their appa* 
ratue we Infer that la tula oass also conveetien currents 
retarded settling considerably* is 19S4* {tool peerr (49) 
la s Short notice describes a slightly modified form of 
bis original apparatus (4S) which be reeawende for use la 
•boobing up on sedimentation rates of esne juices* 'ftae 
apparatus Is simply a llebig eondaneer fitted with a funnel 
m  one end and a step cook on the other* steam blown through 
the jacket is supposed to eliminate diffloultlee due to sea** 
vwstlon currents*
Very early in the development of the industry* it was
MOOgntMd that th* reaction of th* Jules after treatment 
w i  an Important faotor in detemniatng th« effieiency of 
ttw process* the eontrol of this operation was first 
effected by appearances of the Joloe alone bat os early 
M  1S90 wo find Robortson (47) strongly tnsonawilag tbs 
«a* of phenolphthalien as an ladioater in determining th« 
juice acidities* It would appear that prior to that tins 
this indleator was practically unknown in Louisiana sugar 
plants*
fits introduction of tbs conception of pH values as a 
nssanro of juies reactions marked on* of th* greatest ad» 
irsaoss mad* t**dat* la th* scientific study of Sam* elarl* 
fioetion. path eolorlaetrie and electrons trio msthods haw* 
tsn introduced* ssIn m  (48) discusses th* use of oolorl* 
metric methods for th* determination of pi of sugar hems* 
protests* Lava and Bison (4©) compare th* eolorimetri© 
with ttaa eleetrometrie method using hydrogen and th* quin»» 
bydron* electrodes* They slain that th* lattor when proper* 
ly handlod la superior to either of th* other two methods# 
Cameron (So) has also nad* a oomparstlv* study of oolori* 
no trio and electros® trie methods and rsoomsndad that th* 
colorimetric method h* used foe routin* aontrsl work# using 
Xolthoff s buffer solutions* Baloh and fain* (SI) rooaatasmd 
the us* of a tungaten-isensanea* slootrods for elootromstrlo 
methods* Xa enothor papar (SB) thoy dssorlba th* apparatus 
and gin th* method of employing th* iNh oleetrotes for
ths eoatisuous iM«nilns ot pH waluoa of Juioos* autoWKjuaat 
tortt ha* revealed that to* swan oleotrodo does not peafsyn 
aa sat 1 sfaatorlly aa the worts of th* author* wool# Sap
dieata# too oat of antimony eleetrsde# of various types is 
discussed to? salves (85) who reeonmnds this electrode aa 
rugg* and «H*ap* and olaima that St gives th* quick and 
aessrat* determination of pH values of sugar aolutlona ®nd 
soil solutions# oatanaoat (64) laments th* foot' that toe too* 
of the antimony eleetredea So Halted to temperature# of 14* 
to'88* beosae* of Sii liak of'fiat* ot other taitper&tttr®*# 
park* anKI 8*ortl (SS) rooemend ths os* of a vaesttaa tub* 
potentiometer In eon&eotion with th* antimony electrodes and 
tltln that the solution i M 4  not to* «tlswed If repreduelbl* 
result* are to to* obtain**# KhOfcOV and Boltunov (SO) ststo 
that th* Hhimeay eleetrode £* affeetosd toy orgsnlo aside and 
therefore has no ppaotSoal advanta®* ow» th* hydrogen eleo* 
trod** itoe wortc of Reamrs and sued* (8?) eonfirms that of 
Park* «ad Board a* regard* the unstirred solutions# Gyatek 
(88) alttu that stirred solutions give toast results* Ufa* 
millivolts versus pH o w e  aa worked out by him confirms th* 
work of other Observers* Isede end Korthrup Company (88)
f
State that the 3b *leetred»s sold to? them are to to* used la 
flowing solutions and that the rat* of flow of the solution
toss no appreciable defect on th* determination of the pH#
£r resent mouths several manufacturers (80# 01# 88)
tocv* put on tiw market a self-contained heavy wall glass
pôwoejop eq 09 30 %wyuoo •o*d eqq
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Baloh (62) stats that Juloss should Be Xtaad to a pH of 
S • t# IWMrrlted that sufficient filtering capacity to avail* 
abh*t if martom clarification is desired* They qualify 
toelr itfitosnt by mtobioniag that pi for m m i m m  tXSFlfl* 
cation varies with different juices and in any case tto p$&> 
eibiXltisa of color formation and scaling evaporators and 
hectors mat to considered# Famoll (4a) states that a moa* 
im m precipitation of impurities occurs at pit 8*3 or over# 
tot sections toot tola alkaline reaction la not desirable 
because of the dimmer of destruction of glucose m &  the very 
large volume of mud produced* flic work of gmltii (OB) in 
Hawaii confirms toe finding of other observers that alkaline 
clarification results in m, very much larger volume of mtd 
than docs clarification at lower pa values# tot to states 
tost apparently Using to a pH as hl^i m  0 can to carried 
on with safety and without destruction of glucose* to&XXcp 
o f Hawaii (7) confirms tto statement of Smith (08) and stresses 
too fact that isosi clarification troubles arc oisfaad by a 
too acid rather toon a too alkaline reaction* Hadficld (09) 
of Hawaii also confirms toe work of Smith (88)* isarloff (70) 
of £ava recommends that toe final reaction of the juice 
should to aoid to phsnoXphto&Xsin and about neutral to lit** 
sttia# as this reaction moat effectively promotes the removal 
of colloids# pectins end coloring matter present In eons 
juices* King (71)* working in toe Philippines# concludes 
tost ma&lsmm clarification and elimination of all impurities
n m m t  to* obtained by ItoUic bo any particular point# twit 
for each t n d i w i d u a l  3»io# o n  a p f c l a m a a  p o i n t  c m  b o  found to 
suit local ocmOitiimo*
in  s t u d y i n g  and c o m p a r i n g  v a r i o u a  m e t h o d ®  fa r too « !**& * 
f l e e t l o r n  o f  e m e  j u l e e e  t o o  t p i o e t t c m  a r i s e s *  m o  t o  w h a t  a o t o M o  
« o  s h a l l  uqq i n  m a m t i n g  t o o  o f f a e t i w e o r a o  o f  t o ©  w i u p J U n m  
m e t h o d * *  s i n c e  f i l t r a t i o n  of $xxtmn in n o t  e e m o m i c & l l y  
f e a s i b l e  o u r  p r o c e s s  m o t  y i e l d  a  c l e a r  j u i c e #  t h a t  i s #
Juioe fro© of euapenCetl matter* fa dotonino too rel&t&TO 
clearness of oor juice® too turbidimeter hue boon miggocbed 
by smith (TO) who recommend® too Kappke /TOfbidteotw far 
routine work* Dtrols end xngersalX (TO) haw ctevtaod a. much 
bettor sad for more amaltlv© arrangement that ie suitable 
for this work* Par moot accurate nark the speabrc^phobo* 
meter mmt bo used* part of too turbidity m y  bo duo to 
colloids which hare long boon rooognlood m  one of to© wry 
objectionable constituents of nmn juice©* karnmll (74) 
demonstrated that it owe tho proooneo of sowelled colloidal 
gum* in cone nolaesoo that prcwmbedtb© crystallisation of 
sucrose and toowed that swore®© would evyaballlfto from onto 
a solution when too gum® had been rewwd by precipitation* 
Pouquot (76) ©lasses a® colloids too rompounde which giro 
a dark dolor to soger Hot*©# product©* Parnell (76# 77# TO) 
state® that the colloid content of m m  juice® lo made up 
of protein (chiefly albumin)# pmtnmm^ pectin# wax# tannin* 
and mineral matter (chiefly allien)# He gitoo method® of
206
I W M A m  for Oho M p m t l o i  and analysis «f atsht selp (W) 
states that present tiLtrtfleotloR methods eliminate only 16* 
9S$ of O w  colloids pmoit in the Juiee# 8* claims that In** 
proved colloid •Uaimtlan taa toe obtained toy the use of the 
Oilehrlst process# Keane* KeOalip and Paine (60) data that 
the addition of m  anwit of liras to the Bands precipitated 
(He sane juices in the clarification proosaa will oanee an 
undue increase in the reversible eellold content of the mid* 
Paine* Badollet and u e w  (81) state that the usual methodf 
of oolleld investigation fail when applied to the store high* 
lar solvated eellolds ehioh are no doubt the ones that eanse 
the scat trouble to ease and beet sugar manufacture, wadollofc 
and Paine (82, 8S) recommend the use of the dye Hlght Blue 
to conjunction with a oat&phoresis sell for toe dofceradnatioo 
of the leo*eleetrie point of solutions containing colloids*
The sane authors to arrotoerpeper glee the re malt a of eelloid 
detensinati or on samples of raw sugars by several methods end 
alee the refinery reports on these sane sugars# ©wy eoa» 
elude that the dye test alone ie quite a satisfactory method 
of obtaining Information on toe probable colloid content and 
consequent refining quality of a raw sugar* since refining 
quality varies inversely es the eelloid content# SteAllep (84) 
reports from Hawaii that the so*ealled dye values wore not 
a reliable indication of the filtration characteristics of 
raw sugar# llndfors (8b, 86) suggest the use of aufraoe 
tension measurements as a means of ohecteing colloid content
% ®m «» pww&$nmto
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sins* they m u m to bo too frequent cause of flltyatlogi <ttf* 
floultlas during too presses from can* to refined sugar* 
Silica and lias are important also dm to their tendency to 
seal* heating surfaces* Walton and Fort fM) Has* reported 
wide variations to non~aug&r eootont of Juiees to itolstona 
raft the remits of their studies of to* eltotoafcion of nw» 
sugars by serious mthode* Brome m d  Blouin (OS) have nad* 
probably to* most couplet® study of to* composition of to* 
sugar erne and Its prodnsts#
yrm the foregoing It is wideni that debits all to* 
dm* our ienowle&ge of toe elarlfloafcien pres**# Is still 
largely eeplrlesl# toere m m m  to base bees little or a* 
attempt to adopt a standard method of procedure to ewrytog 
out laboratory studies of clarification or to do tomato* tost 
srlteria a m  be met satisfactorily employed' to Judging the 
merits of different processes* toe rmedying of this eon* 
ditioa would* we believe* be a diet toot contribution to to* 
furtherance of to* study of this general problem*

BX P2£R TAI*
JXt this study of clarification treatments it was decided 
to confine ©xperimental work to the following chemicals in 
■Various combinations as clarifying agents* vis, lime* phoam­
phoric acid* sodium aluminato* and sulphur*
One of the great objections raised to most experimental 
studies of clarification is that these studies are carried on 
in glass vessels and on ©uch a small seal© that they are not 
representative of actual factory conditions* -a 1th the idea of 
eliminating this objection* an experimental defecator of forty** 
eight liters capacity was designed and built* A drawing of this 
apparatus* Figure I* accompanies this dissertation and is prae* 
iieally self explanatory* two photographs are also included*
Th© apparatus was made tall in proportion to diameter so as to 
give a longer settling column which would permit of the more 
exact determination of settling rates which cannot be satis­
factorily measured with the usual experimental equipment* In 
order to reduce th© handling of juice to a minimum# th© ©lari** 
fier Is arranged Co that the contents can be agitated while 
cold by air for mixing In any chemical© that are added and the 
juice can thorn be heated to boiling and settled in this same
apparatus* The outer shell I© mad.© of ten Inch steel pipe* 
and the cone shaped bottom I© of eight Inch sheet Iron which is
21©
b r e w e d  m  fee t h e  p i p e *  maid© t h ®  s h a l l *  r o d  c o n c e n t r i c  w i t h  
I t *  i s  a  f r o *  i m o l *  b r a s s  b u b ©  w h i c h  i s  © p r o  a t  b o t h  r o d s *  T h i s  
t a b s  i s  b a l d  i n  p o s i t i o n  b y  a b o r t  I r o n  l a g s  w h i c h  a r e  b r a c e d  o n  
t o  t h e  b r a s s  t u b e  o n  o n ©  s a d  s a d  t o  t h e  i n s i d e  o f  t h e  s t e e l  p i p e  
a t  t h e  o t h e r *  I n s i d e  o f  t h e  f o u r  I n c h  t u b e *  r o d  o m e r o t r i o  w i t h  
i t #  i s  a  t w o  i n c h  c o p p e r  t u b e  w h i c h  I s  s e a l e d  u p  a t  b o t h  r o d s  
r o d  w h i c h  c o n s t i t u t e s  t h e  e a t r o d r l a *  o r  h e a t i n g  u n i t  o f  t h e  
a p p a r a t u s *  Q u a r t e r  i n c h  s a p p e r  t u b e s  s e w ©  a s  s t e a m  a n d  e x h a u a % 
l i n e s  f r o m  t h i s  o s l r o d r i s *  T h e  t w o  I n e h  a o p p e r  e s & r o d r i a  i s  
h e l d  i n  p o s i t i o n  b y  i r o n  l u g s  i n  t h e  nmm f a s h i o n  a s  t h e  f o u r  
i n e h  b r a s s  t u b e *  T h e  i d e a  o f  t h i s  c o n c e n t r i c  a r r a n g e m e n t  o f  
t u b e s  i s  t o  a s s u r e  r a p i d  r o d  e o m p l e t e  o i r e u l o t i o n  o f  J u i c e  
t h r o u g h  t h e  a p p a r a t u s *  e a p e ® i a lly  d u r i n g  h e a t i n g *  t h e  o u t s i d e  
o f t h e  a p p a r a t u s  I s  c o v e r e d  w i t h  a  o n e  I n c h  l a y e r  o f  a s b e s t o s  t o  
r e d u c e  h e a t  l o s s e s  f r o m  r a d i a t i o n  t o  t h e  m i n i m u m *  I h l a  a s b e s t o s  
c o v e r i n g  i s  n o t  s h o r n  i n  t h e  d r a w i n g *  T h e  s m a l l  d o u b l e  c o n e  w h i c h  
i s  s u s p e n d e d  f r o m  t h e  b o t t o m  o f  the e a l s n d r i a  1 0  f o r  the p u r p o s e  
© f  p r e v e n t i n g  c h a n n e l i n g  o f  t h e  p r e c i p i t a t e d  m u d  w h e n  s a m p l e s  
a r e  d r a w n  f r o m  t h e  d e f e c a t o r *  M u d  s a m p l e s  c a n  b e  t a k e n  o f f  f r o m  
t h ©  o n e  h a l f  I n c h  l i n e  s h o w n  a t  t h e  b o t t o m  o f  t h e  a p p a r a t u s *
Air is introduced through this same line to agitate the Juice 
when it is cold# a large two inch gate valve at th© bottom of 
the apparatus Is used for emptying and washing out the apparatus* 
Wor the observation of settling conditions rod the measure* 
meat of settling rates a one rod three quarter ineh Fyrex tub e is
connectsI i i r o n  crosses through suitable packing gland#.* 
The w w e s  are connected to short nipples which are biased on 
tothe outside of the steel pipe* This tub© md crosses are 
surrounded by a double walled sheet metal Jacket packed with
asbestos# Vertical fyrex tubes set In opposite sides of this
«?
jacket permit a slewing of the settling tube* A perforated 
galvanised iron tube in the top of the Jacket* and ports at 
the bottom of this provide for the entrance md exit of heated 
dry air which is used to hold the interior of the jacket at 
constant temperature from top to bottom* thus eliminating 
trouble due to convection currents while the Juice is settling* 
A centrifugal separator md filter are provided to remove dirt 
and water from the compressed air before 1% passes through a 
gas fired heater on Its way into the Jacket* By proper control 
of the rate of flow of air through the heater It Is possible to 
obtain practically adiabatic conditions inside the jacket and 
perfect settling of the Juices*
Circulation of juice through the fyrex settling tub# is 
produced by a baffle of sheet copper which deflects juice 
flowing over the top of the settling column* This arrangement 
produces a rapid and constant flm of Juice through th# asbtl* 
tag tab# as long as It remains open* By means of valves at 
the top and bottom of this tube it Is possible to isolate a 
sample of the juice at any time and observe its settling rate 
end the percentage mud deposited by volume* Th# bottom valve
m *
is a standard brass gats valve* At the top of the tubs a 
rubber stopper in the end of a length of' a small bore glass 
tubing serves to close off the tube when deseed#
Samples of Glorified juice for testing are drawn off from 
a one eighth inch brass petoock located midway the height of 
the apparatus*
in order that results would be comparable a uniform pro# 
eedure for these experiments was worked out and was as follows! 
4 weired amount of sane was ground in a two#foot# three roll* 
motor driven cane mill* fhe bagasse was passed through the 
mill a second time* fhs extracted juice was weighed and the 
normal extraction calculated for each run* After mixing and 
straining the' juices* a weired amount of it was placed in the 
clarification apparatus and a separate portion was set aside 
for use in the analytical determination that had to be made#
Fes* tests lit which lime alone was used as the chemical 
agent a predetermined amount of lime was weighed out and then** 
oughly mixed with from two to three gallons of the juice from 
the apparatus* ihe lime suspension was then slowly poured 
into the apparatus while its juice contents was being agitafc** 
ed with air* After the lime and juice were thoroughly mixed 
a sample of the cold limed juice was drawn off for the deter# 
mination of the pH end aoidity or alkalinity* remaining
Jules was then heated to boiling by admitting live stem to 
the calandria of the apparatus* When the Juice reached the
MS
r
boiling point, th© ©team pressure was reduced and boiling 
allowed to continue for two or three minutes to Insure that 
all dissolved and entrained air was ©spelled from the Juice* 
after thorough boiling the steam was shut off and the settling 
of the juice was observed in the glass settling column m  the 
outside of the apparatus# g& order to measure the di stance 
settled in unit time it was necessary to develop a special 
device# it was found undesirable to place a light inside the 
jacket since it caused local disturbances and set up convection 
currents in the juice# $he density of the floe produced is so 
nearly that of the Juice that even very slight differences In 
the temperature cause it to rise or fall# as the case may be*
A light was arranged so that it could be moved up and dowe& 
opposite one of the windows of the settling tube jacket* In 
front of the opposite window a modified sighting bar# slmli^p 
to the type used for instruction in rifle marksmanship, was 
arranged so that it could be moved up and down between vertical 
parallel bars* By means of an endless belt andpulley arrange* 
went the light and sighting bar were connected so that they 
moved up or down in unison* A meter stick was fixed to one of 
idie vertical guides end the height of the mud column at any 
Instant Is determined by sighting across the bi# to tli© light 
opposite it# adjusting the height of the light and bar 
until it Just coincides with the tip of the mud bed and noting
the scale reading at the point whore a marie on the sighting 
fear coincides with. it*, The settling tube waa calibrated with 
water so that the total volume of juice settled and the volume 
of mud produced ©an fee calculated from the scale readings*
The distance settled per minute was noted for a period of one 
half hour* At the end of forty^five minutes the height of the 
column of mud in the settling glass was noted and recorded*
At the time that the final height of the mud column was 
noted a sample of the clarified juice was drawn from the code 
on the side of the apparatus# Following this* a saxsple ©f mud 
was drawn from the mud coek on the bottom of the unit end to 
it #ae added a proportionate amount of scum that had risen to 
the top of the Juice* This sample was thorou^dF mixed and 
-wee used for tie determination of filtration rate* viscosity* 
and the density of the mud* Viscosity was determined b y  means 
of the Stbrmer Viaoosimeter* This apparatus had been previously 
calibrated with a solution of OP Sucrose so that its readings 
could be converted into absolute units by use of the Bureau 
of &t«h dards scientific Paper lumber 298* Density was deter* 
stood by weighing a known volume of the well cooled mud sample* 
Filtration rates were determined with an Elliott Filter Unit* 
the procedure recommended for determining filtration rates 
on sugars with this apparatus is not suited for use with cane 
mods* and a modification had to he worked out* In using this 
apparatus with raw sugar it is customary to mix a weighed
m s
F
amount of standard filter aid into th© sugar solution# Immerse 
the prepared unit in this solution and apply the suction# Th© 
weight of material filtered in a given period of time la deter* 
mined and ie used as a basis In determining the filtrabllifey 
©f that particular sugar# Mixing the filter aid with the mud 
proved unsatisfactory for several reasons* It is contrary to 
general practice and it s© changes the characteristics of the 
mud that there remains considerable doubt as to whether rates 
determined in this may would have my practical signifies*©© *
Since it was desired to obtain data from which rate curves 
could be plotted it was necessary to arrange a calibrated re* 
eeiverrfor filtrates# so many complaints have been registered 
against the use of cotton twill cloth as a filter medium because 
of the practical impossibility of obtaining samples that are 
exact duplicates of one another that a monel metal cloth of 
SO x 120 mesh was used for this purpose# me metal cloth proved 
Very satisfactory in every way* It was necessary to precoat the 
unit jfcightly with filter aid before immersing it in th© mud#
A suspension of twenty gram© of standard filter aid In four 
liters of tap water was used for pro coating# The p re coated 
unit was Immersed in the mud and imotion applied* The volume 
of filtrate coming over per minute-was noted over a period of 
one Qalf hour# Filtration rate curves were plotted from the
■h-data obtained# time being th© abotasa© and total volum© of 
filtrate the ordinates*
Th© usual determinations were mad© on th© samples of raw 
and clarified juice. This Included brix# sucrose* purity*
Glarget* reducing sugars* acidity and pH# Total solids In 
juice was determined by the Brlx hydrometer and also by means 
of the Abb© Kefractometer which was calibrated so that it read 
percent of solids directly# This method served as a check 
od the Brix hydrometer# sucrose was determined by Jackson and 
Gillie Modification of the Clorgot Method* Method IV# Bureau 
of standards scientific Papers Mo* 575. surface tension was 
determined with the pu Jfouy Tensimeter with the Idea of using 
this determination as a check on the colloid content of the 
various juices* The electrical conductivity of the juices was 
determined with a sugar ash bridge* This data was used for 
correlation with the total ash content of the juices as do* 
termined gravimetric ally.
The pH of each juice sample was determined by four differ* 
©nt means* It was determined colorimetrieally # using Hellige 
glass standards and also using laMotte liquid standards. Iti
was also determined ©leetrometrle&lly# using an antimony* 
saturated calmel cell of the type furnished by the heeds & 
Horthrup Go*# the juice flowing past the electrode during the 
measurement* A quin-hydron©*saturated calomel cell was also 
used for the electrometric determination of pH* It was found 
that it was extremely difficult to get any two methods to
m*r
check with my degree of accuracy* and almost a miracle if 
three would check one another, it Is noteworthy that in an 
article which appeared in th® Transactions too American 
Institute pf; flhemioal Bngtnccrp for June 1935 this same 
lack of correlation of results with different pH methods Is 
reported by Mr* deorge A* Perloy of the Leeds & Horthrup Go#
He ascribes toe difficulties encountered as being due to in** 
herent defects In the methods themselves*
We have attempted to use toe thick wall glass electrode 
In determining pH values on clarified Juice* Two different 
Vacuum tube circuits taken from the literature and well re com­
mended* we re constructed but neither proved satisfactory for 
us® with this type of electrode because of the instability of 
the circuit* k third circuit is under construction at this 
time* and it Is hoped that it will satisfactorily answer the 
needs*
Attempts were mad® to determine toe density md average 
sis® of th® floe formed during the defecation of can© Juice* 
Study under the microscope* both low and high powered* revealed 
that there is nothing remotely resembling uniformity in the 
site ©add shape of this floe* Apparently* Innumerable smaller 
floe unite to form on© large aggregate which may have any 
conceivable shape or size within limits* Most floe examined 
appeared to be gelatinous In nature and were a pal© greenish
y«llow la oalof♦ Afctumptsfc® stain the floo with, various dyes
in order to facilitate their examination w w  imsuoeossful*$
$o much water or Juice 10 hound up In the floo that the 
density of the floo and juice are almost Identical* Removal 
of the Juice or water changes the nature ©f th* floo complete’* 
i y *
For determination of the mineral constituents of both the 
new and defecated juice It was necessary to first ash th*' 
samples# platinum dishes were used for this work since it 
was found that there was sufficient alkali carbonate present 
or formed to appreciably attack fused silica dishes* fhm pro* 
Cedure followed in this work was as follows9 fhe sample was 
transferred to a weighed platinum dish and evaporated to dry* 
ness on a sand bath* she dish and contents were heated with 
a micro-bumer to chsr the mass# Because of the mount of 
auger present the material swells tremendously# and great care 
is necessary to prevent loss at this point* After evolution 
of gasses from the mass had ceased# the dish was placed in m  
electric muffle furnace and heated to £50* C* and burned to a 
yellow ash* ffcis dish was then cooled in a deselector and 
weighed* She ash is quite hygroscopic and must be weighed 
rapidly#
She ash thus obtained was analysed for SlOa* Fd^O##
6a0# MgO* K»0 and ifa#0* For the determination of SlO** G&O 
and MgO the methods used are those given in circular number 
13$ (Method and procedure of soil Analysis used in the Division
Of Soil Oheml&ttiy and Physics* soil® investigations*, Bureau 
of Qhemistry and Solis)* For tho determination of Fe^O* and 
AljjO® tho method was followed through to tho point where these 
substance® are detem Ined as the mixed oxides* The Pe®Qe was 
then determined in the mixed precipitate by titration against 
KAO potassium bichromate solution according to method given 
in Volume trie Analysis* Volume IX# page 485* Kolthoff and 
Furman (John Wiley and Sons* 1980)* W&SG and Ks0 were deter- 
mined by the method of mixed chlorides a® given in Standard 
Methods of Water Analysis* A*P*H*JU (1917)* page 58*
the results were expressed as milligrams of the constituent 
per liter of juice# In order to better compare the results of 
Various runs the data were reduced to the basis of milligrams 
per 100 Brlx solids*
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Cfearclcalo as Clarification Agoata 
forGane Jules Treatments
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Kate: A plus sign indicates an increase rather than decrease
























Using Lime Alone for Clcrifieation 
Showing





























, u 50 7.68 65.92 £6.86 77.82 ♦71.53_±&l£L. 1.15 1.9 2.20 15.68 6 5.00 4
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a u a s
Using Lime and SOt for Clarification 
Showing
























Purity y&mtm ‘Total Ash
36-5 5.5 29.1? 2.81 2 . -17.6? ... 2 0.85 . -_*56. . ♦5.7? -48*87
36-4 6.5 55.33 5.00 -_1- . 36,86___17.1 1 x*oe.. . . **•71 0.00 -91*90
Average 5*9 31.25 2*91 22*02 17,6 0,9? -*64 ♦ 5.89 -70*39
TABLE IX
Analytical Data for Clarification
j;;in Number 1 3 5 7 9
Gets 11/24/33 11/28/33 12/4/33 12/6/33 12/8/33
.tight of Sample, lbs. 112 125 125 129 127
Extraction, % 64.0 70.8 66.0 68.4 66.8
Ought of Lime, gms. 52.0 54.0 56.0 58.0 60.0
(irsxas Lime per 100 lbs. Juice 46.4 43.2 44.8 45.0 47,2
d.as Juice Acidity, m. 1, 0.9 «ar 1.2 1.0 1.2
Cold Limed Juice Acidity, m.l. 0.1 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0,4
Clarified Juice Acidity, m.l. 0.1 0.05 0.3 -0.05 -0.1
Raw Juice pH, Baus-Meade 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.7 5.5
" ", Hellige 5.6 5.6 5.4 5.8 5.7
” ", Antimony 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.6 5.1
' " ", Quinhydrone 7.1 6,6 10.6 5.5 7.3
Cold Limed Juice pH, Baus-Meade 7.3 - 8.0 8.0 7.7
", Hellige 6.6 - 8.0 8.3 8.3
" " " ", Antimony 9.0 9.0 9.1 8.9 9.1
” " " ", Quinbydrone 6.8 «* 10.5 6.9 6,6
C la r i f ie d  Juice pH, Baus-Meade 7.0 7.1 7.7 7,3 7.3
", Hellige 6.8 7.1 7.7 7.5 7.5
!i " ", Antimony 7.2 8.0 8,7 7.9 8.1
" ” ”, Quinbydrone 
Mu JUICE ANALYSIS:-
7.4 7.1 10.4 7.0 7.3
Brix 17.49 17.24 16.51 18.33 16.27
Sucrose 14.70 14.00 12.37 15.82 15. 66
P u rity 84.0 81.2 74.8 86,4 85.7
Reducing Sugars 0.40 0.47 0.86 0.40 0.43
Reducing Sugars Ratio 2.72 3.36 6.96 2.54 2.75
Total Solids, Re fra e tome ter - 16.94 16.16 17.74 17.84
ducrose, Glerget - 14.48 13.14 16.00 15.58
Surface Tension, dynes/can 47.04 45.50 43.65 44.80 47.60
S p e c ific  Conductance ma .00580 .00626 .00392 ,00397
Total Ash - - - - mt
PpO ,̂ Mgms./lOO m.l. Juice 
■XkliLTLW JUICE ANALYSIS:-
— •ma — - —
Brix 17.57 17.19 16.57 18.34 18.26
Sucrose 14.61 14.55 12.73 16.23 15.46
P u rity 83.2 84.6 76.9 68.5 84.7
Reducing Sugars 0.41 0.43 0.82 0.39 0.43
Reducing Sugars Ratio 3.81 2.96 6.46 2.40 2.79
Total Solids, Refractometer - 17.00 15.86 18.04 17,74
Sucrose, Clerget m 14.11 12.94 16.36 15.58
Surface Tension, dynes/cm. 49.85 45.92 47.05 51.52 50,40
S pec ific  Conductance .0060) .00645 .00418 ,00392
Total Ash • - as
P90P> Mgns./lOO m.l. Juice
CHA CdS FROM RAW TO CLARIFIED JUICE
- — ma •m
Brix 0.08 -0.05 0.06 0.01 0,01
P urity -0.8 3.4 2.1 2.1 -1.0
Reducing Sugars Ratio 0.09 -0.40 -0.50 -0.14 0.04
S pec ific  Conductance - .00020 .00019 .00026 -.00004
Surface C ansion 2.81 0.42 3.40 6,72 2.80
Total Asl - - - ■n -
% Lud by volume 25.46 17.41 26.57 15.17 28.27
V ise o s itj of mud, poises 1.029 1.199 0.947 1.263 1.061
Bp» Cr. ( f mud at 17.5 C. 1.07640 1.07040 1.01855 1.06795 1.07505
Pp. Or. < f Clar. Juice at 17.5 C. 1.07251 1,07085 1.06813 1.07592 1.07556
B iffe re n  } in Specific Gravities 0.00389 -0.00045 -0.04958 -0.00797 -0.00051

























































































































































































































































































































































Analytical Data for Clarification Tests Using
Run Number 
Date
\i.3ht of Sample, lbs. 
Extraction, %
",eight of Lime, gins.
Weight of Na2A.lg04, gma.
Grams Lime/ltiO lbs. Juice 
Grans NagAlgO^/lOO lbs. Juice 
Raw Juice Acidity, m.l.
Gold Limed Juice Acidity m.l. 
Clarified Juice Acidity, m.l. 
Raw Juice pH, Baus-MeadeW
n Hellige, Antimony 
", Quinhydrone
ôld Limed Juice pH, Baus-Meade
Hellige 
1, Antimony
i! " " ", Quinhydrone
Clarified Juice pH, Baus-Meade 
", Hellige 
" " ", Antimony






Reducing Sugars Ratio 










Reducing Sugars Ratio 
Total Solids, Refract csister 
Sucrose, Clerget 
Surface Tension, dynea/can 
-pacific Conductance 
Total Ash








A Mud by volume 
iscosity of Mud 
Uoecific gravity of Mud at 17.5 C. 
specific Gravity of Clar. Juice at 17.5 C. 





























































































































































































16 6 8 10 24 27
2/21/33 12/5/33 12/7/33 32/11/33 1/10/34 1/15/34
122 128 125 123 127 127
68.9 67.2 68.0 67.2 70.0 70.8
54.0 53.0 58.0 60.0 62.0 64.0
2.2 2,2 2.2 2.2 2. 2 2.2
44.3 43.8 46.4 48.8 48.8 50.4
1.80 1.72 1.76 1.79 1.73 1.73
1. 2 1.15 0.85 1.6 0.9 1.15
-0.1 0.1 -0.3 -0.2 -0.15 -0.3
0.1 0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.07 -0.2
5.5 5.5 5,7 5.5 5.2 5.7
5.7 - 5.8 5.8 5,7 5.8
5.7 5.9 - 5.3 5.3 5.4
5.2 1.3 - 6.9 5,9 5.7
7.7 8.1 7.7 7.6 7.7 7.7
8.1 8.1 7.9 7.9 7.9 8.2
8.5 7.6 - 8.6 8.1 8.7
7.2 4.3 40 6.8 7.6 6.6
7.3 7.4 7.7 7.4 7,4 7.5
7.5 7.6 7.7 7.6 7.7 7.7
7.9 7.6 m 8.2 7,9 8.5
5.8 6*5 — 7.3 7.0 7.0
18.92 17.97 18.21 18,17 17.50 17,66
16.68 15.31 15.96 14.70 15.05 15.17
88.2 85.2 87.6 80.9 86.0 85.9
0.31 0,51 0.37 1.10 0.46 0.39
1.86 3.33 2.32 6.06 3.06 2.57
15,77 17.27 18.17 18.17 17.22 17.00
16.79 15.36 15.98 15.09 15.05 15.29
54.95 47.04 45.92 45.92 47.18 46.07
.00401 ,00457 .00360 .00468 .00457 .00434
0.56 mm — — 0.53 0.60
19.04 17.63 18.28 18.27 17.81 17.74
16.95 15.71 16.30 15.00 15.04 15.33
89.0 88.2 89,2 82.1 84.5 87.0
0.31 0.42 0.43 0.98 0.47 0.40
1.83 2.67 2.64 6.53 3.06 2.61
15. 78 17.37 15.84 16.23 15.36 17.14
17.15 15.85 16.25 15.47 14,94 15.26
59.11 50,28 47.60 49.01 59.94 -
.00448 .00483 .00406 .00503 .00454 .00445
0.51 m> - 0.58 0.60
0.12 -0.14 0.07 0.10 0.31 0.08
0.8 3.0 1.6 1.2 -1.5 1.1
- - • - m -
-0.03 -0.66 0.32 0,47 0.00 0.04
.00047 .00027 .00046 .00035 -.00003 .00011
4.16 3,24 1.68 3.00 12.76 m
-0.05 - - - 0.05 0.0
21.27 28.80 - 19.17 12.12 28.12
1.143 1.357 1.016 1.199 1.117 1.092
1.07446 1.03785 1.07228 1.07085 1.07510 1.07638
1.07902 1.07367 1.07565 1.07560 1.07357 1.07326
-0.00456 -0.03582 -0.00337 -0.00475 0.00153 0.00312
Analytical Data 
for
Clarification Tests Using Lime and HgPO^
Run Number 17 18 19 20 23
Date 12/21/33 12/29/33 12/29/53 12/30/33 1/6/34
Weight of Sample, lbs. 119 125 128 140 126
.extraction, % 63.3 69 • 6 69.6 69.0 70,0
Weight of lime, gjns. 54.0 56= 0 58.0 60.0 62.0
Weight of PpOg, fffliSo 5.21 5,67 5.70 5,35 5.70
Gi*sses lime per 100 lbs. juice 45.4 44.8 45.3 42.9 49.2
Grams per 100 lbs. juice 4.33 4,54 4.45 3.62 4.52
Raw juic©°acidity, m.l. 1 o 2 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.3
Cold limed juice acidity, mol. 0.1 Ocl 0.05 0.1 0.2
Clarified juice acidity, m.l. Ocl 0.1 0. 00 c . l 0.1
haw Juice pH, Baua-IAeede t-, ft:(5 5.5 5.6 5.5 -
", Hellige 5.7 5=7 5.7 5.7 5.9
" " ", Antimony electrode 5.7 6.0 6. C 5.7 5.2
" ’’ ", Qulnhydron© " 5.2 4.6 4.6 5.9 8,8
Cold limed juic® pH, Beus-Keede 7.7 7, 5 7.7 7.7 7.3
" " n "c Uelliga 8.1 7=7 8.1 8.0 6.8
” ” *' ", Antimony - 6, 6 7.9 7.9 6,9
” n " ” 5 ouinhvdrone 7.0 5 = 7 5.9 5.6 7.0
Clarified juice pH, Beue-Meed© - e . s ~ -
" " Hellige 6,7 6=7 6.5 6.5 6.8
" " Antimony 7.4 7 = 6 6.8 G. 6 6.4
r» ** e __ . /* ,-\ r. rv rr * r- ■» r: =«\
j, ^ . u i f i i t v u m i o 1/ r it W O ‘4. w ,6, W & 9/
HA'?? JUICu AID:I.U
Bri x 18.92 18.10 18.10 18.40 18.03
sucrose 16. 6o lu. 5<s 15.81* e O O
Purity 88=2 88=0 83. C 86.3 85.0
Reducing sugars 0.31 0=38 0.36 0.40 0.55
Reducing sugars ratio 1=86 2 = 39 2.39 2.52 3.59
Tot el So I id 15, Re free ton® ter 15.77 17 = 82 17.62 17=66 17.4.6
Sucrose, Olerget 16.79 16=05 13.05 15.78 15.58
Surface Tension, dynes/ccu . 54.95 44.9 6 44= 96 51.34 41, 07
Specific Conductance .004010 .003550 . 003550 .005710 , 00451'
Total Ash 0= 58 0.52 0.52 0 . 34 0.62
Po0f># ingiia. per 100 m.l. Juice - 74=e 74.3 80 a 5 -
CLARIFIED JUICE ANALYSIS:*1
Brix 17.80 18.71 18.36 18.40 18.11
Sucrose 15.93 16.03 16.10 16.08 15.60
Purity 89.5 85 = 7 66.1 87.4 06.1
Reduc ing sugars 0 c 34 0.41 0.47 0.44 0.53
Reducing sugars ratio 2.13 2.56 2.90 2.74 3.40
Total Solid3, Refractometer 15.63 17.02 1.8.16 16,12 17.20
Sucrose, Clorget 16=07 - 16.13 15.70
Surface Tension, dynes/dm® 6l o 05 50.51 4.3.85 - ‘id. 29
Specific Conductance .004340 .004120 .00390 .00415 .00442
Total Ash 0.49 0,43 0.49 0.52 -
Pp0gs mgma. per ICO E.l. juice 05.5 84 = 9 85.2 90.9 «t
CH/-.JIG.ES ?R0M HAW 
TO CLARIFIED JUICE:- 
Bi*ix -1.12 0.61 0.26 0.00 0.06
Pur ity 1 = 3 -2.3 0.1 1.1 1.1
Reducing sugars ratio 0.27 0.17 0.51 0.22 -0.19
Specific Conductance . =*003*5 .00057 . 00035 .00044 .  00009
Surface Tension 6.10 Oc &5 -1.11 o n or e £5 4*
Total Ash -0.07 -0.03 -0.03 -0,02 -
/ Mud by Volume 27.02 10 . 41 17 a 41 28 .  8 0 32.12
Viscosity of Mud, poises 0.385 1-.C4S 1.048 1.061 1 . 162
3p. Or. of Mud at 17.5 C = 1. 07 608 1.0B328 1.07963 1,03103 1.07988
*’ " " Clare Juice at 17.5 G. 1=07353 1.07735 1.076CO 1.07618 1.07490





The Details of the Analysis
of













Mgms. per Ash 
100 Brix
M s j e s .  per Ash 
100 Brix
AXgOcj %
Mgms. per Ash 
100 Brix
CaO % 
Mgms. per Ash 
100 Brix
MgO









11 Raw 50 5.7 6114.5 32.774 1.667 5.09 0.367 1.12 2.090 6.38 1.177 3.59 4.050 12,36 13,714 41.84
11 Clarified 50 0 .8 5645.0 30.326 0.569 1 .8 8 0.483 0.16 0.465 1.53 2.023 6.67 4.185 13.81 13,586 44,80
Difference 469.5 7.68 65.92 86.86 77.82 71.53 3.18 1.75
3 Raw 54 5.4 5759.5 31.191 2.009 6* 44 0.200 0.64 1.2(2 3,85 1.403 4,50 3.515 11.27 10.609 34.01
3 Clarified 54 7.1 4592.5 24.957 0.712 2.85 0.048 0.19 0.24 6 0.98 0,390 1.56 0,185 0.74 10.695 42,85
Difference 1167.0 20.26 64. 69 75.95 79,64 72.32 94.75 0.46
15 Raw 54 5.8 5757.0 28.196 1.035 3.76 0.155 0.55 2.62 4 9.34 1,787 6.50 0.349 1.27 12.110 42.95
15 Clarified 54 7.5 5355.0 25.919 0.639 2.42 0 . 039 0.15 0.26 4 0.98 ■0.196 0.74 0.239 0.90 11.563 44.61
Difference 382,0 6.66 37.29 74.60 90.21 88.89 30.42 3.04
5 Raw 56 5.4 5436.5 30.836 1.157 3,75 0.428 1.39 6.100 19.79 1.395 4.52 4.577 14,84 17.416 56.48
5 Clarified 56 7.7 5027.0 28.403 0.881 3.10 0.069 0.24 3.669 13.00 0.876 3.08 G.816 2.87 -
Difference 409.5 7.53 23.53 83.84 39.28 36.9 9 82.09 wv
7 Raw 58 5.7 6081.0 30.836 2.104 6.82 0.345 1.12 3.410 11.07 0.791 2.57 2.850 9,24 10.697 34. 69
7 Clarified 58 7.4 5226.5 26.487 1.541 5.82 0.068 0.25 0.50'. 1.90 1.029 6.91 0.535 2.02 -
Difference 854.5 14.05 26.75 80.15 85.22 131,41 81.23
0 Raw 60 5.5 5682.0 28.913 3 .2 5 4 11.25 0.506 1.75 4.851 > 16.60 0.514 1.78 2.641 9.13 9.175 a . 73
f\p Clarified 60 7.5 4559.0 23.213 1.502 6.47 0.036 o.ie 0.075 0.34 1,566 6.74 2.650 11.42 7 . 358 31.70
Difference 1123.0 19.76 53.87 92.86 98.38 204.46 0.30 19.86
21 Raw 60 5.7 5942.0 30.357 1.190 3.92 0.184 0.61 1.655 6.11 0.557 1.83 3,009 9,91 12.208 40.21
21 Clarified 60 7.2 5322.0 27.003 0.665 2.46 0.013 o.oe 0.17S 0.64 2.151 7.97 0.784 2,90 16.147 59.80
Difference 620.0 10.43 43.78 90.56 90.61 288.99 73,77 33.19
22 Raw 62 5.7 5903.5 30.024 1.139 3.79 0.226 0.75 3.51< 11.70 0.582 1.94 2.421 8.06 8.943 29.79
22 Clarified 62 7.4 5103.0 26.168 0.674 2.58 0,082 0.31 0.115 0,43 1.464 5.59 2,608 9.96 9.269 35.42
Difference 800.5 13.56 41.29 64.04 96.82 149.39 6.83 2.79
25 Raw 64 5.6 5652.5 31.019 1.476 4.76 0.231 0.74 1.793 5.67 0.824 2.66 4.807 15.50 15.299 49.32
25 Clarified 64 7.2 5559.5 29.502 0.878 2.98 0.374 1.27 0.82C 2.78 1.865 6.32 3.606 12,22 11.431 38.74
Difference 293.0 5.01 40.57 52.07 53.46 126.05 25.08 25.38
25 Raw 64 5.7 5584.0 29.615 1.453 4.91 0.233 0.79 1.79C 6.04 0.904 3.05 4.712 15.91 14.884 50.26
26 Clarified 64 8.1 5511.0 29.139 1.174 4.03 0.143 0.49 0.846 2.90 2.490 8.55 3.291 11.30 9.779 33.56
Difference 73.0 1.31 18.98 38.64 52.59 176.25 29.94 34.10
TABLE XIII 
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Mgjns. per Ash 
100 Brix
ITe^Cg % 
Mgns. per Ash 
100 Brix
AlgO'^ g 
Mgns'. per Ash 
100 Brix
GaC- % 
























































U Kaw 52 5.7 6231.0 36.765 1.151 3.18 0.407 1.11 1.729 4.70 0.608 1. 65 3.174 8.63 19.188 52. IS
14 Clarified 52 7.1 5968.0 34.338 0.749 2.14 0.123 0,35 0.682 1.95 2.654 7.60 4.367 12.50 13.035 37.32
Difference 263.0 4.22 34.56 69.57 60.24 340.29 38. 66 31.52
2 Haw 52 5.5 59 32 » 0 31.707 1.487 4. 69 0.146 0.48 4.702 14.83 0,736 2,52 1.879 0.92 11.004 34.70
o. Clarified 52 7.0 5348.0 28.432 0.848 2.98 0.035 0.12 0.096 0*34 1.778 6.25 2.523 8.87 7.055 24.81
Difference 644.0 10.75 43,24 76.36 97.97 140.65 33. 66 36.19
4 Raw 54 5.5 5347.5 £3.621 1.119 3.73 0.101 0.34 0.283 0.96 0.216 0,75 0.315 1.06 1.153 38.9
Clarified 54- 7*3 4797.5 26.693 0.495 1.85 0.047 0.18 0.530 1.99 0.460 1.72 0.127 0.48 1. 660 52*2
Difference 350,0 10.29 55. 95 54.10 86.50 106.55 42.08 43.59
f. Raw 56 C  fr■tj •  %J 6031.0 31.549 2.776 6.80 0.157 C.50 4.281 13.57 1.007 3.19 3.641 11,54 mw
Clarified 56 6.1 5090.0 26.589 1.134 4.26 0,045 0.17 0.060 0.23 0.598 2,25 0.107 0.40 0.606 2.28
Difference 1001.0 16.43 59.51 71.71 98.61 41.18 9?aQ, -
o Raw 58 5.8 551C.5 28.141 2® 408 8.56 0.475 1.69 4.770 16.95 0,906 3.22 3.064 10.89 8.924 31.71
o Clarified 60 7.9 4483.0 22.799 0.468 2.05 0.031 0.13 0.061 0.27 1.490 6,54 3,148 13.82 12.363 54.23
Difference 1027.5 18.65 80.49 93.55 98.72 65. C? 3.25 39.11
10 Raw SO 5.5 6102.0 31.235 2.178 6.97 0.379 1.29 4.039 13,73 0.614 2,09 2.503 8. el 11.377 38.72
10 Clarified 60 7.6 5804,0 23.535 0,496 1® 68 0.046 0.15 0.176 0.56 2.122 6.76 4.778 15.29 13.566 43.42
Difference 298.0 4.88 77 ® 09 87.84 95.63 245.85 92.02 19.96
n.. Raw 62 5.7 5362.0 31.247 1.557 5.01 0.224 0.72 1.271 5.77 0.783 2.51 0.657 2C.87 11.512 36.840 4 Clarified 62 7.7 5639.0 29 . 492 0.800 2,71 0.083 0.29 1.394 4.73 1.812 6.14 2.537 8.60 14.919 50.57
Difference 224.0 3.82 47.96 60.71 21.27 135.71 60.36 32.06
i i y Raw 64 5.7 5893.5 31,104 2.079 6.69 0,340 1.C9 2.103 6.76 0,913 2.94 4.586 14.75 12.091 38. c7
27 Clarified 64 7.3 5208.5 27.356 0.948 3.47 0.034 0.12 1.229 4.49 2.004 7.32 4.296 15.71 13.035 47.66
Difference 685.0 11.62 54.19 89.92 41.28 120.52 5.87 12.70
TkBL , XIV 
Showing
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of
Cane Juice Using Lime and Phosphoric Acid
Run Class Grms.
Lime





% SiOg % 
Decrease Mgjss, per Ash 
100 Brix
F8g0g %
Mgms. per Ash 
100 Brix
AisjGg %
Mgms. per Ash 
100 Brix
CaO . % 












17 Raw 54 5.7 5656.5 27.731 1,012 3.65 0.395 1.42 2.029 7.32 0.576 2.08 3.293 11.88 10.875 39.22
17 Clarified 54 6.9 4821.5 25.232 1.274 5.05 0.220 0.09 0.135 0.54 1.083 4.29 1,709 6,77 10.880 43.12
Difference 837.0 14.73 7.92 -94.78 93.77 76.17 -51.41 6.3.1..
10 Raw 56 5.7 5389.6 27.703 1.295 4.68 0.239 0.86 2.285 8.25 0.699 1.36 3.840 13,8.6 10.9.64 3.9,58 ....
■I p .1,0 Clarified 56 6.7 4436,0 22.003 0.714 3.25 0.124 0.56 0.568 2.58 1.272 5.78 3.256 14.80 10.947 49.75
Difference 953.5 17.69 -42.86 46.24 74,24 88,60 12.12 3.47
19 Raw 58 5.7 5389.5 27.703 1.295 4.68 0,239 0,86 2.285 8.25 0.699 2.52 3.840 13.86 10.861 39.58
1 q Clarified 58 6.8 4755.0 24.069 0.721 3.00 0.068 0.28 0.149 0.62 1.043 4,33 2.440 10.14 9.952 41,35
Difference 634.5 11.77 43.45 70.97 93.36 125.00 35.48 7_._8_3 . . .
20 Raw 60 5.7 5643.0 28.498 1.611 5.65 0.189 0. 66 3.525 12.36 0.523 1.88 4.217 14.78 9.494 33.29
20 Clarified 60 6.6 4967.0 25.084 0.732 2.92 0.045 0.18 0.101 0.40 1.222 4.87 1.391 5.55 13.125 52.33
Difference 681.0 12.06 54.55 76.00 97.13 133.82 67.01 38.24
23 Raw 62 5.8 5949.5 30.701 1,324 4.31 0.183 0.60 2.222 7.24 0.694 2.26 1.270 4.13 11.330 36.89
23 Clarified 62 6*8 5109.5 26.247 0.735 2.80 0.108 0.41 0.028 0.11 1.397 5,32 .1,158.. .4.41 13.711 52.24




Clarification Test Using Lima Only
and




MM* ef Sample, Aba*
l&ae/lOO Abe* Juice 
SitAi*0*/l00 Aba* juice 
Acidity of Raw Juice 
Acidity of Xntemaedlate Juice 
Acidity of Clarified Juice 
jfi of Mr Juice
pH of Juiee after let treatment 
pH of Final Juice before beating 
Ih ef Clarified Juice






Seducing sugars, ratio 










Seducing sugars ratio 




CHANGES FROM HAW JUICE TO CLARIFIED Jtn&Bl* 
Mae 
FMty




4 Colids In MudKbd by Muse Or* of laid at 17«5* c** * « Clar. Jaice-at 17,B« C*
Difference In Specific Gravities
1!/m/m
34-B “ f i f “OS*lsa 115 121 15547,54 51*55 46*76 45*931*77 .4*1*3 1.3 1.3 M0*2 0*8 0*5 0*60*2 0*1 1*4 0,9
5.0 5.6 5.3 5*0?.$ >** 7*3 7*3?*» <# 7.3 7.30*3 s.* 8,4 6*©
15*37 18.87 15.14 17,0810*78 10,76 U.0S 10*5430*33 80,63 74.16 78.3411*16 11*16 11*17 10*500*47 0.47 1*44 0*693*68 3.68 13.03 3*1744*70 *■ 44.83 43.2©18*1 18*1 81.6 14.3#* 4* 03.50*41 0*41 0.40 0*75
15*33 14.90 14*70 16*7913*06' 11*17 10.66 15,5780*00 74.97 76.88 81,9913*66 18*43 10.97 12.540*53 0.31 1.81 0*634*10 4.S7 14,14 4*7945*30 , *7 45.19 41*302*6 7,8 3.6 0*7«■* 10.08 9.4t*> . *- » 0.61
IB l*0*04 *0*67 •0.44 *0,39-O.B0 -3.S6 8*18 5,730,51 0*87 1.11 -0*580*30 , * 0,96 -1,96* «• -0.14
m 4. -34*1




O t a i f t a t i e a  f e e t  B e i n g  ttm  A l o n e
Mm 11/0/35 U/18/55 XI 





y#l̂ t of sample* xt»s* 1X8 118 m 119 %M
Mu of lime/100 lbs, juloo 44*07 44*07 39,69 45,38 44.97
9rn *f BO|Al«04/I00 Xbs* juio© m #* *► m.
A$i*itr of Sow Xuic* 3*8 8*0 1.S 0,9 1.0
AeidHy Of Intermediate Juice 0*8 ' 1*4 ' 0.8 ,* 0.5
Acidity of Clarified Juiee 0*4 1*0 0.3 0.1 0*1
pi of tar Juice 0*8 5*0 9.1 5,7 5,9
#S Of Juioe after lot treataat 6.9 6*8 6.8 ■*» 7,3
$8 of Final Juice before heating 6*9 8.0 6.8 ** 7,3
|8 Of Clarified Juice 6.2 6*0 6.0 6.6 7.3
BUT JWJB3 AHALYSIS:- .V
flFSpE 17*04 16*28 15,48 15,70 16,17
tarooo 16*64 12.37 13,35 18.91 13.66
tatty 00*00 76*85 79.00 98*48 74.70
taa*«e» Ctagat is.ai 11*07 12*77 18.51 13.55
Otaag sugar* Q.95 1.39 1.16 0*6? 1*76
Musing sugars ratio 6 .82 10.48 9.89 S.44 14.50
tafta Tension* dynes/cm. 48*09 89.96 56.09 48.86 49.00
teUdity, relative 5.3 8.0 26.6 81.9
ftO«i ague A00 oe* 48*9 78.8 73.3 4X.X —..
Aifet 0*53 0.65 0.46 0,36 8*88
OfcAHOTHD JtflSB ANALYSIS lm
t a 17*08 15.76 15,66 10.17 18.96
Sucrose 18*98 18*55 13.04 13*90 18.01
Mity 80*79 79.48 85.87 79,77 99.09
taxess. Olerget 14*10 13,17 16,69 IS. 16
Musing sugars 0*94 1.30 1.07 0.64 8.0?
Beta lag sugars ratio 6*75 10.46 8.21 4,96 16.48
tafeee Tension, tynes/em. 44.40 47,78 33.04 41,35. 40.89
tatldity, relative 2*1 1.0 13*7 11,0 8*6
F#0** n«aa,/100 ec. 18*0 8.3 50.1 24,8 m
Ait 0*56 0,74 0*40 m 4#
OBAHOgS FRCH HAW TO CIARIFIED MOKf
Ms 0*19 -0,44 0,1© 0,47 0.19
tatty 0*74 3*17 8,47 1.37 8.9?
M&etag sugars ratio ***0.07 0.03 -1.18 -0*48 1.89
tafaae f ana ion* dynes/cm. -3*89 7*77 -8*05 -0*99 0.85
7*0* content -30.0 -89*7 —48.1 -16*5 m
Total Anb 0.03 0*09 -0.06 *e
filtration Sfumber 62 47 m- -
| tails in mm 48*7 53.3 30*© 20,0 81.9
% ta bar volume 84*01 15,30 13,85 14.01 88.79
M M of Mud at 17.8* 0* 1*06840 1*00088 1,11747 1.09315
* , * . » Ota* Juice at 17*0* 0* 1*07108 1.06470 1,06416 1.06788




CXarifloatiaa Teats Using U Only
and









Weight of Sample* lbs. 180 180 120 130 1209mm of lina/loo lbs* juice 
m m  tit so,/loo lbs* juice 58.53 46.67 50*00 33*33 89.17*•» . tie 34,17 30*00
AOidity of Bee Juice . 1.8 2.0 1*8 1,9 1*0
Acidity of Intermediate Juice 0.8 0.1 0.1 3.3-0*8 8.3-1*7
Acidity of Clarified Juice 0.3 0.4 0.2 0*6 1*4
jfi of Beer Juice 3.7 5,7 5*7 3*3 5*710 of Juice after 1st treatment 7,9 7.7 7.7 8*1 5*3
p8 of final Juice before heating 7*9 7.7 7*7 8*8 5.3
pH of Clarified Juice 0.9 6.8 7.0 6*3 5*5
SAW JUICE AHALY5IS:-
Brix i7.es 17.98 17.86 17*58 17,71
Sucrose 11.90 18.61 12.24 12.44 11*89
Purity 69.11 71.48 69.70 70*70 07*14
Sucrose* Olerget 13.63 13.33 13,14 . 13*12 13*75
Seducing sugars 8.59 3*43 2*49 3*62 2.85
Seducing sugars ratio a, 76 16.97 30*34 . 21*06 88.97
Sarfese tension* dyne3/cm. 80.90 34,68 38*00 55,23 50*10
Turbidity* Belativ© » m #* «,
P#0i# mgpas./100 ec. 77.6 61.5 60,3 60*3 84*1
Ash 0.46 0,51 0*81 0*50 0*58
CLARIFIED JUICE AHAbYSlS:- 
Brix 17.34 16,01 17.81 17.97 17*93
Sucrose 18.88 13,88 12.82 18*91 13.19
Purity 70.82 73.40 73,02 71*84 07.99
Sucrose* Clerget 1S.9S 13.77 13*48 18*40 18*85
Reducing sugars 8.57 8.44 3*42 2*60 8*99
Seducing sugars ratio 80.93 16,46 19.43 30*14 84*83
Surface tension, dynes/cm. 31.10 63,48 81,70 . 34*84 50*66
Tnsbldity* relative m 10*0 18*6 -m 36*0
P#0*t mgas./lOO cc. 84,1 6.9 4*6 0*8 43*0
Aft 0.53 0.58 0*49 0,80 0.55
charges ram am to ciaritied jgxck:-Brix 0.12
Parity 1.71




Solids In Mad 19*1
& Mad by volume 14,14
Qfr Or. of Mud at 17*5* C* 1*07241
» * » Clar* Juice at 17*5*0* 1*07152 
Difference in specific gravities 0*00080
0,09 0*28 0.39 0423
1.9© 3,38 1*06 0.85
-0.51 -0,98 -0,98 *0*36
-1.17 -1*80 -0.71 -0*86
-73.0 -75,0 -78,7 -41.1
0*01 -0.08 0*00 0.03
17.0 10.0 17*1 18*0
14*52' 13.25 36.36 17*67
1.07742 1.07901 1*07692 1*07742
1*07449 1.06485 1*07428 1*07410
0*00897- O.O1018 0.00864 0*00552
filtration Number 93 121 104 98
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3?he greatest handicap which is encountered in any study 
of the clarification process lies in the eactermely variable 
nature of the juice Itself* In a general way we know that 
the nature of the juice la affected by such variables as 
variety of cane* class of cane* type of ©oil on which the 
cane was grown, nature and mount of fertiliser used on the 
cane, nature of the growing season of the Crop, state of 
maturity of the cane when harvested and when ground and 
still others which are not clearly understood* In this 
work we have attempted to eliminate or control a© many of 
these variables as possible* All of our cane was grown on 
the same type of soil and subjected to the sm& cultural add 
fertilizer treatments* Due to conditions beyond our com* 
trol v.e were forced to us© a different variety of cane for 
each season a work, but at least the data for a season is 
confined to a single variety* *Sh© other variables mentioned
wore beyond our control*
fhe data obtained are presented In a series of tables 
and graphs* #hls material will be considered frim two angles* 
first from the standpoint of physical appearance of the re* 
suiting juice and tie manner in which it settled and second* 
from the standpoint of efficiency In the elimination fife ash
35?
and other non*sugars by the clarification pro©©as#
The moat extensive series of tests were mate during the 
1933*34 season ant those are listed in the data and graph® 
as runs h#m inclusive#
The tests conducted during the 1934*35 drop m  listed 
as Runs 34*1 to 54*4* while those for 1935*38 are listed as 
35*1 to 55*6 and 36*1 to 58*5#
The 1935*34 series of tests will be considered first#
Such of this discussion is equally applicable to the later 
series of tests#
There are several factors which may be used to judge 
the efficiency of the Clarification process# $mong Others 
we may list the following as being of practical use and 
value# vie# rise in the apparent purity of the juice after 
clarification# as an indicator of the extent of non*pugar 
elir inatlon, increase in the surface tension of the juice 
after clarification as a measure of the .efficiency of colloid 
elimination# the per cent of mud by volume obtained hr the 
process and tie amount of the total ash content eliminated 
by the process# 1» all eaaifc it goes without saying# of 
course# that the first requisite is a light colored# tur* 
bldity free juice#
In Table 2 we have given the average figures fcr all 
of the runs in which lime was used alone#- those In which It 
was used with sodium alumlnate and those in which it was used 
with phosphoric acid# It will be noted that lime alone give® 
the greatest rise in apparent purity and that lime and phos*
phorie add apparently give® the smallest change tot apparent 
purity* ThB greatest vie# to surfaces tension 1® produced to 
the case where 11m and phosphorI® acid were need together* 
and the least rise where lira* alone was used* &tme and sodium 
alumina to treatments yielded the smallest volume**? muds# and 
11m and phosphoric acid the greatest volume#. She greatest 
elimination of ash was produced in case® where line and phos# 
phorio acid were used together and least to the cases where 
lime m d  sodium aluminate were used# When the individual 
constituents of the ash are considered* we note that sodium 
sluminate seems to cause the greatest decrease to the SiOs* 
Fec0s# and Mg© content of the juice and Is least effective 
to removing QaO# ll- o and phosphoric acid seem most effective 
in reducing the Al*0$ and Gao content of the juice* It is 
well to note that in all cases there is an increase to the 
GaO content of the juice on clarification hut that to the 
cases where H*FO* was used we have the smallest Increase*
As would be expected there is very little effect produced 
on the sodium and potassium content of the juice fey clarlf 1*» 
eation duo to the solubility of the salt® of these elements# 
to table 3 we have tabulated the rankings of each com* 
bination of cjtearifIcatlon agents in purity rise produced# aur* 
face tension Increase* etc* and show also the summation of 
these ranking® and the average of each combination of re* 
agents* It will be noted that lime and sodium aluminate 
ranks first with a rating of 1*8 with lime alone third with 
a rating of 2*2* From this it is evident that the additional
benefits produced by either the- alumina be or the phosphoric 
aiid are quite email axil whoa the increase in ©oat occasioned 
by their use te ©onsidered, are of doubtful economic value.
3D© table 4 we present the data on the individual runs 
in which lime and phosphoric acid were used as the clarify 
lug agents* These runs are listed according to toe pH of 
the clarified juice but inspection of the data will chow 
that there is no definite relation apparent between pH and 
any of the various factors considered in this table* it is 
evident that to establish any definite trends of relations 
in work of this sort an enormous mount of ea^erlmsntsl 
data will have to be accumulated so that the errors inherent 
in this sort of work will be compensated to the extent that 
they will not obscure m y  trends which may exist*
Tables 5 and 6 present the same data as Table 4 but for 
the runs in which lime end sodium aluminafce were used and 
for the runs in which lime was used alone 4 AS In toe case 
of Table 3 the data is listed according to the pH of toe 
clarified juice# but again there is no very apparent vela* 
tion between pH and any of the factors considered.
Ba Tables 9# Id# and 1 1  are presented toe analytical data 
on all of the various run®* The runs in which lime was meed 
alono being given in Table 9# those In which lime was used 
with sodium alumlnate age given In Table 1 0 #  and those in 
which lime was used with phosphoric acid are given In Table 1 1 *  
these tables will be found toe data on pH of the juices
360
as determined by different methods and the wide variation 
-■in the values obtained will he noted# It will also be noted 
that in practically ovary case the pacific conductance of 
the clarified juice is higher than that of the corresponding 
raw juice despite the fact that In all case a there la a d#* 
crease in ash content from raw to clarified juice* This 
difference is due most probably to the change in tin nature 
of the anions present in th© juice on clarification from 
more to less complex organic acids*
in Tables 12# 13 and 14 we present the results of the 
quantitative analyadi of the juice ashes from various runs* 
The data are arranged to show the changes produced in each 
constituent of the ash tr various treatments*
In Figures lj 2# and 3 we pres nt the graphs of the 
juice settling for tho various runs* in these graphs* time 
©lapsed in minutes is plotted as abscissae and total distance 
settled in centimeters is plotted ae ordinates* to every 
caso there Is a preliminary interval of time which elapse# 
before any clear juice Can be seen in the settling tube* 
Settling is* of course* taking place during this time* but 
actual settling rates cannot bo measured until the sharp line 
mark ng the boundary bet /eon the mud gone and thei Clear juice 
appears* In these figures the number of tho run represented 
by each curve Is printed at the lower end of th© curve* to 
tho caso of Runs 21* 22# and 25 In Figure 1 th© long time 






















on tho upper out of toe curves ♦ Muds from toe more alkaline 
juieea filter faster toon do muds from Juices with a more 
acid reaction which is in agreement with toe general experl* 
enee that addition of lime to toe muds before filtering sped&s 
up that operation* this of course does not mean that the pea#* 
tloe is wholly beneficial but it has its good points. All 
three treatments yielded muds which filtered about equally 
well*
Filtration rate curves of toe muds from toe juices of 
Runs 18 and 10 mid Runs 16 and 17 are shown in Figures 14 and 
15* Tho muda from Runs 18*10 were filtered and toe rate curves 
for them are plotted in Figure 14* these curves are practice 
ally Identical Just as are the settling rate curves*
m  Figure 15 it is rather convincingly demonstrated that 
muds from Juice treated with lime and M$F04 filter much more 
satisfactorily than do muds from the same Juice which has 
been treated withsodium alumina t© Instead of phosphoric acid* 
m  gables 15,13 and 17 the data on toe individual runs 
of toe 34* 35 end 58 series are presented* Tables 7 and 8 
have been set up to show the changes produced in toe juices 
by the various treatments *
The results of all of too tests are summed up md com­
pared in Table 1* toere are two sets of figures for tests in 
which lime was used alone as a clarifying agent, in the 
first set are included the data from toe 1933~54 tests and 
in the second we have combined the be suits for the nest
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three eerie© of tests* It wiXX b© no tod that In th© first aet 
of runs th© pH of th© clarified juice was 7*0 m  higher in 
all except on© case* whereas in th© second ©at of runs it was 
lower than seven in practically ©very case* A comparison of 
the average values in th© table would seem to indicate that 
the more alkaline clarification restated in bettor ash elim­
ination, greater increase in surface tension and hence better 
colloid elimination* and a larger volume of muds than does 
the slightly acid clarification* tte more acid juices show 
greater rise in apparent purity and less mud volume than 
the juices from the alkaline clarification.
Du© to improvements effected In the insulation of our 
settling tube, curves for settling rate© of the 34, 35 and 
36 series of test© are much more satisfactory than those of 
the earlier series * Bias© curves are shown in Figure© 6* 7#
8, 9 and 10* It will be noted that settling commenoed at 
once and that irregularities due to convection currents are 
absent.
Figure 8 shows the curves obtained in two run© in which 
separate portions of the ©am© raw juice were submitted to 
different chemical treatments* In one case lime alone w&a 
used as the chemical agent, while in the second lime and 
©odium aluminato we re employed* Apparently th© us© of $r%AX&0* 
in this particular ease had no appreciable effect on the 
settling rate of the juice nor upon th© mount of mud produced*
A study of the various settling rate curves will show 
that with few exceptions they have th© ©am© general shape*
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Starting from zero tim® th© curve is practically a straight 
line with a very steep slope for from one fifth to one third 
of the period alloted for eettling, this straight lino cor* 
responds to the period of free fall of the floe particles 
whioh form in the juice* during this period the rat© of fall 
of the particle is Influenced principally by the difference 
in densities of the floo and the medium and by the viscosity 
of the medium. T&© direction of the curve changes more or 
less gradually from a vertical to an approximately horizon­
tal direction and finally flattens out to practically par*** 
allel the time axis* The gradual change in direction of the 
curve corresponds to tho period during which the floe part­
icles begin to get close enough together to interfere with 
one anothers downward velocity# This is termed the period of 
impeded settling. The last stage of the process Is represented 
by tho flattened portion of the curve and is termed the peri* 
iod of compacting* during this time the floe which have 
settled down to where they are crowded together, feegin to 
work do n into the void© which naturally exist, and further 
reduce the volume of muds#
fihe slope of the first part of the curves is an excellent 
indication of the relative speed with which settling take® 
place and we have used the rate of fall as determined from 
this portion of the settling curves in making comparisons# 
Where convection currents have delayed settling, we have 
extrapolated back to zero time and used the actual rather 
than th© time value shown on the curves# This was necessary
m&
in N f m a  ot th* » «  of the early series* settling rates 
varied from a maximum of 2£*M centimeters per minute to a 
minimum of 1*84 centimeters per minute* This maximum value 
is probably to© high and actually maximum values would prob** 
ably mot be much more than ten centimeters per minute* 
m  Table 1 a resume of the results obtained by the 
various treatments is shown and here it will be seen that 
apparently Juices treated with lime only and to a slightly 
acid reaction exhibit moat rapid settling* increasing the 
pH of the Juices slows down settling almost 50$* with alum** 
inate treated Juices fast settling is found even with an 
alkaline Juice* but the number of cases averaged happens to 
be only five so that some doubt is possible as to the rel** 
lability of this figure*
Treatment with phosphate or with sulfur dioxide in add* 
itlon to lime tends to slow down settling rates and increase 
volumes of muds cult© considerably*
A comparison of the data for individual runs show© wide 
variations in the composition of the raw Juice which in tmm 
must affect very markedly the results of the clarification 
treatments* in a few oases we have been <ble to run tests 
using different portions of the same raw juice in successive 
runs* It would seem that the most satisfactory method for 
studying clarification treatments would be to set up a aer le® 
of t o or possibly four of these settlers which we have dee«* 
Igned and run four or even eight different treatments on 
portions of the same batch of raw juice* A batch of raw Juice
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can be kept for several hews without deterioration* so that 
i f  p e r s o n n e l  w e 2*0 a v a i l a b l e  quite a large number of testa 
might be carried out on the sample of Juice# Data of this 
sort would be much more satisfactory for comparative purposes 
than that obtained by present methods#

m?
m  apparatus has boon designed for use in studying the 
clarification process employed in producing sugar from the 
|uiee of the sugar cane* It permits of the measurement of 
the rates of sedimentation of the floe formed by the elarl* 
fylng agents and eliminates difficulties usually encounter* 
ed because of convection currents* Handling of juices is 
reduced to a minimum# She capacity of the unit is Such that 
results obtained with it approximate almost exactly those 
obtained under actual factory conditions# This apparatus 
has been tested out by four seasons investigations#
Sedimentation of cane juice floe takes place in three 
stages• The first stage is a period $g free fall during 
which the rate of sedim entation in- Influenced principally 
b the density of the floe and the viscosity of the medium* 
During the second stage# floe particles begin to interfere 
with each other s fall because of collisions with one another 
and sedimentation rates drop off Quite sharply* The last 
stage represents a period during which compacting cf the 
settled floe occurs and Is extremely slow# m  practice the 
sedimentation process is generally stopped at the beginning
of the last stage because ti i© does not permit its completion* 
For puposes of comparison sedimentation rates were calculated
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for the first stage of the process only* Hat© of fall of 
floo particles seems to vary between the minimum of two centi** 
meters per min te and a m axiom of twenty* two eenti etera per 
minute# The average rate for all testa was five and four 
tenths centimeter per minute# Th© results of failure to 
realise or to consider this fact In operating settlers in 
commercial plants is brought out in the studies of houlaiana 
raw sugars in the section which follows#
Studies have been carried out m  which four combinations 
of chemical agents were used for clarification# vis## lime 
alone# lime and Ha^Al^O*# lime and %?§* and lime and sul/ 
fur dioxide * All factors considered# lime and sodium aluml* 
nate seems to be the most effective combination used# It 
exceeds the other methods by such a small margin# however# 
that a very extended investigation would be retired to de«* 
term tne whether the increased cost of this combination over 
that of lime alone would be economically justifiable* toe of 
the greatest advantages of the alum in ate treatment Is that 
It is most effective in reducing the silica content of the 
juice on clarification* This is of great practical im* 
portanee in factory operations because scaling of evaporate 
ing equipment slows grinding rate# and Increases fuel costs* 
Silica compounds are the worst offenders in this respect 
since they produce a scale whi*ch is extremely difficult to 
remove by methods commonly used for cleaning such equipment*
'gh© limited nujffltber of tests made with lit© and sulfur
dioxide make it lnadvlseable to compare this combination, 
with the other three used,
Both sodium alum ina fee and phosphoric acid In combination 
with lime are more effective in eliminating colloids from the 
juice than is lime used alone# probably because of the more 
abundant floo produced by these agents* fhey also yield a 
lighter colored and more brilliant juice than does straight 
lime clarification*
Phosphoric acid with lime produced th© greatest decrease 
in total ash content a® has been claimed f o r  it* It was 
also noted that excellent clarification resulted with a 
phosphate treated juice at a pH of seven or slightly below . 
while in the case of th© first series of tests a more alka** 
line react lot was necessary with lime alone or in combine*? 
tion with sodium aluminate* In later tests on Juice from . 
other varieties a very good juice was obtained using lime 
only where the juice reaction was slightly add instead of 
alkaline*
All treatments yielded muds which filtered very well* 
but muds from the more alkaline juices filtered faster*
There was very little difference in the average density and 
viscosity of the muds produced by the various treatments#
Ho very definite trend® can be noted from an examination 
of the data which relate most effective clarification to a 
definite pH range of values* With 11m® alone th© latter tests 
with an average pH of 6*44 exhibit more rapid sedimentation 
and smaller volume© than do the first series where the pH 
averages 7*39* The pH values ranged from 5*4 to 8*1 which
070
covers pretty well the normal operating ranges of plants In 
this state«
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